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Chapter 1

What Do We Have Here?
This book iswritten for the newcomer to the new and jam-packed world

ofinformationabout personal computing. Introducingyouto the fascinat
ing world of the Texas Instruments 99/4A home computer with as little
confusion aspossible isourobjective.Whether youhave purchased ahome
computer and want easy words about how to use it, or whether you are
shopping for(ormerelycurious about)a personal computer and think the
TI-99/4A might be the one for you, we'd like to give you some informa
tion.

As owner, prospective owner, oruserof aTI-99/4A, youare face-to-face
with an exciting, nearlyunique experience. The TI-99/4A is like no other
personal computerin the world. For the price of avideogameconsole, this
computer gives you video game capability to enjoy during relaxing times
and powerful computing capability to use for more serious tasks, such as
learning, managing a business or a home, programming, writing, and
paying bills.

At a current price of less than $100, the TI-99/4A is quite a bit of
computer. Among under-$100 computers, it hasseveral unique qualities.

Figure1.1 The TI-99/4 A and accessories.
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Most important,' it has very strong software support. TI currently markets
more software in plug-in cartridges than any other computer manufac
turer. Technologically, it isunique amonglow-cost personal computers: it
has a powerful 16-bit microprocessor, and it canbe expanded to include
the features ofmuch more expensivemachines.

Face to face with the TI-99/4A, you'll discover that it has a full-size,
typewriter-style keyboard. With 16 kilobytes (thousand characters) of
read-write memory that can be increased to 48 kilobytes, it can be pro
grammed in several popular languages, including BASIC, Pascal, and
several special-purpose languages such as Logo and PHOT. Designed
around its advanced, high-performance microprocessor chip, this com
puterhasexcellent color graphics andsoundsynthesis features, including
optional voice-synthesis capability. It runs literally thousands of programs
designed for it by Texas Instruments, independent software sources, and
active groups of users. You cangetthissoftware in cartridge, on tape,oron
floppy diskette.

Well help youexplore theTI-99/4Ahomecomputer through both your
thoughtsandyour keyboard entry. We hopeyouwillforgive usifwedon't'
assume you are a computer scientist or an electronicswizard. We want to
give you the complete story about the use—and the value—of this com
puterin down-to-earth terms, soyoucan makethe bestpossible useof it.

More specifically, wehave written thebookwiththe following objectives
in mind:

1. To introduce youto the TI-99/4Aandits basic components, to what
they do andhowthey worktogether. (Chapters 1, 9, and 10)

2. To provide you with an overview of what you can do with the
computer. (Chapter 1)

3. To give you step-by-step instructions on how to set up, or install,
yourcomputer and to tell you how to get it up and running. (Chapters 2
and 3)

4. To give you information about how to load and save your own
programs on cassettes and diskettes. (Chapters 4 and 5)

5. To provide a comprehensive introduction to BASIC, the standard
computer language on this.computer, and to describe the use of color
graphics andsoundsynthesis. (Chapters 6, 7 and8)

6. To give you information about the software available for the com
puter, to help youselect the bestprograms for your needs,and to giveyou
our bestadvice aboutwhere to buy software. (Chapter 9)

7. To provide informationaboutaccessories for yourcomputerandhow
to select, buy, install, and use youraccessories. (Chapter 10)
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8. To tell youabout other sources of information about yourcomputer,
suchasmagazines, books, user's groups,and computer-based information
networks. (Chapter 11)

Following a briefhistory of TI (which is really a brief discussion of how
the TI-99/4Adeveloped), this chapter describes the potential usesof the
computerand tellsabout howit works. But if youreagerness to start using
yourcomputermakes history and moregeneral considerations something
for later reading, weinvite you to moveahead now to Chapter 2.

A UTILE HISTORY

Until 1972, Texas Instruments was known only as a very successful
manufacturerof electronic componentssuchas transistors and integrated-
circuit chips. It invented the integrated circuit in 1958, the single-chip
microprocessor in 1970, and the single-chipmicrocomputer in 1971.

Behind the Scenes at EarlyTI

Out of the public eye, however, TI had joined with the I.D.E.A.
Corporationto develop the world's first commercially produced transistor
radio in 1954. In 1958, it developed the first fully transistorized television
receiver, and in 1970, TI developed the first liquid crystal display (LCD)
watch.

Only after development of the LCDwatch did TI step into the public
spotlightwith the manufacturing and marketingof consumerproducts. In
1972, TI marketed its first calculator, a four-function hand-held machine
called DataMath. In 1972, although Texas instruments was itself a large
component-manufacturing company, its consumer products group was
scarcely more than an infant whosefate wasto growup rapidly.

Calculators and the TI-99/4A Home Computer

Hand-held calculators manufactured and marketed by TI in the early
seventies made use of electronic-component design and development
already under way in older TI groups. Three or four integrated-circuit
chips, or ICs, in the hand-held calculators replacedhundreds of transistor
circuits in desk-top calculators. A standard integrated circuit could per
form all the functions of50 to 200 transistors, and it drastically reduced the
labor, time, and cost required to manufacture a calculator. Today the
technology of creating integrated circuits has reached the point where
many hand-held calculatorshave only one large integrated circuit. ICs are
routinely manufactured that replace tens of thousands of individual tran
sistor circuits. And the same ICs that provided the foundation for the
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calculator industry also shortly provided the foundation for the personal
computer revolution.

TI movedinto the fieldofpersonal computers withits announcementof
theoriginal TI-99/4 homecomputer inJune 1979. Thelistprice ofthe unit
was $1150, including a color monitor. InJune of the nextyear, TI began
marketing the TI-99/4 computer without the monitor for $950, a $200
saving. Then, in May 1981, the improved TI-99/4A home computerwas
introduced at the significantly lower priceof $525. TI found itself at the
forefront of vigorous and highly competitive marketing that has made
"computers for everybody" a reality. At a current price of $89 at some
competitivedepartment stores(complete with five hours worth of cours-
ework at TI Learning Centers), the TI-99/4A is one of the best—if not
actually thebest— buyin personal computers.

Center Stage with the Present TI

TI's vigorously competitive pricing continues. During late summer of
1983, TI announced it was dropping the price of its expansion unit
(including increased memory, a disk controller, and a disk drive) from
$1200 to $550 (with a $99 software package thrown in forgood measure).

Additional new developments at TI include its exclusive marketing of
108 educational software packages from Control Data Corporation's re
spected Plato system. TI has tapped Control Data's $900 million invest
ment and 20years of experience in computer-assisted instructionsoftware,
so the TI-99/4A becomes even more ofa "live-in" teacher than it has been.

On the recreation andfun side,TIhasbegundeveloping andmarketing
a series of ten Milton Bradley games with voice recognition and voice
synthesis. While TI has had games that talk to youfor sometime, it now
has games you can hold discussions with.

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH THE H-99/4A HOME COMPUTER?

Many people are still skeptical about inexpensive computers. After so
many years of hearing about business computers, we are accustomed to
computers that cost millions of dollars and require teams of trained
specialists to run them. To help you begin to see just how powerful the
TI-99/4A homecomputeris, thissection describes some of itsmajoruses.

A Path to Computer Literacy

Scarcely 300years ago, more than 97 percentof the adults in the world
could not read. Of course, 300 years ago you didn't have to read to be a
successful, contributingmemberof society. Reading and writingwere, in
fact, a specialized occupationin manysocieties. The scribes mentioned in
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the Bible, forexample, were the professionals ofbiblical society whocould
read and write.

Today we consider the ability to read and write essential. We try,
through the publicschool system, to help every citizenbecome literate—
that is, to be able to read and write. Considering our literacy, some
futuristsbelieve oursociety isbecoming vastly moreinformation-oriented.
They thinktheuseofcomputer power toconvey andprocess information is
rapidly becoming an essential skill formostof the population.

Just as reading and writing has become important over the past 300
years, computer usewill change over the next three—or fewer—decades
from a taskfor a smallgroup of highlytrained specialists into an essential
taskfor all of us. We're likely to findwe'renot literate in a modern senseat
all if we're not computerliterate.

The TI-99/4A gives you an excellent path to computer literacy. The
learningpath may be asshort—or aslong and rewarding—as you choose.
Youcanspend$200 to $300 on the basic unit to beginyourlearning. Add
$100 for books and training material, and you have less than $400 in
vested. After a fewmonths' work,youmay decide to use the computer for
more indirect and advanced learning through serious computer applica
tions(several ofwhichwillbe discussed later in this section). Then youcan,
for less than $600, expandyourcomputer. It can take youfurther into the
information age as it becomes a powerful computer capable of many
important tasksin yourhome, business, or school.

Programming in BASIC and Other Languages

Many newcomputerowners usetheir computersfor recreational applica
tions, while others learn how toprogram the computer. It's small wonder
that they do: when they program the TI-99/4A, they tell it to do exactly
what they want it to do. When they relyon programswritten by others,
others tell it what to do.

Programming involves typinglinesof instructions into the computerin a
language it understands. BASIC is its primary, built-in programming
language. BASIC stands for BeginnersAU-Purpose Symbolic Instruction
code. Although there are many different computer languages in use today,
BASICis by far the most popular.

The BASIC language has about asmany dialects as there are brands of
personal computers, but the BASIC understood bythe TI-99/4A isa fairly
standard version. If you learn to program in the BASIClanguage on this
computer, you will have litde difficulty programming other personal
computers that use BASIC.
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Because features of the TI-99/4A extend past the limits of standard
BASIC language, especially synthesized speech andmoving-image graph
ics (sprites, TI calls them), TI has developed and marketed its Extended
BASIC language in cartridge form. Besides supporting all the computer's
advanced features, Extended BASIC hasmany of the features of business
BASIC dialects normally available for much more expensive computers.
This BASIC dialect allows sophisticated andpowerful programming.

Chapters 6,7, and8ofthis book discuss programming thecomputer in
BASIC, and there are at least ten other books currendy in print on
programming the TI-99/4A in BASIC. In addition, TIpackages two of its
own books on its dialect of BASIC with the computer. The Extended
BASIC cartridge also comes with a well-written book. TIfurther supports
your learning of BASIC bymarketing tutorial (computer-assisted) lessons
on bothBASIC andExtended BASIC oncassette tapeanddisk.

We will focus on BASIC in this book because it is the most popular
language forsmall computers today. However, there are otherlanguages
available for your computer. A more advanced and more powerful lan
guage called Pascal is also available, and PILOT andLogo are fully sup
ported by TI. PILOT is used to develop computer-assisted instruction
programs, and Logo is a very popular language that lets children become
familiar with computer programming while they draw pictures onavideo
screen.

Machine Language andAssembly Language Programming

Youcanalso write programs foryour computer in a computer language
called TMS9900 machine language anda corresponding (but much easier
to use) language called TMS9900 assembly language.

Machine and assembly languages are both versatile and powerful lan
guages used byprofessional programmers tocreate video game cartridges,
word processing programs, andotherprograms that make the most of the
power and speed of the TMS9900 microprocessor chip. However, the
languages are not easy to learn.

It's a good idea for you to start with BASIC and put off taking on
machinelanguage until youhavesome experience. Later, whenyouhave
the experience, you might use TI's helpful assembly language program
ming package and avoid the tedium andconfusion ofmachine language
programming. Theeditor/assembler package canhelpyou create machine
language programs alongwith the professionals.

Education and Computer-Assisted Instruction

Software marketed by TI shows extraordinary emphasis on education.
Even without Plato software, TI educational programs outnumber any
other typeofprogram produced bythe company.
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Both the scope and quality of theeducational software available for the
TI-99/4A is amazing.

Traditional primary school subjects are well represented: reading, writ
ing, and arithmetic programs provide schools and homes withhighmoti
vation andhigh tech instruction to help students perform betterat early
ages.

Video-game settings are used to motivate students in many of the
programs. The enthusiasm that leads children to play coundess hours of
PAC-MAN (or TI'sownMunch Man) to win, to score higher, andto seek
greater challenges isadapted tosupport themore serious tasks of learning
the three Rs. Even the use of joysticks puts children into the physical
environment that combines fun with learning.

Many of theeducational programs use theTI speech synthesizer tohelp
children who can't read yet and to teach spelling, a task that is at best
ineffective withdisplayed instructions alone. The learning of otherskills is
mademuch less dependent on reading skill: children with reading diffi
culty are not penalized bytheir failure to understand wirtten instructions
when they learn math. The spoken word adds a powerful educational
dimension to computer-assisted instruction. In manycases the voice from
the computer makes the difference between learning andnot learning.

TI educational software is excellent because most programs are devel
opedin consort withpublishing companies withvast experience in public
school educational practices. Co-developers include Scott Foresman; Ad
dison Wesley; Milliken; and several otherrespected, successful textbook
publishers.

Educational software fromthe Plato systemextends far pastthe primary
level. Courses in geometry, biology, behavioral and earth sciences, prose
literature and poetry, and economics support high-school, early college,
and life-long learning.

Overand abovetraditional school subjects, TI software provides educa
tional support in playing chess or bridge, in composing music, in main
taining weight control, instaying physically fit, andinmanyotherpractical
and sophisticated areas of life.

Business and ProfessionalApplications

Color graphics, sound and speech synthesis, and joystick connections
make the TI-99/4A an ideal home or school computer. It is also a good
(thoughnot trulygreat) business computer. It has a full-size keyboard. It
has alarge andexpandable memory. Diskdrives and printers (needed for
many business applications) available for it canstore 10million characters
of information andprintout the information with letterquality.Unfortu-
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nately, the same thing that makes it an excellenteducational and recrea
tional computer severely limits it for business applications. In the
technological tradeoff that gives you excellent color graphics for educa
tional and recreational programs, the TI-99/4A's screen displays only24
lines of 40 characters of text. Most "dedicated" business computers, in
contrast, have a 24-line by 80-character video display, and they do not
producecolorgraphics, excellentorotherwise.

Nevertheless, millions ofpeople douse theTI-99/4A and othercomput
ers withsimilar screen format (theCommodore 64, the AppleII, and the
ATARI 800, for example) for business applications.

Word processing is probably the most popular business use for the
TI-99/4A. TI-Writer, agood word processing program, lets you compose,
edit, correct, and update written materials with less effort and more speed
thanispossible onatypewriter. With TI-Writer you create adocument on
thescreen ofthevideo display, aplace where changes are much more easily
made than onpaper. When you are ready, the computer can create acopy
of the document on your printer. Inaddition, you can save the document
you have created on a cassette or diskette and load it back into the
computer later, when you want torevise it orto print outanother copy.

TI-Writer requires an expanded system. You need a disk drive, extra
memory, and a printer. See Chapter 9 for information on the extra
equipment needed. Chapter 10 describes several of the word processing
programs currendy available.

The creation of spreadsheets is the nextmost popular business of this
computer. Many business applications require the calculation of large
tables or charts of related figures. Loan amortization tables, salary sched
ules, insurance fee tables, inventory order records, travel expense forms,
job cost estimates, and organizational planning all require many tedious
calculations. Electronic spreadsheet programs such as VisiCalc and Super-
Calc have earned millions of dollars for their creators because so many
business people need aconvenient, quick way of doing such jobs. TheTI
spreadsheet program,- created by oneof the leading independent micro
computer software houses (Microsoft), is called Multiplan. Details about
Multiplan are provided in Chapter 9.

Telecommunications

The fastest-growing area of interest for TI-99/4A owners is telecom
munication. Telecommunication involves connecting your home
computer to othercomputers by phonelines. Your phonethen becomes a
linktohundreds, perhaps thousands, ofother computers. The computers
you communicate with may be the TI-99/4As of friends or business
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associates, or theymay belarge computers that have beenprogrammed to
provide allsorts ofinformation services to personal computer owners.

On the personal sideoftelecommunicating, youcansitback in youreasy
chair, getacomfortable grip onthekeyboard, andthendoeverythingfrom
pay bills toread weather reports forColorado ski resorts. Telecommunicat
inglets you dial local area networks andcommunity bulletin boards runby
colleges, computer clubs, amateur radio clubs, and otherspecial interest
groups.

On the professional side oftelecommunicating, you cantap the services
provided byseveral national information utilities and view on your screen
everything from stock market quotations to the currentAP or UPI news-
wire. You can use your computer to purchase products, check on airline
schedules, get reviews ofcurrent movies, and look for books or articles on
topics of interest to you. Access to the WorldBook Encyclopedia is even
available on one popular information utility called The Source. The
following are the addresses of the most active sources for your obtaining
telecommunicated information.

The Source, 1616 Anderson Road, McLean, Virginia 22102; (703)
821-6660

CompuServe, Inc., 5000 Arlington Centre Boulevard, Columbia, Ohio
43220(614)457-8600

Bibliographic Retrieval Services, 1200 Route 7, Latham, New York
12110(518)783-1161

DIALOG Information Services, 3460 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, Cal
ifornia 94304 (415) 858-3810
If you need access to a particular type of information, the Directory of
Online Databases (published byCaudra Associates) and the Directory of
Online Information Resources (published byCSG Press) listhundreds of
information utilities you can contact by computer.

Thepioneer in information andcommunication services, The Source, is
the host for TEXNET. With TEXNET, all of the information described
above is available in a form specifically designed for the TI-99/4A. In
addition, you can access libraries of programs with color graphics and
sound and speechsynthesis features, oryoucantransferyourownprograms
to others and transfer their programs to your computer. TEXNET also
carriesnewsabout TI products and programs.

If you want to use your computer for telecomputing, you will need to
have an RS-232 expansion accessory, a modem, the Terminal Emulator II
telecommunications program marketed by TI, and an account number.
The RS-232accessory may be the same unit that connects your computer to
your printer. A modem converts signals from the computer into audio
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signals that canbetransmitted over telephone lines. Modems cost from less
than$100 to over $600, depending on thefeatures they provide. The TI
modem, manufactured byoneoftheleading modem manufacturers in the
country (Novation), costs under $100. You obtain the account number
from the information service when you sign up. With most information
services, you areusually charged aone-time registration fee andthereafter
aresent a monthly bill for the time youhaveused.

Recreation: Fun and Games

Probably 70 percent ofall TI-99/4A owners use it mostly for therecrea
tion and fun ofvideo games. These games are available from TI and many
other sources, including magazines, books, and independent software
publishers. TImarkets games incartridges and ontapes anddisks, andthe
TI BASIC reference manual you receive when you purchase the computer
has some games you may type into the keyboard. Some magazines regu
larly publish at least oneor two game programs fortheTI-99/4A in each
issue (see Chapter 10), and many small (and a few large) companies sell
game programs. Thebest recreational programs take full advantage ofthe
color graphics and the sound and speech synthesis features of the
TI-99/4A. Most also letyou use joysticks rather than the keyboard tomove
about on the screen.

NOW THAT WE KNOW WHAT WE HAVE

Now that we have some idea about what the TI-99/4A home computer is
good for, let's move on toexplore it from new directions. InChapter 2,
we'll look at the components ofthe TI-99/4A system from the perspective
ofsetting them up. In Chapter 3, we'll look at some simple elements of
programming. Then we'll...

But let's take itone step ata time, learning and clarifying as we go.
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Setup and Installation
Even the most basic TI-99/4A unit comes with accessories. There is a

power transformer thatconverts power from anelectric outletintothelow-
voltage power the computer uses. There isalso a modulator that connects
the television to the computer; the modulatorcontains a switch boxthat
letsyou switch between regular TV reception and the computer display.
This chapter will show you how to connect everything and adjust the
television set for bestpicture quality. We'll also give you instructions for
installingcassette recorders and other accessories.

CONNECTIONS TO THE WORID

The TI-99/4A console (the main unit containing the keyboard and
electronics) hasconnectors onthetoppanel, the back panel,and bothside
panels. A connector on the top panel accepts memory cartridges. Back
panel connectors accept cables for power, video and audio output, and
cassette recorder input and output. A connector on the left sideaccepts a
cable from a wired remote controller (joystick), and a connector on the
rightside accepts cables or peripheral units that increase the computing
power of the system.

Top Panel Connection: The Cartridge

Thereisonlyoneconnectoron the top panel(keyboard) of the computer
console, but it is an important one. Thisconnector, behind the recessed
doorat the top rightof the keyboard, accepts memory cartridges. In most
cases, these cartridges contain programs stored in read only memory
(ROM), and in a few cases, cartridges containboth programs in ROM and
additional read-write memory to expand the processing power of the
console.

Youcanpurchase cartridges that contain educational programs, video
games, home managementand business software, and several other types
of programs from TI and other sources. Suchprograms generally convert
the computer ito a "dedicated" or special-purpose machine for the time
they are inserted. Oncea cartridge is inserted into the connector slot, the
computerbehaves upon power-up muchasa videomachinebehaves when
a coin is pushed into its coinslot.

Without cartridges, the TI-99/4A is a fairly powerful general-purpose
personal computerwith the BASIC programming languageand the elec-
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tronics forsaving and loading programs built in. Let's check it out first asa
general-purpose machine andlateronwe'll explore more dedicated uses of
it through programcartridges.

Three Back Panel Connections

Across the back of your computer's console, you will find three connec
tors. The connector in the center is thepower connector, which provides
low-voltage power to the console from the console transformer, located in
the power cord.

Theconnector to the right ofthepower connector, directly in linewith
theTIlogo andthe 1key onthekeyboard, isthevideo and audio output
connector. Acable provided withyour computer runsbetween the console
and a standard television set, and includes a video modulator. You may
buy anaccessory cable toconnect video and audio directly toamonitor for
higher-quality pictures andsound than most television sets produce.

Thethirdconnector on the back panel of theconsole isforan optional
cable leading to a cassette recorder for loading andsaving programs and
data.

The Power Connection

It isagood ideatohook up thepower cord first. Thepower cord andthe
transformer in it deserve special attention.

Figure2.1 Insertinga cartridgein the TI-99/4A.
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A TI-99/4A transformer, according to TI, might be the cause ofahouse
fire. At least two versions of the power cord and transformer assemblies
have beenpackaged withthiscomputer. Bothversions have asix-foot long
four-conductor cable leading from ablack plastic transformer boxto afour-
conductor connector that provides power to the console. Only one of the
versions is dangerous. The difference betweenthe two versions is the way
they conect to poweroutlets.

In an earlier, lessdesirable version TI callsits A version, there is no cable
leading to a plug for a wall outlet. Instead, the plug is built into the
transformer case. The wall outlet must provide physical support for the
transformer, which is quite heavy and becomes quite warm, as well as
provide electrical connection. TI literature advises you to attach the tran
sformer to the electrical outlet with the screw that holds the outlet cover
plate on. If you have, and for some reason must use, this version of the
power cable, avoid plugging the transformer directly into a wall outlet.
Plug it into an extension cord and rest it on a nonflammable surface, to
avoidattaching it sopermanently to the walland to minimize anychance
of a fire.

Because ofthe fire hazard,TI isvoluntarilyprovidingasafety-enhancing
accessory for the A version power cables. TI literature says you may call its
toll-free numbers to receive the accessory—essentially a fused extension
cord. However, one of your authors did just that within the first fewdays
the deficiency was receiving widemediaattention,and almost a year later
he hasstillnot received hisaccessory (but neither, wehastento add, hashis
house burned down).

The newer, modified version of the power cable assembly does not
contain a power plug built into the transformer case. An AC power line
comes from the side of the transformer opposite the cable leading to the
console. This line, in turn, hasa plug that connects to an extension cord
containing a fuse.

To attach the power cable to the console, plug the four-conductor
connector into the corresponding four-pin connector in the rear panel of
the console. Then plug the AC connector into the wall.

After connecting the powercable,check to see that the powerswitch at
the lower left of the front vertical panel of the console is OFF. If you
connect any accessories to the console while the powerswitch is ON, you
risk damage to the console, the accessories, or both. When the power
switchis positionedto the right, the poweris ON, and the light-emitting
diode (LED) to the left of the switch is lighted. When the switch is
positioned to the left, the power isOFF, and the LED isnot lighted.
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The Television Connection

The TI-99/4A can beconnected totwo different types ofvideo displays.
As it comes from the box, it has all the equipment needed to display
information on an ordinary television set. It will work on eithera color or
black and white set, although most people attach it to a color set to take
advantage of its colorgraphics features.

Your computer can also be connected to a video monitor with an
accessory cable available from TI(gratis if you buy aTIvideo monitor). A
color monitor produces much sharper color images thananordinary color
television, but it generally costs muchmore.

The round connector for a television or monitor has five contacts in a
semicircle at thebottom andasingle alignment notch atthetop. This kind
of round connector, frequently used on American, Japanese, and Euro
pean stereosystems, iscalleda 5-pin DIN connector.The standard six-foot
cable with the 5-pin DIN connectoron one end and the television video
modulator on the other plugs into the DIN connector on the backof the
TI-99/4A console. The wire in this cable carries video andsound signals, as
wellaspowersupplyvoltages, to the modulator.The modulator is essen
tially a "micropower television transmitting station." It combines the
signals at the frequency of either channel 3 or 4, and it puts out the
broadcast-like signal over the 300 ohm twin lead that connects to the
antenna terminals of a television set.

Aswitch at thebottom right oftheTVmodulator selects thechannel you
want to use. If yourcitydoesnot havea television stationat channel3or 4,
the switch can be set to either channel. If there is a local TV station on
either channel 3 or 4, select the unused channel to minimize the inter
ference with your computer by a broadcast station. Ifyour city has stations
onbothchannels 3and4, select thechannel with theweaker signal.

Another switch on the front of the modulator selects between the
computer signal and the TV signal from an antenna orcable. When you
push theswitch securely tothebottom, it effectively connects thecomputer
to the twin lead. Pushedfirmly to the top, the switch connects the antenna
or cable to the twin lead.

To connect the TI-99/4A console to a television set, plug the DIN
connector end of the cable provided with the computer into the DIN
connector on the back panel.Disconnect the twinleadfromyourtelevision
set and connect it to the two terminals labeled ANTENNA on the left side
of themodulator. Connect thespade lugs on the twin lead coming from
the modulator to the screws from which you removed the antenna twin
lead (theVHF screws). From now on,when you want touse your computer,
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push the switch down; when you want to watch television, push the
switch up.

If youplan to useacolor monitorinsteadofa television set, youneed the
accessory cable that has a DIN plug on one end and the appropriate
connectors on the other end for audio and video signals.

The TI-99/4A producesa goodpicture on most televisionsets. However,
like all computers, it generatesa lot of electrical noise, whichcan appear as
"snow," crosshatches, and other patterns on a televisionscreen. When you
get your computer up and running, try moving the cords to see if one
position reduces interference. If youplan to buy a small television to use
with yourcomputer, it's a goodidea to take the computer to the storeand
try it out beforemakingthe purchase (orget the store to agreethat youcan
return it if it doesn't workwell). Better still, you might consider buying the
TI colormonitor sinceit eliminates the interference problems and provides
superior video display.

The Tape RecorderConnection

If youplan to load programs storedon cassette tapes into the computer's
memory or saveprogramsfor later use, you might want to connect one or
two tape recorders now. (Or if youwant to load and save programs with
much greaterspeed and convenience, you might prefer to set up a disk-
memory system, as we discuss below.)

TI markets a tape recorderfor use with the TI-99/4A, although with a
few precautions almost any relatively high-quality cassette recorder will
load and save programs adequately. For best results, you should use a
recorder with a tone control. Fewer loading errors result when the tone
control of a recorder is adjusted for maximum treble, or high frequency,
output.

Attachingcassette recorders to the home computer with the TI accessory
cassette cable is straightforward. Plug the end of the cable with the nine-
conductorconnectorinto the corresponding connectoron the backpanel of
the console. Beespecially carefulto use the nine-pin connectoron the back
ofthe console, not the identicalconnectoron the leftside ofthe unit, (The
connector on the left side is for joysticks, which TI calls "wired remote
controllers," as discussed below.)

At the other end of the cassettecable, plug the miniature phone plug at
the end of the black wire into the REMOTE or MOTOR jack of your tape
recorder. Now plug the phone plug at the end of the red wire into the
MICROPHONE jack, and plug the connectorat the end of the whitewire
into the EARPHONE or EXTERNAL SPEAKER jack.
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If your cassette cable hasa second pairofredandwhite wires, theymay
be connected to the MICROPHONE and EARPHONE jacks of a second
recorder. Asecond recorder isuseful forloading andsaving programs while
data produced by a program is being loaded and saved on the primary
recorder.

With powerprovided to yourrecorder(s) from a walloutlet or batteries,
your computer is ready to saveand load programsand data.

The Left-SideJoystick Connection

Ifyou plantouse your computer extensively for video games, you'll want
to plug TI'swired remotecontrollers (joysticks) into the connector on the
left side of the console.

The connector for joystick cables isa nine-pinconnector identical to the
connector on the rear panel for the cassetterecordercable. Make surethat
you have thejoystick cablepluggedinto thenine-pin D connector on the
leftsidepanelofthe console. Withthis detail as with most ofthecomputer
world, alittledouble-checking saves alotofgriefandaggravation, damage
and frustration, and time in the longrun.

The Right-Side ExpansionConnection

Behind a "secret" door on the right side panel of the console is a
connectorwhich, literally, provides yourcomputerwith access to and from
the restof the world. If youslipyoufingernail beneaththe extension from
the sliding plasticdoor and lift up, you'lldiscover that the secret connec
tion isa 44-pin connector at the edge ofoneof the console printedcircuit
boards. These connectors are much like arteries to the heart of the com
puter: they carry signals to and from the heart of the system, the micro
processorchip, as we'll discusslater.

Theeffect ofthese arteries istoextend thecomputer beyond thephysical
cabinet of the console. Additional memory, disk memory systems, com
munications devices, special programming units, speech synthesis devices,
and other peripheralunits attach to the expansion connector. But whileit
issimple enoughthattheyattachto the connector, it isa longerand more
complicated storyto sayhowtheyconnect. Thestory involves a "choo-choo
train," a "heavy-metal" box, and, ultimately, an "intelligent bus." With
out further waiting, let's ride right into the storyland of the TI-99/4A
expansion.

A Choo-Choo Train Connection

If you try to talk about a "choo-choo train" peripheral with someone
straightlaced at TI, you may not get very far. But if you talk to a more
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verbal person in the company, your messagewill be quite clear.You'll be
talking about one ofseveral expansionaccessories that TI designed literally
to couple into each other and into the console through the expansion
connector. Like cars on a train, they are self-standing units that extend as
far out from the console as you need. Each of the accessories couples
(connects) with the next in line by a 44-line printed circuit board edge
connector, just asthe processor does at the "head" of the train.

The photograph of a coupled-up choo-choo train (Figure 2.2) may save
us several thousand words. The photograph shows, from left to right, a
console, a memory-expansion unit, a speech synthesizer, a disk-drive
controller, an RS-232 interface(for a printer, telephone-line modem, and

Figure 2.2 "Choo-choo train" style memory expansion.
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the like), and a disk-drive unit. The maximum useful length of the train
might be extended by two units: a second RS-232 unit and ip-code unit
forrunning the computer with the Pascal programminglanguage.(Beware
that such a long train might not "run," becauseat such lengths ofconnec
tion, signal interference and losscausea greatdeal of difficulty. It may be
necessary to remove the RS-232 units from the train, for example, while
running Pascal.) Note that the memory-expansionunit iscoupled immedi
ately to the console. If the memory unit were farther from the console,
noise and lossmight make operation too erratic.

A Heavy-Metal Box Connection

Because of the obvious difficulty (and expense) with a long train of
peripheralaccessories, TI hasofferedanexpansionbox alternative. A single
ruggedly constructed box is used to provide power, signalconnection, and
physical support for peripheral "cards." An expansion box is shown con
nected to the console in Figure 2.3. The accessory cards enclosed in it
perform the same tasks as the units in the long train shown above. The
inside ofthe expansionbox contains a powersupply to the left, connectors
forup to eight peripheralcards in the center, and housing for a singledisk
drive to the right.

The expansion box is a definite improvement over choo-choo train
packaging from several viewpoints. Overall manufacturing cost is less: a
single supply powersall expansion accessories (except for disk drivesother

Figure 2.3 TI-99/4A Expansion box.
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than the first one). The expansion box has a more manageable shape than
the train-connected units, and it is physically smaller when many accesso
riesarebeing used. Susceptibility to damage is less, becauseall peripheral
cards and the main disk drive don't suffer the strainand fatigue of being
moved about, unplugged and plugged. Overall, the electronic noise
produced by peripherals in the box is much less than that produced by a
functionally identicalchoo-choo train; the box is extremely well shielded,
and televisioninterference from the accessories within it isalmost impossi
ble.

The major drawback of most plug-in card systems (say the legendary
S-100 system, for example) is avoided in the TI expansion box system. TI
has simplified the handling and installationofcards to the point that it is
only slightly more complex and worrisome than handling and installation
ofchoo-choo train units. Eachcardis enclosedin a plasticcase which even
hasrecessed contacts: delicate chipson the cardcannot be damaged by the
staticelectricitythat often accompanies handling them. The enclosurealso
serves asaguide forpluggingin the card, making damage to the card-edge
connectorhighly unlikely. Installing cards in the expansionbox is easy.

It will take you only a few minutes and avery few cautions to connect an
expansion-box system to your computer's console.

First, unpack the expansion box, the power cord, the signal cable, and
the instruction booklet.

The expansion box packagingcontains the expansion box itself, an AC
powercord, a flatcablewith large, enclosed printed-circuitconnectors on
eachend, and aninstruction booklet. But let us giveyou acoupleofwords
of caution about unpacking. If you turn the packaging on its side to slide
the expansion box out with the aid of gravity(which you are likely to do
because of its weight and the tight fit of the box inside its styrofoam
supports), be carefuL If the heavier, powersupply end of the expansion
box is toward the top, and you turn it up too fast, the top of the box will
keep on moving in an arc that's likely to include the bridge of your foot.
One of the authors of this book (whose house didn't burn down and who
doesn'thaveapermanentlimp afterall)provides this cautionwith good—
though undisclosed—authority. Also, be careful to get the AC powercord
from the packagingbeforediscarding it. The cordis easilyhidden beneath
plasticsheet and styrofoam packing, and it might be lost.

Technically, the instructionbooklet tells you that the expansion box end
of the flatcableshould be plugged into slot 1A of the expansion box. The
backofthe cable plugcontains anattachmenttab with ahole to matchup
with asheet-metal screw in the backofthe expansion box. This screwholds
the plug securelyin the expansion box.
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If you are installing a disk drive and a disk controller, you need to
observeanother couple ofcautions.

Remove the screw from the top of the disk housing, and turn the
expansion box on end to remove an identicallypositioned screw from the
bottom ofthe box. Pluckthe "disk facade" fromthe frontofthe expansion
box. Carefully save the screws for installation of the disk drive. The screw
you removed from the bottom ofthe cabinetis quite a bit longerthan the
one you removed from the top. Remember that the longerscrew must be
used to attach the bottom ofthe disk drive, because this screw must extend
through a false bottom in the drivehousing to reach the drive.

For maximum space in the card area of the box (which is primarily
convection cooled—the fan is only effective in cooling power supply
components), the controller card should be installed in slot BA, the slot
farthest to the right. When you have the card firmly installed, locate the
ribbon cable from the controller package which hasnon-identical connec
tors on its ends. One end of the cablehas a connector that slips over the
card-edge connector of the disk drive; the other end contains a connector
with two rows of 13 pinholes. The connector with the pinholes must be
plugged—through a hole in the sheet metal sides of the disk-drive
housing—into a matching connector at the back of the disk-controller
card.

To install the cable connector to the controller card, bend the ribbon
cablesharplyat the connectorsothat it leadsaway from it in astraightline.
While you areholding the connectorwith your fingertips,with the ribbon
cablesideofthe connectorto the frontofthe expansion box, reach into the
disk housing pastasmall partition and plug the connectoronto the pins on
the back of the disk-controllercard.You can see the plug from above the
box, and a little eye/hand coordination and fishing experience come in
handy. When the controllerplug is firmly seated, slip the other connector
onto the edge connector of the disk drive so that the ribbon cable extends
across the back ofthe body ofthe drive. Insert the powerconnectoron the
four wiresleading from the inside ofthe housing onto the connector at the
bottom ofthe left sideofthe disk driveprinted circuitboard(the connector
is keyed to fit only one way). Slip the drive into the housing with the red
LEDon the face of the drive to the upper left, letting the ribbon cableand
the wires fold back into the box asthey will.

When you have plugged in any other cards, the AC powercord, and the
connector on the cable from the expansion box into the console, you are
ready to try out a more powerful system.

You may be slightly disappointed to find that not all the peripheral
units manufactured by TI are designed on cards to fit into the expansion
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box. A few, notably the speech synthesizer and the more recently devel
oped HEX-Bus controller, must still be connected in a relatively short
train, with the expansionboxconnectorbeing the caboose.

A HEX-Bus connection

A series of muchsmaller accessories have beendesigned recently byTI
for the TI-99/4A and the new TI Compact Computer 40 (CC-40). These
units are calledHEX-Bus units because they connect to each other and a
consolewith onlysixsignal-carrying wires in cablesthat resemblemodular
telephone cables. No expansion boxis required.

HEX-Busperipherals announced by TI include an RS-232communica
tionsunit, amodem,acompact four-color plotter/printer, and awafertape
mass storage unit. The units, each about a tenth the size ofchoo-choo train
units, are appropriate for the TI Compact Computerconsole, especially
since their flexible cabling allows them to be stacked, rather than con
nected side by side.

HEX-Bus units do not, however, plug directly into the expansion
connectorin the console. Aseparate,low-cost unit physically similarto the
speechsynthesizermust beplugged into the expansionconnector, and the
HEX-Bus cable leads out of this controller unit. The controller unit

effectively translates the manysignals on the 44 TI-99/4A expansion lines
into the six-linesignalsused by the HEX-Busunits.

The most interesting of the announced HEX-Bus accessories is the
wafertape peripheral. A wafertape unit, known in other quarters as a
stringy floppy, is a program and data storage peripheral that combines
much of the convenience of floppy-disk operation with the low cost of
cassette-tapeoperation. Storageofprogramsand data ison wafers, endless-
loop cartridges of Vs-inch magnetic tape. The wafers are approximately
IV2 by 3 inches by 3/i6th inch thick. Wafertape units are compact and
significantly faster then cassette recorders (although theyaresignificantly
slowerthan floppy-disk units).

The four-color HEX-Bus printer/plotter is a fascinating device, al
though we believe that its major use will be as a compact-computer
peripheral. It makes eye-opening small graphs on 2V2-inch wide (30
columns) paper, but its small print makeit more novelthan practical. Its
smallness is a virtue in an executive's briefcase, it it is an unnecessary
inconvenience on a home computer desk.

The photograph in Figure 2.4 shows a stack of HEX-Bus peripherals,
includingan RS-232 unit (bottom of the stack), a wafertape unit (middle
of the stack), and a four-color printer/plotter (top).
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Afterthe HEX-Bus controller ispluggedinto the expansion connector of
the TI-99/4A, one end of a smallcableissimply snapped into the control
ler, and the other end issnapped into the connector of a peripheral. From
that peripheral,an identical cable canleadto another,andfromthat to yet
another...

The HEX-Bus accessories point to the future in TI-99/4Adevelopment.
They are smaller, less expensive, and more convenient to work with than
the expansion boxor choo-choo train peripherals. But the HEX-Bus units
are just cominginto production, and until they are fully available, fully
supported by software, competitively priced, and known to be highly
reliable, the older peripherals are excellent choices for increasing the
computing power of your computer.

Checking out the System

All the connections have now been made (unless you have something
special or more powerful in mind for you computer and have other
accessories to connect, in whichcase youmight want to read about further
connections in Chapter 4). With all systems intact, it's time to see if they
are "go" for the many milesand years of computing that lie ahead.

Turn on the television and set the channel selector to either 3 or 4. Slide
the channel selector switch on the bottom of the video modulator to the

same channel. Also, make sure thattheswitch on thefront ofthe modu
latorispushedall the way to the top. The labeling on this switch is a bit

Figure 2.4 A stack of HEX-BusPeripherals.
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confusing; it says Television to the left of the top switch position. It does
say MODULATOR in captials andinside aboxof linesto the right, but the
double message canbe very confusing.

Turnon anyperipheral accessories attached to your computer, andthen
turn on the console bysliding the ON/ OFF switch, on the rightsideof the
vertical front panel, to the right. Theconsole must be the last unit in an
expandedsystem to be turnedon. Thesmall red LED immediately to the
left of the switch should nowlightup.

If you have made all theconnections correctly, you should belooking at
avideo display screen similar to the onein the photograph in Figure 2.5.
The photo shows the title screen that appears every time the TI-99/4A is
turned on. If the titlescreen isn't being displayed, the source of difficulty
will probably be easy to find. Go through the following list to find and
correct any difficulty.

1. Check to see that power is supplied to both the console and the
television set (or monitor). Power is supplied to the home computer
console if the red LED beside the power switch is lighted, and power is
supplied to the television setif the picture tube glows orthe speaker emits
sound. Because power issupplied to thespeech synthesizer bythe console,
it isonwhen theconsole ison.Unfortunately, mostof the peripheral units
(including the expansion box) do not have power-on indicators, but you
should beable tohear a"click" or "thud" from thetelevision setwhen they
are switched on. Remember thatafter you check tosee if aperipheral unit is

Figure 2.5 TheTI-99/4A withExpansion Box, showing tide screen.
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on, you must reset the console by turning it offfor a moment and then
turningit back on. Theconsole must bethelast unit to beturnedonin an
expanded system.

2. When you have verified that power is supplied to all units in the
system, test your wiring between the console, the modulator, and the
television set. Your modulator should be set to the same channel your
television is tuned to (either 3 or 4). Recheck all connections: the two
connections on the twin lead from the modulator to the television and the
five-pin DIN connection between the console and the cable to the modu
lator. Make sure that the switch on the front of the modulator is pushed
firmly to the top (where, to the right of the switch lever the word MODU
LATOR appears). Finally, whenall connections and modulatorswitching
is verified, fine-tune the television set. A channel not usually used for
reception maybe out of tune to the extentthat it will not receive a signal
correctly broadcast on the channel. If during tuning you receive a picture
that is wavy or fuzzy, use the fine tuning control further and the bright
ness/contrast controls to get as satisfactory a display of the title screenas
possible. If all elsefails, try another TV.

When you get a displaythat looks like the screen shownin Figure2.5,
you've reached the first majormilestone, and all systems are "go". You'll
check your systemout further when you program your computer or run a
program storedin cartridge, on tape, oron diskette (see Chapters 4 and 6)

THE ESSENTIAL TI-99/4A

Now that we have the units in the computer system connected and the
title screen tells that all is well so far, we're almost ready to check it out
through use. First, it might be wellto take a quick look at yourcomputer
fromanoperational perspective. TheTI-99/4A isasmall but very powerful
machine, and the powerdemandsour understanding.

The TI-99/4A, like most small computers, can be viewed as a system
madeup ofseveral basic components. Figure 2.6shows a block diagram of
the TI-99/4A. All of the elements in the diagram that lie outside the
dotted line, except the keyboard, indicate expansion accessories (pe
ripherals)you must obtain separatelyfrom the basic package.

The CPU

The CPU(centralprocessing unit) is the heart of the system. Although
CPUchipsinsidepersonal computers similar to the TI-99/4A(the ATARI
800and VIC20, for example)areabout the sizeof a stickof chewinggum,
the chip inside yourcomputer is approximately twice that size. The chip
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designation for the TI-99/4A is TMS9900. No otherpersonal computer
uses the TMS9900 chip; othercomputers usechips withdesignations such
as Z80, 6502, and6510. Some ofthe differences among these chips are of
interest to computer designers and experienced programmers, but other
differences are of interest to consumers and users. Theprimary matter of
interest to ushereisthat the large TMS9900 CPU chipis, in general, faster
and more powerful than the smaller chips in similar computers. The
TI-99/4A CPU chip, for example, can execute machine language multiply-
and-divideinstructions with numbersas largeas 65,535, while the other
chips can only simulate multiplication and division through repeated
addition and subtraction of numbers no larger than 255.

The CPU does most of the actual processing inside the computer. It
sends signals andreceives signals from otherparts of the computer includ
ing inputs and outputs to and from the keyboard, the cassette-tape unit,
and the television display. It also synchronizes the operation of each
component in the system. This synchronization permits the system to
perform hundreds of thousands ofoperations a second. These operations
arefairly simple (for example, adding two numbers), but at such a speed
the computer cancombine them to do some very complex tasks in thou
sandsof simplesteps, stillwithinan eyeblink.

Memory

When you enter a program from the keyboard or load one from a
cassette, the programis placedin the computer's memory. Each letter or
number you type on the keyboard is converted to a code and stored in the

Television

Figure2.6 Block diagram of the TI-99/4A4s components.
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memory of the computer. The code consists of a series of ones and zeros
(called binary digitsorbits). A few of the codes are shown below:

Keyboard Internal

Character Code

A 1000001

B 1000010

1 0110001

2 0110010

All computers convert characters intocodes of ones andzeros. (Theones
andzeros are really electrical signals; negative voltage signifies azero anda
positive voltage signifies aone.)Thecode thatisvirtually universal today is
ASCII, or American Standard Code for Information Interchange. Most
smallcomputers use this code for translating characters and symbols into
signals that can be storedin memory.

In the ASCII code, as the example above shows, sevenbits are used to
define the code foreachletter orcharacter. Another bit, the eighth, may be
added to the code foreachcharacter so the computer cancheck for errors.
Whether thiserror-checking bit isusedorignored, the combinedeightbits
that form a character are called a byte. Bytes are the fundamental code
units for informationstorage in the memoryof the TI-99/4A and formost
other small computers.

Your computer contains two types of memory: RAM and ROM. ROM
standsforread onlymemory.The codes whichROMcontains are built in at
the factory: we canuse them but we can't change them, the ROMinside
your computercontains the thousands of machine language instructions
the computerneedsto runBASIC, andthe ROM inside software cartridges
containsinstructions for the "computer's side"in playinga game.

If therewere no preprogrammed ROMin the computer,youmight have
to giveit instructions in the patterns of ones andzeros we've justdiscussed,
a fate we would not wish on anyone. Fortunately, when you plug the
computer in, it automatically beginsto follow the instructions in its ROM.
Instead ofones and zeros, we canuse ordinaryEnglish words in the BASIC
language, because TI programmers have already stored instructions in
ROM to permit us to do just that.

Because ROM canonly be coded at the factory, the computer must have
another type of memoryto accept our programs. Therefore, much of the
memoryin the computerisRAM,orrandom access memory.The standard
TI-99/4A has a little over 16,000 bytes ofRAM. Since each byte can store
the codeforone character, youwouldthink the 16,000 bytesofRAMcould
store up to 16,000characters of program anddata. However, the TMS9900
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processor must use some of its RAM for its own temporary storage or
"housekeeping" work, so we don't have use ofall theRAM. Our programs
canuse approximately14,000bytes.

RAM is also known as volatile memory. The contents of RAM go away
when you turn off the computer or when you replace them with new
contents. You can store data orinstructions in RAM,tell the computer to
usethe information you've stored there, andthen replace the material in
RAMwith something new.The biggest problem with RAMisthe fact that
whatever is in it disappears when the computer is turned off orwhenever
something newisputintoit. Ifweneedtosave something wehave inRAM
so we can use it later, we must store it on a cassette or diskette before we
turn the computer off orput something newin RAM.

You will see advertisements and magazine articles that refer to 16K,
32K,oreven 128K of RAM for the TI-99/4A. Memory isoften referred to
in termsof K. Each K of memory is 1024 bytes. The 16Kof RAM in the
TI-99/4A console is, for example 1024 times 16, or 16,384 bytes. Just
multiply the number of K by 1024 to determine the number of bytes of
memory.

I/O Design

Theabbreviation I/O stands for input/output. If acomputer isto beof
any use to you, it must be able to receiveinformation and communicate its
response back to you.

When the TI-99/4Aprovides information to you, it sends it out in one
ofseveral ways: onthetelevision or monitor screen, onaprinter, over com
munication (telephone) lines, through atelevision or monitor speaker by
sound or speechsynthesis,oronto acassette ordiskette for lateruse.

Whenyou provide information tothehome computer, you usually doso
through the keyboard. The computeralso receives informationfrom com
munication lines and from aMilton Bradley speech-recognition unit, and
it accepts previouslysavedinformation from cassette and diskette.

A cassette tape unitordisk drive connects toI/Ocircuitry thatallows you
to store programs on astandard audio cassette tapeorfloppy diskette. You
can load the programs into the computer when you want to use them
again.

Except for the keyboard, the display and sound-synthesis electronics,
and the cassette-tape interface, all of the input/output circuitry for the
TI-99/4A isoutside the console. The I/O circuitry communicates withthe
CPU through the peripheral expansion connector on the right side of the
console. Butin theTI-99/4A, incontrast tomost other personal comput
ers, the instructions the CPU uses to operate the I/O units are contained in
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ROMwithin eachof the units. A diskdrive, for example,actuallytells the
CPU how to read data from a disk and write data to a disk. Your computer,
therefore, has what computer specialists call device independent I/O, a
feature that saves the consoleunit from obsolescence when newperipherals
aredeveloped. It'sduetodevice independent I/O that thechoo-choo train
peripherals can be replaced bymore compact expansion box peripherals,
and that expansion boxperipherals canin turn bereplaced bytheyetmore
compactHEX-Bus peripherals.

The PowerSupply

The TI-99/4A runs on three direct current voltages: +5, +12, and -5
volts. The role of the power supply unit isto convert 117 volts, alternating
current, from your wall outlet into the three voltages required by the
computer. Theunit plugged into(orin earlier versions, mounted on) the
wall outletisthe transformer forthesupply. Othercomponents (rectifiers,
filter capacitors, and regulators) that develop the three direct current
voltages are inside the console cabinet.

NOW THAT SOMETHING IS DELIVERED

Now that the screen shows the tide display, and we understand some of
themajor concepts underlying theoperation ofthecomputer, we're ready
to move on securely but rapidly. With the title screen showing, oddsare
gready in favor of ourconnections being right and the computer's being
completely in order. Now we can move onto thenext chapter tocheck out
the computer further byprogramming it. If you've never programmed a
computer before, the nextchapter will, in 30minutes maximum, let you
experience whatyou've missed (andmaybe feared). "Tminus 30minutes"
and your homecomputer is further checked out, and your uncertainties
about programming areonlymemories and chuckles.



Chapter 3

How to Get Your TI-99/4A
Up and Running

We've discussed, in Chapter 2, how you unpack and connect the various
units of the TI-99/4A system.At this point, youshould have all your cables
correctly connected, any expansion peripherals installed, all units in the
system turned on, and the title screendisplayed.

In this chapter, we'll further check out the system by entering and
running some small programs. As we check out the system, we'll use the
experience to further familiarize ourselves with the operation of the
equipment.

THE BUSY KEYBOARD

The keyboard on the TI-99/4A uses the QWERTY layout found on
standard typewriters. That is, the firstfive keysin the top rowofalphabetic
keysare the letters QWERTY.If you touch-type, the location ofletters and
numbers on the 44-key keyboard, as shown in the Figure 3.1, should be
familiar to you. This keyboard is, quite a bit "busier" than an ordinary
typewriter keyboard. Let's look closely at the P key as an example.

Likemost ofthe alphabetic keys, the P keyhas the character it represents
printed in the middle of the top of the key. Ason a typewriter, the letter P
is printed in either upper or lowercase, depending on whether the shift or
shiftlock (alphalock) keyhas been presseddown.

On the front surface of the P key, a double-quotation mark (") is
printed. This indicates that if you hold down the function (FCTN) key at
the lowerright ofthe keyboardwhen youstrike the P key, a quotation mark
is produced. This one P key can thus produce three different symbols: a
lowercase "p," an uppercase "P," and a double quotation mark.

Keys on the top row, similarly, have multiple uses. The numerals
printed in the lower portion of the tops of the keys are produced if the
SHIFTkey is not pressed (regardlessof the state of the alphalock key). The
punctuation and symbol characters in the upper portion of the keys are
produced if they are pressed while the SHIFT key is being held down. A
third and even a fourth character may be produced from each key in this
rowifthe function (FCTN)or control (CTRL) keyispressed when the key is
struck.
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The characters produced by top row keyswhen the control or function
key is being held down are not identified on each key. Actually, the
characters produced vary with the software you're using. The keyboard
overlay strip packaged with the console, identifies characters produced
when ten ofthe keysin this roware struck whilethe functionkey is pressed
while BASIC is in control of your computer. While the function key is
pressed, the leftmost key sendsadeletecommand to BASIC, the key to its
immediate right sends an insert command, and so on. As the overlay
indicates by blank spaces, no character is produced by the zero key when
the function key (matched with the white dot) is pressed,and no character
is produced by any of the top rowkeys when the control key (matched by
the red dot) is pressed.

The keys varyfrom program to program in the characters they produce.
For characters produced when the function key is pressed, the Extended
BASIC overlaylabels the keys identically to the BASIC overlay.Forcharac
ters produced when the control key is pressed, however, the Extended
BASIC overlay labels all keys except the zero key. Although pressing the
control key and any top row key while BASIC is running has no conse
quence, pressingthe same combination of keys while Extended BASIC is
running produces the "red-dot" character directly above it on the overlay.
The key labelsin the Terminal EmulatorII program overlay are(except for
QUIT) completely different from those ofeither BASIC program.

Figure3.1 The TI-99/4A console, showing the keyboard.
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Some of the keyson the TI-99/4A keyboard contain symbols that may
seem a little strange (arrows, back-slanting apostrophes, and the like).
However, the use ofthese keysissimple. We'll learn to use these keysaswe
need to in the next fewchapters.

KEYBOARD ENTRY OF A UNE

Let'strya little workwith the keyboard.With everythingplugged in and
turned on and the title screenshowing, strike any key. The title screen goes
awayand you are presented with a menu. After you chooseTI BASIC, the
wordsTI BASIC READYappear on the third line from the bottom of the
screen. On the last line of the screenis aprompt made from a greater-than
sign. This prompt signalswherecharacters you type in are displayed.

The TI-99/4A says it's ready, and we're ready, so let's get on with
entering a line. Press the alphalockkeyat the lowerleft of the keyboardso
that it latches down. Then carefully type the following characters, being
careful to press the function key to produce the double quotation marks
from the key.

10 PRINT "THIS"

If you make a mistake while you are typing the line, simply press the
CLEAR keyinstead of the ENTER keyand retypethe line correctly. It's only
when you pressthe ENTER keythat the line is put into memory.

Nowpress the ENTER key. You haveentered yourfirstinstruction into
the memory of the home computer. The ENTER key tells the computer
you have finished typing materialon a particular instruction line—in this
case a line you have numbered 10. After you press the ENTERkey, your
computer willmove the blacksquare called the cursordown one line so that
it blinks at the left edge of the screen, indicating it's ready to accept another
entry.

If you want to see what the line looks like in memory, enter the word
LIST; this word is a command for the computer to display lines typed into
program memory space.

You maybe in fora surpriseifyouhaveneverprogrammed before. With
this instruction line in memory, you have also completed your first pro
gram. All that you need to do now is to tell the computer to follow the
instruction, or in customary computer talk to runtheprogram.

So, let's tell it. Type the word RUN and press the ENTERkey.
The computer follows the instruction by changing the screen back

ground colorand printing the word THIS on the screen. Then it skips a line
and prints * * DONE * * to tell us that it has finished all the instructions
we have provided it.
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Not to Be Mistaken

You are terribly luck if you haven't alreadydiscovered that typing lines
perfectly before entering them can be difficult. Fortunately, there are
several methods we can use to correct errors in a line already partially or
completely typed.

BeforePressingEnter

If you spot an error before you press the ENTER key, you can use the
arrowkeys to move the cursoraround on the line to pinpoint the character
that needsto becorrected. The left arrow key, which quite naturallymoves
the cursor to the left, isproducedbypressing the functionkeyand striking
the key labeled S. The right arrow key is the function key plus the key
labeled D.

Let'scorrect a mistakeof the sort that occurs whenwestrikea wrongkey.
Type in a newline 10asfollows, but do not press ENTER.

10 PRINT "THES"

Now, with the cursor just to the right of the second double quotation
mark, pressthe left arrowkeythree times. Nowthe cursorblinksoverthe E
character. Press the correct character, I, and notice that we now have the
sameline 10that weenteredcorrectly before. Press ENTER to put the line
into memory. (There is no need to move the cursor to the end of the line;
all characters typedon a line arestoredin memory, regardless ofwherethe
cursoris on the line when it is entered.)

Next, supposeyouhavean extraletter in a line. Typein the incorrectline
(without entering it) as follows:

10 PRINT "THEIS"

As above, use the left arrow key to position the cursor, this time
positioning it overthe extraletter E. Press the deletekey (leftmost in the
top row withthe functionkeyheld down), and then press the ENTER key.
Our single-instruction program is correct once more.

Now let's use the cursor to correct a missing letter. First type in the
mistaken line as follows:

10 PRINT "TIS"

Next, position the cursor on the character following the missing letter, the
I. Press the insert key (on the top row, second from the left, with the
function key held down). Then press the missing letter H, and press the
ENTER key. We now have a corrected line.
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The insert key permits us to insert more than one character. To see this,
let's do the samecorrectionwith a slight modification. Tap the H keytwice
this time, instead of once. Notice that we get the following line:

10 PRINT "THHIS"

Bypressing the insert key, wehave told the computer to insert charactersat
the cursor until we tell it to stop. And we must tell it to stop ifwe have to
correct additional mistakes that require overstriking (replacement) rather
than insertion. To tell the computer to stop inserting characters at the
cursor and begin overstriking them, simply press one of the arrow keys.

After PressingEnter

Often you will not notice an error until you have already pressed the
ENTER key. Again there are severalthings you can do.

One method of correctionis to retype the line. Suppose you have typed
the following line and pressed the ENTERkey before you noticed the error
in the word PRINT.

10 PnNT"THIS"

If you retype the line correctly and then press the ENTERkey again, the
new version of line 10 will replace the old version in the memory of the
computer. This is often the simplest and easiestwayto correctan error.

If you accidentally type in a line that shouldn't be there at all, just type
the number of the line and pressenter. That will cause the entire line to be
deleted from the program youarewriting (but not from the screen). Using
the line 10 we have been working with in memory, for example, type 10
and press the ENTERkey. Line 10 is no longer in memory.

There is another process calledediting that essentiallyrecallsa line to the
screenasif it had just nowbeen typed, with the cursorpositioned abovethe
first text character of the line. To edit line 10, enter the following
command.

EDIT 10

TI-99/4A BASIC responds by displaying the line for you. You may
move the cursorwith the arrowkeysand use the insert and delete keysjust
as you did when you werecorrectinga line before pressing ENTER, with a
single exception. You cannot change the line number (the cursor does not
move over the numerals). When you have finished editing the text of a
line, pressENTER. You mayreview the resultsof your editing by entering
LIST, just as we discussed above.
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A LITTLE, BUT NOT 77NY, PROGRAM

You'll have to admit, once the elation wears offfrom writing a program
without the pain of knowing that you were doing it, that one-line pro
grams don't seem verychallenging. Let'sdo a longer program.

Type in the followinglines now, so that wecan look at them in detail on
the screen. Remember to pressthe ENTER keywhen youfinish typing each
line, and remember that you get capital letters without pressingthe shift
key, by having the alphalock key pressed down. If you make any mistakes
in your typing, use any of the error-correcting features we've discussed to
correct them.

10 INPUT " What is your name, please?" :N$
20 PRINT N$;" , do you write"
30 PRINT" computer programs (Y/N)?" ;
40 INPUT A$
50 IFA$ = "Y" THEN 80
60 IFA$ = "N" THEN 100
70 GOTO 20

80 PRINT " Good. We'll have some fun."

90 END

100 PRINT " Do not worry. You willlearn easily."
110 END

5 CALL CLEAR

Notice that when you type line 20, whichhas exactly 40 characters (count
ing the > to the left of the linenumber), the cursor automatically moves to
the next lineafteryoutypethe lastquotationmark.Eventhough the cursor
ison another line, youmust stillpressthe enterkeyat the beginningof this
line to tell the computeryouhavefinished the line, because a programline
can be much longer than a screen display line. In fact, you can enter a
program line so long that it takes up four lineson the screen.

At this point you have your first "intelligent" multiple-line program in
your computer. Let's look it over with our LIST command, but first let's
unclutter the screen. To erase everything from the screen and place the
cursoron the bottom line beforewelist the program, type in the following
command.

CALL CLEAR

PressENTERafter you type the two words.
Now type the word LIST and pressENTER. Your program is now listed

on the screenin numerical order. Even though you entered line 5 after the
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other lines, it is placed first on the screenbecause it has the smallest line
nurqber.

The lines you have just typed in compose acomputer programwritten in
TI-99/4A BASIC, a surprisingly powerfulversionof the popular program
ming language. Your computer usesarelatively powerful dialect ofBASIC
that has much in common with the versions of BASIC used in other

personal computers such as the Apple II, the ATARI 600/800, the Com
modore 64, and Radio ShackTRS-80 ColorComputer. If you learnBASIC
on the TI-99/4A, it will not be difficult for you to adapt your knowledge to
the versionofBASIC used on other popular computers.

This program is a set of instructions you want the computer to follow.
Eachline contains an instruction, and eachline begins with a line number.
When the computer is told to follow, or execute, the instructions in a
program, it begins with the instructions in the line with the smallest
number. It executes the instruction in that line first; then it moves on to the
line with the next largernumber and executes the instruction in that line.
It thus moves in numerical sequence through the program, from lowest
line number to highest line number.

Figure3.2 What your programlooks like on the screen.
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Do you remember how we get the computer to execute the program?
Enter the command keyword RUN to tell the computer to follow the
instructions in this program, which is now in its memory.

When you press the ENTERkey after you type RUN, TI BASIC scans
through the program to checkeach line for syntax errors. A syntaxerror is
something in the waya line isformulated that preventsBASICfrom trying
to interpret it. If you have typed PT1NT instead of PRINT in line 20,
BASIC scans it after you enter RUNand displays the following message.

* INCORRECT STATEMENT IN 29

If BASIC finds no errors in the program, it tries to run it. If it is
successful, yourprogramproduces the following sequence of events.

The screen clears, and the question What isyourname, please? appears
at the bottom of the screen. The cursor blinksbesidethe question mark.
Type in yourfirstname and press ENTER. If you type in Rumplestiltskin
(without quotes) and press ENTER, the computer will reply,
Rumplestiltskin, can you write computer programs (Y/N), a question
mark, and the cursor. Answer eitherY or N for yes or no, and then press
ENTER. If youenterN the computer responds Do notworry. You'lllearn
easily. IfyouenterY, the computer responds Good. We'llhave somefun.
Ifyou enteranything else, even lowercase yorn, thecomputer responds by
asking the question once more. The program, as we'll discuss below, is
designed to ask the question until it receives oneofthe tworesponses, Yor
N, that it understands.

Youhavenowenteredand runamorechallenging program. Ifit doesn't
work asexpected, look back over the lines you typed in and tryto findthe
problem.When youhavethe program runningcorrectly, we'll discuss the
commands given to BASICin each line.

A Look at the Lines

Chapters 6, 7and 8dealin detailwiththeBASIC language usedbyyour
computer. Let's be content here to get a general understanding of what
happens in each line of the programand someidea of how lines are put
together to make up a program.

The first lineof the program does exactly what you did a momentago
beforelisting the program. Because the line number makesCALLCLEARa
step in this program, the command doesn't have the immediate effect that
it did when you entered it without a line number. With the line number, it
clears thescreen andsetsthecursor to the lastlineonlywhenthe program is
run.
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The next line of the program prints a messagefor you to enter a response,
waitsfor your response, and storesyour responsein memory. The line is as
follows:

10 INPUT " What is your name, please?" :N$

The keyword INPUT instructs the computer to wait for a response and to
place whatever response you give it into a special place in memory. We
don't care exactly where in memory the computer puts the response,
because BASIC will find it for us automatically whenever we tell it to use
the N$ we place after the colon as the last item in the line. We have, in
effect, told BASICto file the name we enter while the program is running
in afilefolder in memory calledN$, and N$ is how we'll tell BASICto get
the name when we need it in another instruction.

The sentence in quotation marksis^promptof our own making. We can
write whatever we want to here, as long aswhat we write is surrounded by
double quotation marksand followedby a colon.

The next three lines, 20, 30, and 40, displayanother prompt and callfor
another response.Theselinesaremost interesting becausethey givea good
insight into how computers are used to "magically"create businesscorres
pondence like form letters and monthly bills. These are the lines responsi
ble for the program's addressing you directly by name. The lines are the
following:

20 PRINT N$;" , can you write"
30 PRINT" computer programs (Y/N)?";
40 INPUT A$

Notice that the first of these three lines immediately callsfor BASICto get
the name from the place it has stored it in memory in line 10. There are a
couple of intricacies in the PRINT statements in lines 20 and 30. The
semicolon in line 20 tells BASICthat it is printing two items which it must
put together on a line: the name before the semicolon and the literal
expression in quotes after the semicolon. Without the semicolon, BASIC
might try to look for something it has filed under N$" . Similarly, the
semicolon at the end of line 30 tells BASICnot to print the question mark
produced by the INPUT statement in line 40 on a new line, but to put it as
a continuation of the prompt printed by line 30. Becauseof the semicolon,
the cursor also remains on the same line. Line 20 has no semicolon at the

end, forcing the next displayed item to be on a new line (to leave room for
names like Rumplestiltskin on the old line).
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The INPUTstatement in line 40 prints a questionmark(it always does
whenthereisno prompt sentence insideofdoublequotes)and tellsBASIC
to waitforyourresponse on the keyboard. It files your response under the
label A$ in memory.

Lines 50, 60, and 70 are most interesting because they give us good
insightinto computer decision-making. Thelines arethe following:

50 IFA$ = "Y"THEN80
60 IFA$ = "N" THEN 100
70 GOTO 20

Line 50tells BASIC whatlinetoexecute next iftheresponse tothequestion
"Canyou write computer programs?" (theresponse it hasfiled bythe label
A$ in line40)isthe letterY. Whenever Yistheanswer, line80isgoing to
be the nextlineexecuted. Line 60does thesame sortof thingwhenever N
has beenanswered: an N response tellsBASIC that line 100isthe nextline
to be executed.

Line 70 is the line that tells BASIC what to do next if it doesn't
understand theresponse thathas been entered. Inother words, ifprogram
control hasn't "gone to" line 80 or 100 with the recognition of a Y or N
response, thenprogram control "goes to"line20to ask thequestion again.
Notice that the responses yand n, because theyarenot the same asYorN,
force program control back toline20. Wecould provide forthese lowercase
responses to make our program more "user-friendly" by inserting the
following pairof lines into the program.

61 IFA$ = "y" then 80
62 IFA$ = "n" then 100

Line 80iswhatBASIC executes when aYresponse isgiven. Line 90tells
BASIC that the programisoverafterprinting the text in line 80.

80 PRINT " Good. We'll have some fun. "
90 END

Line 100isexecuted whenaN response hasbeengiven, andline110tells
BASIC that the programisoverafterdispalying the text in line 100.

100 PRINT " Do not worry. Youwilllearneasily."
110 END

These four lines demonstrate the use ofthe END statement. If the END
statement in line 90 werenot present in the program, line 100would be
executed, and therefore bothcomputer responses would bedisplayed. The
END statement in line 110, on the other hand, is included as a matter of
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goodprogramming formonly. Deletingthis line has no effect on howthe
program runs.

At this point youmaybe thinking that eventhis secondsampleprogram
is too simple—thatwritingprograms for a computer is far more compli
cated than this. It's true that there are some commands that are more

difficult to understand than the ones we've used so far. And there are

complextechniquesusedbyprofessional programmers that can't be picked
up easily in aweekend whilekeepingoneeyeon the footballgamesand the
other eye on the computer screen.

But it is also true that you can quickly and easilylearn to write your own
programsin this computer languagecalledBASIC. The skillsyou learn are
some of the same ones used by programmers who spend most of their
wakinghours at the keyboardof a computer. In addition, when you learn
the commands in BASICand howprograms are written, you will be able to
use programs you find in magazines and books, and you can adapt and
personalize them as you see fit.

WHERE ALL GOOD PROGRAMS GO: THEY'RE SAVED

Before we get into more challenging commands and more mystifying
programming techniques, we should prepare ourselves to solve a big
problem we're going to be faced with.

Eachprogram youhaveentered in this chapter isgone forever,when you
enter another program to turn off the power to the system. The memory
that stores them is volatile. Let'spause for a little while and explore saving
and loading programs. When we start writing longer programs, we'll
certainly want to know how to save them.
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Chapter 4

Output to Cassette, Diskette,
or Printer

If youhavea program in the memoryof the computer and want to store
it for lateruse, in the language ofcomputeresewhat you want to sois save
it. That meansthat youwantsomewayofkeeping the program intactwhen
the computer is turned off and the memory is erased.

Suppose you have typed in a program (one of those in Chapter 3, for
example), and you'd like to showyourskeptical friends the new program
ming talents you've acquired. But you won't see them for a week or so.
Other than leavingthe computeron all the time and using it forno other
programs, what can you do? This chapter explains how to solve your
problem by savingyour program.

There are two electronic devices you can use for saving a program and
later restoring it to memory: a cassette recorder or a disk unit. There is
another device that is less often considered a storage medium: a printer.
The cassetterecorderand disk unit storeinformation electronicallyin codes
that make sense to the computer.The printer,on the otherhand, provides
what is called a hard copy of the program, which makes sense to you. A
hard copy is the program transferred to paper by the printer; you can
transferit back to the home computer through the keyboard.

If you are using a cassette for storage, you need a TI cassette-recorder
cable and a good quality audio tape cassette to insert into the cassette
recorder. If you are using a disk unit, you need a 5V4-inch, soft-sectored
diskette that hasbeen prepared (formatted) for programs. Information on
how to format adiskette is provided below.This chapterdescribes first the
steps for saving a program to a cassette recorder, then to a disk unit, and
finally to a printer.

SAVING TO CASSETTE

Before you can use a cassette recorder with the TI-99/4A, you must
connect the recorder by cable to the D connector on the back of the
computer. SeeChapter2 if yourrecorder is not connected.

If yourcomputer is not already turned on and running BASIC, turn it
on. The title screen appears.

Now, pressany key. The programmenu screenappears.
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Figure 4.1 The TI ProgramRecorder

Figure 4.2 The TI-99/4A Tide Screen.
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Press 1 and ENTER, and yourhome computerwillstart running under
the control ofTI BASIC.

Ifyou have justturnedyour computer on, enterashortprogram (such as
theone-line program we wrote first inChapter 3).Ifyou haven't turnedoff
yourcomputersince youentereda program, you're all set to go.

Prepare the taperecorder byinserting the tape. Ifthe recorder hasa tone
control, turn the controlto maximumtreble (highest tone). If the recorder
does not have automatic recording-level circuitry, set the record-level
control to the middle of its range.

STEP1. Enter

SAVECS1

The screen displays:

REWIND CASSETTE TAPE CSl

THEN PRESS ENTER

Follow the directions and rewind the tape. Set your tape counter to 0.
Then press ENTER.

Figure4.3 The TI-99/4A Menu Screen.
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The scren displays:

PRESS CASSETTE RECORDER CSl

THEN PRESS ENTER

STEP 2. Press RECORD andPLAY, andtherecorder starts automatically.
It iscrucial that bothRECORD andPLAY bepressed. Thecomputer can't
sense if only oneofthemispressed. As with anything that isrecorded on a
tape player, if both RECORD and PLAY aren'tused, nothing isrecorded
(in thiscase, saved). After your tapeunit issetto record, press ENTER.

The screendisplays:

RECORDING

When the program issaved, the screen displays:

PRESS CASSETTE STOP CSl

THEN PRESS ENTER

After you have pressed ENTER, thescreen displays:

CHECKTAPE (Y OR N)?

Youhave completed (hopefully) saving your first program. Oneimpor
tant step remains, however. Youshould check to see that the program is
reallythere on tape.

STEP 3. Before you doanything else, make anoteofthenumbers onyour
tape counter. For example, if the program starts where the counter indi
cates 5, and it endsat 12,write the beginning and endingnumbers on the
cassette label. This information isuseful in two ways. First, when you load
the program later, if the memory counter goes past 12 and the program
isn't ready, you'll know there isaproblem. Second, when you put another
program onthe tape,you'll knowwhere thisprogram endswithoutloading
it. Forexample, wecould save the current program again. Where on the
tape shouldyou save the program? Well, you could rewind the tape and
load the programfrom the firsttime yousaved it in order to find whereit
ends,and youcouldsave it again there.Or, because youknow the location
on the tape counter,youcanrewind the tape, resetthe counterto zeroand
fastforward the tapeto about 15 (asafe distance pastwhere the program
ends) tosave anew program. Using thetapecounter speeds up your saving
and loading programsquite a bit.

Because strange things can happen when programs are saved, TI pro
videda way to check the program while it is stillin memory. Whyis this
such a nice feature? Suppose you have just saved an important financial
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program because you'll need it next week when your income tax return is
audited. Although you're in a hurry, you decide to check the program
anyway. To yourhorror you discover that the program, indeed, was not
saved correctly. You getanewtape, save andcheckthe program again and
everything is fine. If you hadn't checked the program when you saved it,
youwouldn't haveknown that the program wouldn't workuntil you tried
to run it later—when the originalwaserased from the computer's memory.
It is better to discover a problemwhile the original is still in memory. The
crucialelement here is to check the savedversionwith the program that's in
memory. The time to checkis while the original is right there in front of
you.

Enter Y in responseto the CHECKTAPE (Y/N) prompt.
The screendisplays:

REWIND CASSETTE TAPE CSl

THEN PRESS ENTER

After youhaverewoundthe tapeand pressed ENTER, the screen displays:

PRESS CASSETTE PLAY CSl

THEN PRESS ENTER

When you have followed the instructions, the screen displays:

CHECKING

If everythinggoes well, andyourprogram ison tape, the screen willcontain
the message:

DATA OK

PRESS CASSETTE STOP CSl

THEN PRESS ENTER

You have finished savingand checking the program.
As long as the saved version matches the version in memory, the

messages listed aboveappear. But what if there'sa problem?If a problem
hasoccurred during the SAVE procedure itself, one of the following three
messages appears.

ERROR-NO DATA FOUND

PRESS R TO RECORD

PRESS C TO CHECK

PRESS E TO EXIT

or

ERROR IN DATA DETECTED
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PRESS R TO RECORD

PRESS C TO CHECK

PRESS E TO EXIT

or

I/O ERROR 66

It may be difficult to determine exacdy what the problem is, but you
may want to SAVE the program on another section of the tape or on the
other side. It's an even better idea to use another tape altogether. You
might also haveto usea differentvolume settingduring yourcheck of the
tape.

DISKETTE STORAGE

Just as a cassetteplayermust be connectedto the computer, a disk unit
must also be properly connected. Review Chapter 3 if you haven't yet
connected a disk unit.

Remember that the power-up sequence—the order in which the com
puter and the expansion box(and anyother peripherals if youare usinga
choo-choo train connection) are turned on—is very important with the
TI-99/4A. When the driveisconnected, turn it on first. Always makesure
that the computeris turned on after the peripherals are.

Diskettes

Examinea diskette. The material you can see through the ovalwindow
of the diskette is where information is stored. Treat diskettes with care and
never touch the plastic surface visible inside the oval window. Oil from
your finger can prevent the computer from reading information stored
there. Diskettes aresensitive and don't respondwell todust, dirt, chocolate
chip cookie crumbs, or strawberry milkshakes. Because the platter inside
the protective envelope is covered with a magnetic film, diskettes are also
sensitive to magneticfields. It isa goodideato tryto keepthem away from
television setsand other electrical and electronic devices because theyhave
transformers that generate a magnetic field.

The notch on the right side of the diskette is called the write-protect
notch. If thisnotch isasit appearsin the photographbelow, the disketteis
not write-protected. That is, the computercanstoreorchangeinformation
on the diskette. If you have a diskette that contains a valuable program,
and youdon't wantanyone to change it, you canplace apiece oftape(most
diskettes come withadhesive-backed tabsforthispurpose) over the notch.
When you write-protect a diskette in this manner, information cannot be
put onto the diskette to overwrite information alreadythere.
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When you insert a diskette into the drive, always put it in with the
window edge going first. Also, insert it so the label is to the right, away
from the red light.

Notice the red light to the left of the drive. This light ison when the disk
drive is reading or writing information.

Formatting a Diskette

In order to SAVE a program on diskette, you need a diskette that has
been formatted. When you buy a diskette that has a program on it, that
diskette had to be prepared before the program could be put on it. This
preparation is called formatting and involves writing a sort of electronic
map on the diskette. Later,when the computer wants to store information
on the diskette, it usesthe electronic map asa guide to tell it whereto place
the information.

Beforeyou can use a new diskette to store programs or data, you must
also use the format procedure. It's best to use blank diskettes (disks that
don't have programs on them), because the formatting process erases
anything that may be on the diskette.

Toformat a diskette, youmust usethe DiskManager or DiskManagerII
cartridge that comeswith the drive.

To format a diskette, followthese steps.

STEP 1. Insert a diskette in the drive, and close the door.

STEP 2. Insert the Disk Manager cartridge into the cartridge connector.

STEP3. From the menu screen,select2 for Disk Manager.

SETP4. After the DiskManager tide screenappearsand youpressanykey,
a menu appears. Enter 4 to set up a single-diskoperation, and then enter 2
to bring up a menu ofdisk commands.

STEP 5. From the menu ofdisk commands, enter 4 to initialize a diskette.

STEP6. DiskManagerwillcheckfor the diskette's presenceand report the
name of the diskette (if it has been previouslyformatted and named). Type
in any name you choose—"DISK" is always a good name— and press
ENTER in response to the next 3 questions about disk format. Disk
Manager then formatsthe diskette(ina little less than aminute and ahalf).
You are now ready to use the diskette with BASIC.

STEP7. Return to the title screenbypressing QUIT, and proceed to enter
BASIC.
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Saving a Program

For the examples in saving to diskette, wecan use the same program we
used for savingto cassettetape. Any program willwork. When you have a
program typed or loaded in, followthese steps to saveit.

STEP 1. Insert a formatted diskette into the drive and close the door

securely.

STEP 2. Enter:

SAVE DSK1.PROGRAM

The red light on the drive comes on while the program is being saved.
When the > prompt returns to the screen, the program has been saved
under the name PROGRAM on disk1. In afewseconds the red light on the
disk drive goes off.

Although a filename isnot used when yousave programsto cassettes, it
is impossible to SAVE a program on disk without a name. If you were to
enter SAVE " to try not to give a name, the following appears on the
screen:

* I/O ERROR 64

OUTPUT TO A PRINTER

The last method of savinga programusesa printer to get a hard copy, or
printed version, of the program. The TI impactprinter (shown below), or
anyother standard serialor parallelprinter, connects to the expansion box
(or to older choo-choo train peripheralsor a recently announced HEX-Bus
peripheral) through an RS-232 interface.

An RS-232 interfaceconverts processor signals into signalsa printer can
understand. Usually, RS-232 is a serial interface, but in TI peripherals it
can mean parallel interface as well. The expansion box card includes a
parallel interface as it comes from the box, and the HEX-Bus RS-232
interface includes one as an option. The essential difference between a
serial and a parallel interface is in the waythe electricalcodesofcharacters
are transferred. In a serial interface, they are sent as a series of ones and
zeroes, one bit at a time. In a parallel interface, all sevenor eight bits are
sent at a time. A serial interface and printer have a much smaller connect
ing cable and a parallel printer is lessexpensive.

Connect your printer according to the directions packaged with the
printer and your particular RS-232unit.

With your printer connected, you can print one or more lines of infor
mation in a program, or you can have the lines of a program listed on
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paper. When you are using a printer, the keyword you use to get a
permanent copy of your program is still LIST but there is more to the
command. An examplein this chapter explainshow to print a line-by-line
listing of the program as well as how to print material from within a
program.

Suppose you have a program like the one below. When you type the
program in and enter the command RUN the program is executed. In the
case of the program below, the phrase THIS IS A TEST appears on the
screen,and then the * DONEmessage isdisplayed. Type in the following
program to use the printer as a deviceto LIST your programs.

20 PRINT'

30 END

THIS IS A TEST"

Now LIST, and when the listing is done, enter a RUN command. Your
screen looks similar to this.

20 PRINT " THIS IS A TEST"

30 END

RUN

THIS IS A TEST

* * DONE * *

The computer sends its output to the screen. That is, when you enter
LIST and RUN, both the listing and the text of the PRINT statement are

Figure 4A The TI Impact Printer.
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displayed on the screen. However, you could have sent both to your
printer.

To do this, you need to enter a fewpiecesof information byadding three
lines to the program. As each new line is entered, we'll discussits purpose.
We'll assume that you have a parallel printer, but if you have a serial
printer you can easilyfollow similar steps described in your manuals.

Enter a new line as follows.

5 OPEN#l:"PIO"

This line tells the computer thai,you want to OPEN a file numbered 1.
(This is often called the logical-file or logical-unit number; it can be any
number from 0 up to 255.) It alsotellsthe computer that youwant to access
your parallel interface devicewith this file number.

Next we alter the PRINT statement in line 20 so that we print to the
printer filerather than to the screen. We do thisvery simplybyediting the
line to read as follows:

20 PRINT #1:" THIS IS A TEST"

If a FILE ERROR message appears when this statement executes, you
knowthat you have entered a filenumber other than the number specified
in the OPEN statement.

After a fileisopened and youhavefinishedwith it, the fileshould alsobe
closed.If a fileisn't closedin a longerprogram, an errormessage mayresult
later on, although TI BASIC automatically closes the file when the pro
gram finishes its run. To close a file so that our programming is in good
form, enter a new line as follows:

25 CLOSE #1

Now enter CALL CLEAR to clear your screen, and enter LIST to display
the program with its new lines in numerical order.

5 OPEN#l,"PIO"
20 PRINT #1:" THIS IS A TEST"

25 CLOSE #1

30 END

By using the LIST command, you have a line-byline copy of your
program. Notice that the program line numbers are in the correct order
now.

To get what's inside the quotation marks in the program to go to the
printer, enter RUN. The printer typesTHIS IS A TEST.
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Now we'll get a hard copy version of our program listing. Enter the
following line:

UST-PIO"

Now the listing of the program lines that earlierappeared on the screen
is displayed on the printer. This is the way the printer is used to save
programs. When the computer is turned off, the program and all the hard
work that went into it are gone. With a printed listing, however, your
creative workisnot lost. Youhavea copy of the programon paper.

YOUR "OLD" PROGRAM IS SAVED NOW

In this chapter, we've dealt with ways to saveprograms to a cassette, a
diskette, and paper. With yourcassette or diskette, the program can be
reloaded into memory, aswell discuss in the nextchapter.Froma printer,
we have the line-by-line LIST of the program; but to use the program
again, you must type it in againon the keyboard. But saving to a printer
largelyprotects the creative workof developinga program.

Now, in the nextchapter,well seea peculiarand interestingthing about
loadingaprogram in TIBASIC. We'reforced to call it an "old"program to
get it backin the computer'smemory.
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Chapter 5

Loading Information from
Cassette or Disk

We saw, in Chapter 4, how to SAVE programs using a cassette or
diskette, andhow to use a printer to provide uswith hardcopy storage of
programs. This chapter explains how to load programs using cassettes or
diskettes. Loadingtransfers information stored on cassetteor diskette once
again into the memory.

CASSETTE STORAGE

The mostdifficult part of loading froma cassette (ora diskette, too, for
that matter) is remembering the keyword to use. The keyword is not
"load,"and it doesn't sound likea command at all. The keyword isOLD.

Suppose you have a cassette that contains several programs, and you
want to loadthe first program intomemory. Perform the following steps,
and you'll be readyto go with it.

STEP1. Enter:

OLD CSl

The screen displays:

REWIND CASSETTE TAPE CSl

THEN PRESS ENTER

Since youwantto loadthefirst program ontape, follow the directions. If
you were interested in loading another program recorded after the first,
you'd want to ignore the instruction and position the tape according to
your tape counter.

STEP 2. Press ENTER

The screen displays:

PRESS CASSETTE PLAY CSl

THEN PRESS ENTER

Of course, youmust becareful not to press the record button aswell.

STEP 3. Press ENTER
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The screen displays:

READING

After the tape is read, the screenfurther displays:

DATA OK

PRESS CASSETTE STOP CSl

THEN PRESS ENTER

STEP4. Press ENTER. The BASIC prompt > returns to the screen.

That's all there is to loading ("olding?") a program, unless, of course,
somethinggoes wrong. If somethingdoesgowrong, you'llget one of two
messages quite differentfrom DATAOK. One of the following messages
will appear:

ERROR-NO DATA FOUND

PRESS R TO READ

PRESS E TO EXIT

or

I/O ERROR 56

If you'reunluckyenough to receive oneof thesemessages, youmayhave
better luck if you try again to load the program. Make sure that you'veset
up the recorder as you did for checking the tape when you saved the
program. The tone conttol should be set for highest frequency. The
volume conttol should be set at approximately the level you set it for
checking the tape. If all elsefails, you can try reading again while setting
the volume control at various settings.

If, on the other hand, you are luckyenough to avoidany error, you now
haveyourprogramin memory.Youcanrun it, list it, revise it, add to it, or
otherwise workwith it as if youhad just entered it through the keyboard.

LOADING PROGRAMS FROM DISKETTE

In Chapter 4, we discussed the advantage a disk system provides in
savingtime (aswellas programs). The sameadvantage is yours when you
load programs from diskettes. There is a further advantage: saving and
loading with diskettes is far more reliable than saving and loading with
tape.

The process of loading programs from disketteissomewhatlike using a
cassette, only much faster.
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There is really onlyone step to follow. Suppose youhaveinserteda disk
that contains the program you want and have closed the disk drive door
securely.

STEP1. Enter:

OLD DSK1.PROGRAM

If the message I/O ERROR 56 appears, you've probably madeamistake
in typing the name of the program. Otherwise, the BASIC > prompt
returns to the screen to tell youthat yourprogramis loaded.

Some of the features of the disk drive that make it preferable to the
cassette areevident when it comes to loading programs. Forexample, you
need toknow where ona tape aprogram islocated tospeed up theloading
process whenusinga cassette. On a disk,however, youdon't haveto know
where on the diskette a program is—the computer takes care of that for
you. Another advantage of a disk drive is the ability to get a list of the
programs on a diskette. This list, usually called a directory or catalog, lets
you know whatprograms are on a diskette and approximately how much
roomeach onewill takeup in the memory of the computer.

Suppose you have a diskette thathasn't been used in a while, and you
don't remember what's onit. Insert your Disk Manager cartridge intothe
cartridge connector and perform the same series of steps you did to
initialize the disk. This time, however, instead of entering 4 to select the
disk command for initializing, press ENTER to automatically select CAT
ALOGDISK. The screen willremind youof the name of the diskette and
ask you where you want thelisting ofprograms on the diskette. Pressing
ENTER automatically selects the screen for catalog display, and you can
then let the names ofyour programs roll up the screen.

If youhavemore than 12programs on the disk, the screen won't hold
themall. Tostop them from scrolling past, simply press thespace bar. To
start them scrolling again,press the space baroncemore.

Take just a minute to look at your directory. While the numbers and
names might bedifferent, your directory looks something likethis:

CATALOG DISK

DSK1 - DISKNAME= MYDISK

AVAILABLE = 218 USED = 115
FILENAME SIZE TYPE

INTEREST 10 PROGRAM
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MEAN 1 PROGRAM

TEST 2 PROGRAM

TEMP 100 PROGRAM

YELOSHIP 1 PROGRAM

The information at the top of the display provides information about
the whole diskette, and the information beneath the hyphens tells you
about individual program files. The name of this disk is MYDISK. It
contains 115sectorsof information that have been used by files, and it has
218 sectors that are available for use. A sector is, for the TI-99/4A, 256
bytes, or characters, of information.

Theinformation provided abouteach of the files isa name, the number
ofsectors takenup bythefile, andthetype ofinformation in thefile. Allof
the programs we save are program files, although there are files of other
sortsthat youmaysave when youdevelop advanced programs.

PREFUGHT

We've covered a great deal of information about the TI-99/4A home
computer, andin themeantime, we've checked it out even further. You're
probably comfortable with the keyboard and display now, and you may
even be full of anticipation about what wemight do next with our less-
mysterious machine. From ground level, where we've been getting our
bearings on the computer and itsworld, let's takeofffor a little checkout
"flight."

You've glimpsed whatBASIC candoforusin Chapter 3, and now that
you cansave, load, and perhaps print longer programs, you can beginto
realize some of the real power of your computer. You're ready and your
computerisready, solet's fly withsome BASIC programming power.



Chapter 6

Programming in BASIC
Now that we know how to save and load programs, we can look more

thoroughly atBASIC. Weassume thatyou have already read Chapter 3,so
thatyou are familiar with methods for correcting andediting programs as
you type them into the computer.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS CHAPTER

(AND THE NEXT)

With overtwohundred books currently in print that teachBASIC, we'd
like tosteer clear ofsuch teaching. Instead, this chapter andthefollowing
one will introduce you to the concepts of BASIC and its use in the
TT99/4A. In addition, you'll learn to enter and use BASIC programs
written for your computer.

Several books have been published with listings ofBASIC programs for
the TI99/4A, and several magazines regularly publish programs that run
on it (see Chapter 11). These sources of software are valuable because the
software makes your computer a more powerful tool for work and enjoy
ment, and reading and entering these programs gives you more insight
into the realnatureofcomputer programming.

Afterreading the nexttwo chapters, you shouldunderstandhowBASIC
programs work, and you shouldbeableto takeaTI99/4ABASIC program
from a book or magazine, type it in, and use it. You will know enough
BASIC to debug aprogram that isn'tworking asit should, and you'll even
be able to makechanges orenhancements that interestyou.

It's possible for you to read through these two chapters without a
computer, and if you do that you will get some worthwhile information
about BASIC. However, we'd like you to readthe BASIC chapters witha
computer infront ofyou. As you read about new terms andtechniques, use
your computer to work with the related examples scattered throughout.
We don't want you to try to memorize definitions and instructions. You
don't need to be able to say off the top of your head what GOSUB 140
means (you only needtoknow where tolook forthat information whenyou
needit). Rather, we would like you to work with BASIC enough soyou're
comfortablewith it. After youworkwith BASIC for a while, it willbecome
a secondlanguagefor you, a language in whichyou think and communi
cate without memorizing a thing.
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INTRODUCTION TO BASIC

There are several important differences between thelanguage spoken by
a computer and regular English. In English the meaning isusually clear
even if a word or two is mispronounced or misspelled. BASIC and other
computer languages are notso forgiving. You must say precisely what you
intend to, and sayit exactly as the computer expects.

Another difference is in the way punctuation is handled. Commas,
semicolons, andperiods usually clarify themeaning ofwritten English, but
the rules fortheirusevary. Youcould understand aletterfrom Uncle Harry
even if he managed to write a whole page without a comma orperiod. In
BASIC thepunctuation marks are as important as theletters andnumbers.
Leaving outonecomma, for example, can prevent anentire program from
running.

Finally, English isa very rich language. There are usually several words
that have similar meanings. A 1956 Chevrolet could appropriately be
called a car, auto, automobile, vehicle,or even "wheels." BASIC is not so
well endowed. Often there is only oneway to say something. The words
BASIC understands arecalled keywords. These keywords areusedto make
up commands orstatements that make thecomputer dosomething.

There is a definite distinction beteween commands and statements.
Commands (which some peoplecall imperative or immediate statements)
arethesentences you enterintoyour computer withoutlinenumbers, LIST
and RUN as we used them in Chapter 3, are commands. Statements, on
the other hand, are sentences we precede with line numbers. While
commands arewhatyou usein your interactions withthe computer while
you write orrun programs, statements are lines in programs. Notice in the
following lists, however, that commands and statementsin BASIC some
times look alike.

COMMANDS STATEMENTS

LETA = 2 10 LETA = 2

LETB = 4 20 LETB = 4

PRINT A+B 30 PRINT A+B

Ifyour computer isin frontofyou now, enterthesequence ofcommands.
Afteryou enterthe first two commands, BASIC files the numbers 2and4,
in much the sameway it filedour namesin the shortprogramin Chapter 3.
Then, afteryouenterthe thirdcommand, BASIC retrieves thevalues, adds
them, and prints the result. The sum, 6, appears beneath the PRINT
keyword on the screen.
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Commands arevery useful, because they give you a way to tryout your
BASIC keywords and syntax without running whole programs. Forexam
ple, if you can't remember the lowest frequency that BASIC accepts in a
CALLSOUND statement, youcantryit out in a command, asfollows:

CALXSOUND(1000,100,0)

When you enter this command, BASIC displays * BAD SUBSCRIPT.
Thefrequency ofthesound, themiddle number within parentheses, istoo
low.Nowtry the following pairsof commands:

CALL SOUND(1000,110,0)
CALL SOUND(1000,109,0)

In muchless time than you could have looked up the number, BASIC
commands have let you determine it firsthand.

While commands are processed byBASIC in the order you enterthem,
statements are always processed according to line numbers. When a com
puter is told to RUN a program, it begins with the statement that has the
lowest linenumber andfollows theinstructions given in that statement. It
then proceeds through the program until all the statments have been
executed. In the three lines of statements listed above, when BASIC
reaches line 30 it will do the arithmetic requested (2+4) and print the
result on the screen.

Enter these three statements intoyour computer. You'll probably recall
from Chapter 3that these three statements make up asimple program, a
set of instructions that tell your computer what to do. When the three-
statement program istyped in, type RUNandpress theENTER key. If the
computer responds byprinting 6, bothyou and your computer areoffand
running.

SOME IMPORTANT COMMANDS

Several of the keywords in BASIC are used normally (and maybe ex
clusively) to tell the computer how tomanage its work. They make up a
Job-control language that allows you toexercise control over the writing,
editing, and running ofprograms. Let's look atthese keywords and thejobs
they can do for us.

BYE This command consists only of the keyword. It causes the
TI99/4A to terminate its execution ofBASICand return to the title screen.

BREAK It's one of the sadder facts of computing life that BASIC
programs wewrite sometimes don't work, but it'sa happierfactof lifethat
we can interrupt them while they are running in order to discover the
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trouble. The BREAK command, which sets breakpoints at which a pro
gram isinterrupted, isoneofourmajor tools in troubleshooting programs.

The BREAK command tells BASIC to return execution to command
level when it encounters specified lines in thecurrent program. Thelinefor
which the breakpoint is set is not executed; if the program is continued
after the breakpoint, that line is the first one executed. Breakpoints are
specified as a list of line numbers following the keyword BREAK. The
command BREAK 100,200,300 causesexecution to stop at lines 100, 200,
and 300, provided that lines with these numbers are actually in the
program.

The BREAK keyword may be used within program statements, withor
without a line-number list. Without at least one number following the
keyword, BREAK causes execution to stopat the lineonwhich it occurs.

Once a breakpoint is encountered and program execution is stopped,
the breakpoint isreset. Execution will notstopat thatparticular linein the
future unless the breakpoint is set once more. To continue executing the
program after a breakpoint has been reached (and values have been
examined, etc.), use the CONTINUE command. To cancel a breakpoint
before a specified lineisexecuted, usetheUNBREAK command.

Breakpoints affect standard-character code redefinition (see CALL
CHAR in Chapter 7). If a standard character code (say 32 for an ASCII
space) has been assigned to a different character for display before the
breakpoint isencountered, it isreassigned thestandard character ofspace
when the breakpoint is encountered.

CONTINUE This command causes a BASIC program stopped by a
breakpoint to continue execution. TheCONTINUE command cannot be
used if a line is edited, added, or deleted whilea program is running.

Because the breakin program execution caused bypressing the CLEAR
key functions as abreakpoint does, CONTINUE causes program execution
haltedin thisway to beresumed, provided that no linehasbeenedited.

DELETE If you want to delete a program or a data file that is on
diskette, usethiscommand.ThecommandDELETE DSKl .DATAdeletes
the disk file called DATA on disk drive 1. Cassette-tape files cannot be
deleted with this command (they must simplybe recorded overwith new
programs, bulk-erased, etc.).

Ifyouwant,on the otherhand, todelete a block oflines in aprogram, as
you can inmany otherversions ofBASIC, we've nogood news foryou here.
You must type in the line number of each line you want to delete,
following each line number by ENTER.

EDIT Thiscommandredisplays a previously enteredlineon the screen
so that it can be altered through the use of arrow, delete, and insert keys.
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The keywordmust be followed by the exact line number of the line to be
edited, or the * BAD LINENUMBER messageis displayed. The syntaxfor
the command is, for example, EDIT 100.

Editing may also be evoked by typing the number of a line followed by
an up or down arrowkey.

Regardlessof how editing is evoked, it can be continued with either the
next higher or lower numbered line by pressing the down arrow key or up
arrowkey. This feature formsan alternative to the LIST command in which
listing cannot be temporarily halted at the keyboard. Pressing and holding
the down arrow key produces a slowscrolling of lines that halts whenever
you remove your finger from the key.

LIST This command tells the computer that you wish the lines of the
current program to be displayedon the videodisplay.This isusuallycalled
a listing of the program. LIST, the keywordused by itself, not followed by
any numbers, causesthe entire program to be listed. If there are no more
than 23 lines (including the wrappedsecond, third, and fourth lines in any
long numbered line), the entire program will be shown on the screen. If
your program ismore than 23 lines long, the computer can't get all ofit on
the screen at once. LIST will causethe lines to flyby on the screen, and the
final 23 will be the only ones you can actually read. For this reason, using
the EDIT command (described above), then the arrow keys to scroll the
program line-by-line, is a satisfactory alternative to fly-by listing or listing
in line-number ranges. If yourlinesare numbered at constant intervals, the
NUMBER command can also be used for more satisfactorylisting.

The LIST keywordfollowed by a number lists the line ofthat number. If
there is no line with that number, BASIClists the next higher numbered
line. If the number is greater than the highest numbered line in the
program, BASICliststhe last line of the program. LIST 30causesline 30, if
there is one in the program, to be listed. If there is no line 30, but there is a
line 40 (or any line in the program with the next higher number), BASIC
listsline 40 (orwhateverthe next line isnumbered). If line 25is the last line
in the program, BASIClists line 25.

The keyword LIST, followed by a pair of numbers specifyinga range of
line numbers, will cause BASIC to list all lines with numbers within the

range. The syntax (punctuation) BASICrecognizes is two numbers sepa
rated by a hyphen. If the range of numbers in the command is below the
range of numbers in the program, the first line of the program is listed; if it
isabovethe range of linesin the program, the last line is listed. If the range
of numbers in the command lies between two program lines, the next
higher numbered line is listed.
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Either (but not both) of the numbers that specify a range for the LIST
command may be assignedbydefaultto be the firstor the last line of the
current program. Fora program with a firstline number of 30and a last line
number of 300, the command LIST -50 causes BASIC to list lines 30
through 50. LIST250-causes BASIC to list lines250through 300.

NEW There are timeswhen youwant to stopwhat youare doing and
start over. One wayto accomplish that is to pull the plug on the computer.
Another way is to use the commandNEW. NEW erases any program (or
filed values) currently in the computer's memory. Youcanthen startfresh.
Before you use NEW, be sure you really want to erase everything in
memory. Once it is done, you can't undo it.

NUMBER This command causes BASIC to provide line numbers for
you. If you are initially entering a program, entering the keyword
NUMBER (or simplyNUM) displays the line number 100for youto enter
text beside. Once line 100(with the text you type in) is entered, the line
number 110 appears, and so on until you have finished program entry.
When you have finished, simply press ENTER in response to the line
number that hasappeared,and BASIC stopsautomatic productionof line
numbersand returns to the command linewiththe > prompt.

Ifyou wantto beginautomatically numbering lines ataspecific number,
place a space and the numberyou want to begin withafter the keyword.
The command NUM 1000 renumbers the first line of the program to be
1000, the next to be 1010,and soon. If youwant the automaticincrement
to be something other than 10 (1000, 1010, 1020, and so on), place a
commaand secondnumber representing the incrementyouwantafter the
first number. The command NUM 1000,1 renumbers the first line 1000,
the next 1001, and soon. If youwantto have yourownincrementand still
begin with the default line, 100, placea space, a comma, and the incre
ment number after the keyword. Thecommand RES, 1produces an initial
line with the number 100, a second line with the number 101, and so on.

If you are automatically numbering lines, and BASIC produces the
number of a line already enteredinto a program, the line is displayed. It
may be edited, and the edited version replaces the original version in
memory when ENTER is pressed. Because there is text with the line,
ENTER does not cause you to exit automatic line numbering. Pressing
CLEAR whilea previously storedline isdisplaying, however, letsyouleave
automaticline numbering and return to the > commandprompt without
alteringthe lineyouhavecleared from thescreen withinmemory. Pressing
ERASE does away with everything but the line number, giving you the
opportunity to (1) retype the entire text of the line, (2) stop automatic
numbering while leavingthe line intact by pressing ENTER if you don't
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have any text on the line, or (3) stop automatic numbering while leaving
the number intact by pressing CLEAR.

If the lines of a program alreadyin memory are numbered on constant
increments, NUMBER or NUM is (like EDIT) a convenient way to avoid
the fly-by characteristics of the LIST command when you want to review
program lines.

OLD This command, corresponding to the keyword LOAD in most
other versions of BASIC, loads programs from diskette or cassette tape.
(Review loading instructions in Chapter 5 if necessary.)

RESEQUENCE If you have lines that you want to renumber (so they
are numbered at constant increments, or so you can insert lines without
retyping lines with adjacent numbers, this is your "prettying-up" and
labor-savingcommand. The keyword RESEQUENCE (or simplyRES)may
be used to renumber all lines of a program so that numbering begins at 100
and continues in increments of 10.

If youwant renumbering to beginwith a number other than 100,placea
space and the initial number after the keyword. The command RES 1000
renumbers the first line to be 1000, the next to be 1010, and so on. If you
want the increment to be other than 10, place a comma after the initial
number and then type the new increment. The command RES 1000,5
renumbers the first line of the program to be line 1000, the next line to be
1005, and so on. If you want the first line to be 100, but you alsowant the
increment to be other than 10, follow the keyword with a space, then a
comma, and then the increment. RES, 1 renumbers the first line to be 100,
the next to be 101, and so on.

RUN We've alreadyused this command several items. When you give
the RUN command, it tells the computer you want it to execute the
instructions contained in the program currently in the computer's
memory.

Normally, RUN tells the computer to begin with the instructions in the
lines with the lowest number. You can also use RUN with a number that

specifies where it's to begin. If you tell the computer RUN 70, the
computer will start executing instructions beginning at line 70.

SAVE This command saves programs onto diskette or cassette. (Re
viewthe instructionsfor savingprogramsin Chapter 4 if necessary.)

TRACE This command, like the breakpoint commands, is one of
those happy tools that helps us fix"broken" BASICprograms. The TRACE
command tells BASIC to display the line number of every BASICstate
ment at the left of the screen before it executes the statement. With

TRACE, we can see the steps being taken by the program as it is running.
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If the program produces a displayed output from a line, the displayed
output is listed immediately to the right of the line number. Lines are
"wrapped" to accomodatethe spacetaken up bythe line number produced
by TRACE.

Tracing through the programs is terminated when an UNTRACE com
mand is entered.

Like the breakpoint keywords, TRACE and UNTRACE may be used
with syntaxidentical to commands in program statements.

UNBREAK Although this command keyword may seem to be TI's
unique contribution to either the BASIC or English language, it's really
just a word that TI BASIC recognizes as an instruction to do away with
breakpoints that have been sent (seeBREAK, above). If UNBREAK is not
followedbya listof line numbers separatedbycommas, all breakpointsare
cleared. If a spaceand a list of line numbers follows the keyword, only the
breakpoints set for the lines with numbers in the list are cleared.

The UNBREAK keyword, like.BREAK, can be used as a program
statement, as well as a command.

UNTRACE LikeUNBREAK, UNTRACE hasn't made it into general
usage in either BASIC or English, but it is another word that TI BASIC
understands. The UNTRACE command turns off the line-execution trac

ing feature. If you tracethrough a portion of a programto yoursatisfaction
and want to turn the tracingofffrom the keyboard, press CLEAR to stop
the program, enter UNTRACE to stop tracing, and enter CONTINUE to
resume program execution without the line numbers.

The UNTRACE keywordmay alsobe used in program statements.

THE SPECIAL-FUNCTION KEYS

The special-functionkeys, whicharein mostcases the number keys with
the FUNCTION key held down, are used for entering, editing, and
running BASIC programs. You've used these keys as required in our
sample programs, and we've seen some of the uses of these keys in our
survey of important BASIC commands. Before you get into any longer
programs, you'll want to take a more careful look at all of them to see
exactly what each one does.

Remember to place your keyboard overlay strip in the slot above the
keyboard so that the specialfunction keys are labeled.

Fiveof the function keysare not used in writing and running TI BASIC
programs. There are BEGIN, PROCEED, AID, REDO, and BACK. These
keys are used in applications programs, such as the TI Disk Manager or
Extended BASIC,for a varietyof specialpurposes. In Extended BASIC,for
example, REDOcopiesfrom a line in memoryto a newline, providing you
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with a tremendous amount of help in entering highly repetitious program
lines.

ARROW KEYS The left and right arrow keys move the cursor back
ward and forwardon a line. The up and down arrowkeysare used following
a line number to initiate line editing and to continue editing with a
previous or subsequent line of a program. The arrow keys are the only
special-function keys formed by holding down the FUNCTION key and
striking alphabetic characters (S, D, E, and X); all others are formed by
holding down the FUNCTIONkeyand pressinga number key on the top
row of the keyboard.

CLEAR This key has severalimportant uses.
When you are typing a command, CLEAR erases the line and provides

you with a new > cursor.
When you are initially typing a program line which you have provided

the number for, CLEAR erases everythingyou have typed and givesyou a
new cursor. If you already have a line with that number in memory, it is
unaffected.

When you are editing a line, it terminates your editing without chang
ing the line in memory.

When you are automatically numbering lines, CLEAR terminates the
automatic numbering without entering the current line. If the current line
is already in memory from prior entry, it terminates automatic numbering
without changing the line in memory.

Also, when you are running a program, it causes program execution to
be interrupted asif a breakpoint wereencountered. The number of the line
that would have been executed next is displayed on the screen. Execution
may be resumed with the CONTINUE command.

DELETE The delete key erases the character under the cursor and
closesup the space that the deleted character occupied.

ERASE When you are entering a new line, ERASE clears the line and
displays a new command cursor, just as CLEAR does.

When you are editing a line or BASICis automatically numbering lines,
ERASE clears all of the text of the line but not the line number.

INSERT When you want to insert characters into a line at the cursor
rather than replace them, pressINSERT. After you do, each key you strike
causesboth the cursorand the characterunder it to move to the right. The
new character appears in the space created to the left of the cursor.

QUIT This key causes the computer to leave BASIC and display the
title screen. All programs and data are erased when you quit BASIC, so be
sure to save anything you want to work with later on cassette or diskette.
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PRINT STATEMENTS

Now that you've gotten the hang of the commands and special keys,
we'll pick up the pace a bit. In the following sections, we'll present and
explain additional keywordsand programming rules. Generally the expla
nation will include a short demonstration program. If this is your first
adventure in programming, we advise you to read the explanations care
fully and RUN eachof the sampleprograms.

A print statement causesthe computer to print out or display whatever
follows PRINT. You haveused it several timesalready. If material follow
ing PRINT is enclosed in quotation marks, the computer will print it
exactly as typed. The materialinsidethe quotation marks iscalleda string
or a literalstring. If youusethe PRINTkeyword in a command,youcansee
that the command PRINT "THISISA TEST" causes the computer to print
the string THIS IS A TESTon the screen.

If there are no quotation marksaround the material to be printed, the
computer behavesa little differently. Considerthe program below:

10 INPUT THIS$
20 PRINT THIS$

Enter and run the program. Line 10tells the computer that you want to
enter a variable (what we've called a filed name before now) called THIS$
from the keyboard. Line 20 does not print the name of the variable
(THIS$). Instead, it prints what we have entered and BASIC has filed
away under the name of the variable. It prints whatever we type on the
keyboard. Thus, whether you use quotation marks or not willmake a big
difference in what the computer does.

There are three punctuation marks (semicolon, comma, and colon) we
can place inside of PRINT statements in order to make the text displayed
byBASIC to look the waywewant it. Please add the following lines to the
two lines you typed in to see how these punctuation marks work with
PRINT.

30 PRINT " THIS IS" ;THIS$
40 PRINT " THIS IS " ;THIS$
50 PRINT "THISIS" ,THIS$
60 PRINT " THIS IS" :THIS$

Note that the only difference between line 30 and line 40 is the space
between the S in IS and the quotation mark. Now run the program. Now
enter the wordENJOYABLE in responseto the question markdisplayedby
the INPUT statement. Your displayshould look like the following:
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ENJOYABLE

THIS ISENJOYABLE

THIS IS ENJOYABLE

THIS IS ENJOYABLE

THIS IS

ENJOYABLE

The ENJOYABLE in the firstline comes from line 20. Then lines 30and
40 producedalmostidenticaldisplays. The literalstringTHISISisprinted
first by both lines. Then the valueof the variableTHIS$ is printed. In line
40 a spaceinside the quotation marksmakes the line neater and easier to
read because the word ENJOYABLE is not directly next to the S in IS. The
semicolon that followsthe literal string tells the computer to print the next
item immediately after the last item printed. If you use a semicolon to
separate two items that are to be printed, you will need to add any spaces
yourself (inside the quotation marks).

Line 50produces a different result, with sevenspacesappearing between
THIS ISand ENJOYABLE. The comma tells BASICto print the expression
following it in the second field on the screen. There are two 14-character
fields in each line, one beginning at column 1 and another at column 15.
If, when BASICfinds the comma, the cursor on the current display line is
not past column 15, the item following the comma is displayed there. If
the cursoris past column 15, the item is printed in the firstcolumn of the
next line. Try the following commmand.

PRINT 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0

Line 50 is used to break items in a PRINT statement into separate lines.
Everything after a colon goeson the next line. Try the following command.

PRINT 1:2:3:4:5:6:7:8:9:0

Semicolonstell BASICto have no respectfor the end ofa line. If you tell
the computer to print material that is too much to fit on a line, the
computer will type all it can on one line and put the rest on the next line.
Use the NEW command to clear the ENJOYABLE program, and then
enter the following program.

5 FORX=lTO20

10 PRINT "AND";
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20 PRINT "YET";
30 PRINT "ANOTHER";
40 NEXTX

Runthe program, andyouwill see thatit fills up 12 lines onthe display.
The three literal strings AND, YET, and ANOTHER are printed end to
end until the program loop has been executed 20 times. Now add the
followinglines:

50 PRINT

60 PRINT

70 FORB=lT0 7

80 PRINT "EVEN",
90 PRINT "MORE",
100 NEXTB

Nowrunthe expanded program. You getthe same letters at the top of
the screen. Then lines 50 and60 give us a blank line (50 gets us off the
seventh line, 60skips oneline). Then the second FOR-NEXT loop prints
EVEN MOREon the screen in separated columns seventimes. The comma
on lines 80and90causes the computer to space over andprintmaterial at
the beginningof each of the twoprintzones.

You may want to experiment with PRINT instructions and commas,
colons, andsemicolons further to get familiar withhowtheywork.

A final noteonPRINT. If you tell thecomputer to print something and
don'tput acomma orsemicolon after it (for instance, PRINT "HELLO")
the computer willautomatically goto the beginning of the nextlinewhen
it encounters the next PRINT instruction.

TI BASIC recognizes aTAB keyword that prints the numberof spaces
youspecify beside it. Here isademonstration program.

20 FORX=lTO20

30 PRINT TAB(X);"X"
40 NEXTX

Be sure to type NEW and press RETURNbeforetyping in this program.
When you haveit typed correctly, run the program. You should get 12
lines of material on the screen, which looks likeFigure 6.1.

Line20beginsa"FOR-NEXTloop",somethingwell lookinto ip detail
later, while line 40 is the end of the loop. In essence, lines 20 and 40 will
cause line 30to be executed twelve times. Line 30,with the keyword and
numberTAB(X) tells BASIC to beginprinting atthecolumnnumberedby
the value of X. While X progresses from 1 to 20 to print line 20 twenty
times, the column number of the tab progresses.
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GETTING INFORMATION INTO THE COMPUTER

There are three major ways TI BASIC allows you to assign values to
variables—the process we've referred to asfiling information in memory by
label. We've explored one of these ways already. You can enter characters
and numbers into storage by using INPUT statements. Let's look at the
details of the INPUT statement, and then we'll review the two other
statements that assignvariablesfrom inside a program: the LET statement
and the DATA statement.

Input

When the computercomes to an INPUTstatement, it stopsand waitsfor
the operatorto provideit withsomeinformation.Thisinformation maybe
in one of two forms: it may be either a number or a string. More tech
nically, the INPUT statement includesthe name of either a numeric or a
string variable: this name is the label your input is filed under, as we've
discussed above.

The letter X (without quotes) in our lastexampleisa numeric variable. It
is a number that starts out as 1, then is incremented to 2, and continues
being incremented until it reaches20.

Figure 6.1 Using the TAB keyword.
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In our ENJOYABLE program, we used the statement INPUT THIS$.
The $ at the end of the variable name indicated that we were able to enter
alphabetic, as well as numeric, information; in other words, the $ identi
fiedthe variable asa stringvariable. If the variable namedoesnot end with
a $, BASIC assumes it is dealing with a numeric rather than a string
variable.

IfINPUT isfollowed byanumeric variable name (for example INPUT B
or INPUT BALANCE), the computer expects you to type in a numeric
value andpress ENTER. IfINPUT isfollowed byastring variable name(for
example, INPUT B$ orINPUT NAME$) thecomputer expects you to type
in a string (don'tenclose it in quotation marks) andpress ENTER. If you
give astringvalue whenthe computer expects anumeric value, BASIC will
reject your input. Hereisa shortexample program that demonstrates the
difference between numeric andstring variables.

20 INPUT " TYPE IN A NUMBER" :A
30 PRINT A+2

40 PRINT "TYPE IN A STRING"
50 INPUT A$
60 PRINT A$

Run this program.The screen willdisplay TYPE IN A NUMBER on one
line, anda ?will appear on thenext line. The computer iswaiting foryou
to typein a numeric variable. If you typein a numberand press ENTER,
the computer will set A to equal the number you typed in. Then it will
print the valuewith twoadded to it (line30).

Line 40tells you to TYPE INASTRING, andline50tells the computer
to look fora string. Type in TESTING andpress RETURN. Thecomputer
will print TESTING.

Now what happens if your input is not what the computer has been
programmed to expect? Run the program again and type in TESTING
when the computer expects a numeric value. Whenyou press RETURN,
BASIC prints the followingmessage:

* WARNING:

INPUT ERROR IN 20

TRY AGAIN:

This message means that BASIC expected a number, that it did not
expect youto type in a string, and that it would likeyouto tryagain. The
problem isa mismatch between the variable name Aand the type ofdata
you entered, TESTING. Enter the number 34, and the program will
continue. Thecomputeraccepts the numberwhenyoupress RETURN and
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prints it on the screen. It goeson to lines 40 and 50. Now it is looking for a
string variable. Type in 34and pressENTER. Surprised by the results?The
computer accepted 34 as a string with no problems and printed 34. That
means A equals 34, and so does A$. There is a difference in the two
variables, however. Add the following two lines to the program to see the
difference.

70 PRINT AH-12

80 PRINT A$ +12

Run the program and give both A and A$ the value of 34. When the
computer gets to line 70, it computes 34+ 12 and prints 46. When it
reaches line 80, it prints the following:

* STRING-NUMBER MISMATCH

You cannot add a string variable to a numeric variable. Thus, even
though A$ equals 34, you will not be permitted to use it in math opera
tions. To the computer, the 34 value of A$ is simply two characters—not a
number. The variable A can be manipulated mathematically, while the
variable A$ cannot.

Up to this point we have used simple INPUT statements in which the
value of one variable wasrequested. An INPUT statement can be used to
assign values to more than one variable. INPUT A,B,C causes the com
puter to print a ? on the screen. When you type in 44,55,66 and press
RETURN, the computer acceptsall three valuesat once. You can even mix
numeric and stringvariables (INPUTA$, B, C$) but youmust be careful to
enter the values in the correct order (that is, in this example, string,
number, string) and separate eachwith a comma. Also, you must provide
all the values requested by the INPUT statement in your response. If you
enter only 55 and 66 in response to the request above, BASIC notifiesyou
of an input error and tells you the line number of the INPUT statement.

Notice that the INPUT statement alwaysrequires that you press ENTER
after you have typed a characterat the keyboard. Other dialectsof BASIC,
including Extended BASIC, have keywords that permit characters to be
entered without pressing ENTER.

LET Statements

The LET keyword tells the computer what value to associate with a
particular variable name. For example, LETB = 22 tells the computer that
until further notice the variable named Bwill equal (have the value of) 22.

The general form of a LETstatement is as follows:

LET variable name = value
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Ifyou assign avalue toB(orB$) early inaprogram (forexample, 10 LET
B= 22) and then assign another value to B later (for example, 30 LET
B= 66), the value of Bwill be the lastone assigned (66, in this example).

Up to this point, the value assigned with the LETstatement has been a
simple numericvalue(22)or a literalstringvalue (HELLO). LETis much
moreversatile, however. LET canuseanothervariable to assign the value to
a new variable (LET B= A or LET B$= A$), and it can use an expression
(LET B= 2+ 5). These LET instructions arealso acceptable.

LETB = B+2

LETB = B+A

Theonly restriction in the above examples is the requirement that any
variable name on the right sideof the equalsignmust have been defined
previously in the program. A programwith line 30asLETB= B+A isfine
if an earlier linedefined the value ofA (forinstance, 10 LET A= 95).

We should note here that the computercanusevariable namesthat are
morecomplex than A orB$. Variables canhave names up to 15 characters
long, inlcuding the $ that ends a string variable. Variable names must
begin with an alphabetic letter, an at sign (@), a left or right bracket
([ or ]), a backslash (^, or an underline ( ). Characters within a name
may be letters, numbers, at signs,or underlines.

However, therearetwo additional limitations on theway younameyour
variables. TIBASIC hasa number ofkeywords it treatsasinstructions. You
have usedkeywords such asPRINT, LET, andsoforthalready. Youcannot
useanykeyword to namea variable. ABS, forexample isnot an acceptable
name since it is a keyword meaning absolute value. The same is true for
ATTN, CLR, COS, SQR, SPC, and manymore.

Thereisone more twist in the useof LET. Youreally do not haveto use
it. The instructions LET A = 10and A= 10do the samething. The LETis
understoodin the second instruction justasthe "You"isunderstoodin the
sentence"Becareful!'* LETisnot spelledout in manyprograms in order to
savekeyboard effort and program memoryspace.

DATA Statements

Ifyou have afairnumberofvalues toenter,LET statements cantakeup a
lot of typingtime. Thereisa way to shortenthe entryof numerous values;
this isespecially useful if they are to be processed one after the other.

A DATA statement lists values so they can be read from the list
sequentially when they are needed. To see how DATA statements can be
useful, enter the followingprogram:
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100 FORX=lTOl0

110 READY$

120 PRINT Y$

130 NEXTX

140 DATA YOU,YOUR,I,ME,HE,SHE,HIM,HER,HIS,
HERS

The READ statement picks up a string value (no quotation marks
required for a string value in this one exception)from the list in the DATA
statement each of the 10 times that the program progresses through the
FOR-NEXT list.

One other keyword is important in reading DATA statements. A RE
STORE statement resets the TSJLADpointer to items in DATA statements,
determining which value is read next. The RESTORE command without a
line number will causethe next READ command executed to pick up the
first item in the first DATA statement in the program. The RESTORE
statement with a line number causes the next READ statement executed to

pickup the itemfromthe first itemin the DATA statement on orfollowing
the line of that number.

It's important to understand that DATA statements are not executed. In
the sequence ofexecution, theyareignored.Theymeansomethingonlyto
READ statements, and what they mean is determined by RESTORE
statements.

Math Expressions

BASICuses standard symbols to indicate addition (+ ) and subtraction
(-). Multiplication is indicated byan asterisk (*) and division by a slash
(/). The meaning of the following expression is A equals five timesfour
plus one:

LETA = 5*4 + 1

Themeaningofthefollowing expression isBequals twenty dividedbyfour
minus one:

B = 20/4-l

The variable A in the first statement, therefore, has a value of 21, and in
the second expression Bhasa value of 4. Thereis one more math symbol
that isfrequently seenin programs. Look at the twoexamples below. *

LETR= 5*5*5 LETR = 5A3
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Both these expressions equal 125.The firstusesa seriesof multiplication
symbolsto obtain the answer. The secondexpression isread as^W raisedto
thethirdpower01five cubed. Thesymbol forpowers isan up arrow, which
is just above the 6 key on the top rowof the keyboard.

When BASICis instructed to do a seriesof math operations, it follows a
standard sequence. All power (exponentiation) computations are done
first. Then positive and negativeprefixes are evaluated. Next, multiplica
tion and division are performed. Finally, addition and subtraction are
performed. A handy mnemonic to remember the standard sequence is
Please My DearAunt Sally, which stands for Power, Multiply, Divide,
Add, and Subtract.

Sometimes the standard order of computing is not the order needed to
solve the problem correctly. The order can be changed by the use of
parentheses. The computer will do all the computations inside paren
theses, regardless of type, beforeit does the workoutside the parentheses.
Consider the two expressions below:

PRINT 6*4-3 PRINT6*(4-3)

The first expression produces 21because the multiplication isdone first,
then the three is subtracted from the result. The second expression pro
duces 6 because the subtraction is done first (4-3), then the multiplica
tion (6* 1). If an expression has several setsof nested parentheses, BASIC
does everything inside the innermost set of parentheses first, then works
within the next and so on, and finally does the work outside any paren
theses. When using parentheses, you should be sure there is one right
parenthesis for every left parenthesis; otherwise the computer will report
an error when the line is entered.

TYPES OF NUMBERS

The BASICused in the TI-99/4A can deal with severaltypesof numbers.
Here are examplesof the types of numbers it accepts:

345.55 positive decimal number
-345.55 negative decimal number
4.3 3E+5 positive number in scientificnotation
4.33E-5 negative number in scientificnotation

The last two numbers may require some explaining. Scientific notation
is a means of writing very large and very small numbers in a way that
conserves space. The number 4.33E+5 is the same as 433,000. You make
the conversion bymoving the decimalfive places to the right. The number
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4.33E-5 is the sameas .0000433 because youmovethe decimalpoint five
places to the left. If BASIC encounters a number so large that it cannot
display it in normal fashion, it will convert it to scientific notation. In your
programming you can alsouse scientificnotation when it is convenient.

A BASIC BREATHER

We'll pause here in our lookat BASIC, if only becausewehave earned a
breather. Keyboard symbols,commands, and statements in BASICare not
very difficult tolearn, but thereisagood bitofdetailtogetusedto through
use. We'll discuss BASIC further in Chapter 7, but between now and the
time you read Chapter 7 you might want to put some of what you have
learned to good use. The best use we can think of is, strangely enough,
play.

If youwantto become familiar withBASIC you arelikely to do just that
by scanning through this chapterand working with the concepts and the
sample programs on your own time. Add to our examples, change them,
stretchthem, and test them. BASIC isalways readyto talk to youinsidethe
TI99/4A. And if you are not certain that BASIC understands what you
want it to do, trying telling it what you want. As you've seen, BASIC is
mostunbashful in telling you when it doesn't understand. But, asyou've
also seen, BASIC understands a greatdealof English language and even
moreordinary goodsense, your besttools forlearning and exploration.
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Chapter 7

More BASIC
There are many keywords in TI BASICwe didn't consider in Chapter 6.

Mostof these phrasesareused in more powerfulprogramming techniques.
In contrast to the ground ruleswehaveconsidered thus far, the conceptswe
consider in this chapter reallyget us off the ground and start us flyingwith
BASIC.

MAKING DECISIONS AND COMPARISONS

BASIC has several ways of comparing one variable to another and of
making decisions. The most important of these are IF THEN, GOSUB,
and FOR NEXT.

IF-THEN-ELSE

The keywords IF, THEN, and ELSEare used in combination to enable
the computer to make different types of decisions. The following state
ment is typical of the use of these keywords.

50 IFX<NTHEN 100ELSE 200

Line 50 looks at the value of X. IF X is less than (<) N, THEN the
computer will execute line 100 next, or ELSEit will execute line 200 next.
The IF clause in line 50 is used to specifya condition. If that condition is
true, the next line of the program to be executed is the one following
THEN; otherwise the line with the number following ELSE.

The IF-THEN statement can involveany combination of the conditions
and actions listed, and it can make comparisons that involve values (IF
S = 5), variables (IFX = G), strings (IFP$ = " YES"), or expressions (IF
X/B = Z/A). The following operators indicate the conditions that may be
tested in the IF clause.

CONDITION

< less than

> greater than
= equals

< = less than or equal
> = greater than or equal
< > not equal

The ELSE clauseof the statement is optional. The following statements
illustrate the use of IF-THEN without ELSE.
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100 IFXO0THEN120

110 PRINT "NOT";
120 PRINT "TRUE."

In the example, if X is non-zero, BASIC prints TRUE, skipping over
statement 110 because the IF condition is met. Whenever X is zero,
however, BASIC printsNOTTRUE; withthe conditionnot met, program
execution continues in line-numberorder,andline110isexecuted toprint
NOT.

Line100of the example hasan alternateform that isoften confusing to
newcomers to programming. The following statement is a direct equiv
alent of the one shown above:

100 IF X THEN 120

Ifyourresponse to the alternate form isIfXin relation towhat?, youare
in good form. BASIC, following a convention in older programming
language, is being cryptic and implying the relationship. In this case, the
relationship is always not equalto zero.

Conditions Involving Strings

Although the example above uses numeric values in the conditional
clause of the IF-THEN statement, comparisons can also involve string
values and variables. Stringcomparisons involving the equalsignand the
not-equalsign(<>) are relatively easy to understand. Two strings must
be exactly the sameto meet the equalcondition, and a single difference
(for instance, CAN NOT versus CANNOT) will cause the not-equal-to
condition to be met.

What about comparisons involving the greater-than or less-than sym
bols? What, for exampledoesthe following statementmean?

IF A$ < B$ THEN GOTO 120

SupposeA$ equalsTHESE and B$equalsTHIS.Would the actionafter
THEN be executed? Logically, you might assumethat since there are five
letters in A$and onlyfour in B$, the condition wouldnot be met, sinceA$
isnot less than B$.However, that isnothowthe comparison works. When
a greater-thanor less-than comparison is to be made, BASIC performs the
comparison character-by-character in accordance with alphabetic order.
TheletterAisless than the letterB, because Acomes first in the alphabet.
Thus when the comparison of A$ and B$ismade, the computerwillfind
the firsttwolettersof the stringto be equal, but the third letter in A$isE,
while it is I in B$. Because E comes before I in the alphabet, BASIC
considers A$ to be less than B$.
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FOR-TO-NEXT (and STEP)

We have already used several simple FOR-NEXT loops in Chapter 6.
We'll usethe program listed below to illustrate someof the finer pointsof
FOR-NEXT loops. Enterthis program so that you canexamine it closely.

5 CALL CLEAR

10 PRINT "DOLLARSTO INVEST"

15 PRINT "EACH YEAR"

20 INPUT D

30 PRINT "YEARS TO INVEST"

40 INPUTY

50 PRINT " RATE OF INTEREST"

60 INPUT R

65 CALL CLEAR

70 LETR = R/100

80 PRINT " YEAR INVEST TOTAL"

90 LETB=1+R
100 PRINT 1;TAB(8);D;TAB(16);D
110 FORL=l TOY

120 LETB = B*(1+R)
130 LETS = (D*(B-1))/R
140 IFL> = YTHEN200

150 PRINTL+1;TAB(8);(L+1)*D;TAB(16);INT(S)
200 NEXTL

Type in this program exactly as it is listedabove, includingexactly three
spaces betweenthe words in quotesin line80. Most ofthe keywords usedin
the programwill be familiar to you.

This program letsyouindicatehowmuch money youwillinvestperyear,
how many years youwill investthat amount, and the interestrateyouwill
receive. BASIC uses this information to compute the accumulated invest
ment peryear (underINVEST) andthe totalvalue (including accumulated
interest)of yourinvestment (underTOTAL). The amount under TOTAL
is rounded to whole dollars by the INT keyword (you'll learn how INT
works later in this chapter).

Now, run the program using 600 for the Dollars Invested per Year, 10
for the Years to Invest, and 9 for the Rate of Interest. Here is what you
should see on the screen.

DOLLARS TO INVEST

?600

YEARS TO INVEST

?10
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RATE OF INTEREST

?9

YEAR INVEST TOTAL

1 600 600

2 1200 1254

3 1800 1966
4 2400 2743
5 3000 3590

6 3600 4514

7 4200 5520

8 4800 6617

9 5400 7812

10 6000 9115

Thescreen tells you that, if you invest $600 a year forten years, you will
end up with $9115 of accumulated interest andprinciple. (This program
assumes you do not invest the money until the end of the year; thus no
interest isearned during the first year.)

Lines 110 to 200 define a loop. It is the heart of the program since it
computes the amount of money that will beearnedand prints the results.
It is called a loop because it is used several times, once for each year you
plan to invest.

The FOR-NEXT statement controls how many times the computer
moves through theloop. TheNEXTin line200 defines thelower boundary
of the loop. When the computercomes to a NEXT, it returns to the line
where FOR occurs andgoes through theloop again. Theway FOR operates
is a little complicated. In this case, L is the control variable in the loop
(there is no significance to the label L: it could be any other acceptable
variable name). Theexpression on theotherside ofthe equalsigntells the
computer where tostartandhowmany times to runthroughthe loop.Line
110says SetLequalto 1 (the initialvaluefor thefirst loop). Each time the
computerruns through theloop, increase thevalue ofLbyone. When Lis
equalto Y(thefinal value)fgo through thelooponemore timeandmove
on to the line immediately following the NEXT statement. Y is the
numberof years youplan to invest yourmoney, sotherewill beonelineof
results foreach year youinvest. Since in thisprogram thereisno lineafter
line 200 where NEXT appears, the computer stops when it finishes the
FOR-NEXT loop.

As usual there are a few fine points that have not yet been covered.
Sometimes you do not want to increase the control variable by one each
time the FOR-NEXTloopisexecuted. Hereisan example:
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FORI = 9TOl4STEP25

The STEP .25 at the end of the line above tells the computer to increase
the value ofIonly.25each timethe loopisexecuted. Thus, Iwouldequal9
the first time, 9.25 the second time, 9.50 the third time, and so on. If this
loop was the beginning of a section of the program that calculated and
printed the rate of return on investments that drew different rates of
interest, the I variablemight be used to designate the interest rate. Thus
the instructionwouldgive dataon interestratesfrom9 to 14in stepsof. 25.
The line FOR I = 9 TO 15 STEP 2 would give the same information, but
data wouldbe providedonlyon interestratesof 9, 11, 13and 15. The line
FOR I = 15 TO 9 STEP -2 accomplishes the same thing. In this case the
data for an interest rate of 15willbe printed first, then 13, then 11, then 9.
The STEP -2 will cause the computer to subtract 2 from the control
variable instead of increasing it each time the loop is executed. Another
common variation of FOR-NEXT loops is to put one inside another. The
detailsof howthis works isgivenin most bookson BASIC. If youareusing
aprogramthat hasnestedloops—that is, loopswithinother loopsthe main
thing to remember is to be sure the NEXT statements are in the proper
order. In essence, a loop inside another loop will run through its entire
range everytime the outside loop runs through one step.

FOR-NEXT loops let you use the instructions inside a loop over and
over, the number of times they are used determined by the control values
provided.Thisisa very handyprocedure. Youwillfind FOR-NEXT loops
used in many programs.

There are other techniques for handling repetitive processing, however,
one ofwhich uses the keywordGOSUB.

GOSUB RETURN

A handy procedure that is common in BASIC programs is the sub
routine. A subroutine is a set of instructions that are used at several points
in a program. The example program below will make the concept of a
subroutine clearer:

100 CALL CLEAR

110 GOSUB 170

120 PRINT " GUESS MY NUMBER"

130 PRINT

140 INPUT G

150 GOSUB 210

160 GOTO 120
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170 REM RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
180 RANDOMIZE

190 LETN = INT(RND*100)
200 RETURN

210 REM GUESS CHECKING ROUTINE

220 EFG< = NTHEN260

230 PRINT " TOO HIGH: TRY AGAIN."
240 PRINT

250 RETURN

260 IFG = NTHEN300

270 PRINT " TOO LOW: TRY AGAIN."
280 PRINT

290 RETURN

300 PRINT " GREAT, YOU GOT IT!"
310 PRINT" IWDX THINK OF A NEW NUMBER"
320 GOSUB 170

330 RETURN

If yourun this program, it will print GUESS MY NUMBER at the bot
tomofthescreen. Line 130 isaPRINT instruction with nothing toprint.It
causes BASIC toskip a lineeach timethelineisexecuted. Youthen type in
a numberbetween 0 and 100 and press ENTER. Thecomputer compares
yourguess with the number it hasgenerated and tells you if yourguess is
high,low, orcorrect. Ifit ishighorlow, thecomputer tells you to tryagain
andasks you tomake another guess (don't forget topress ENTER after you
do). Whenyou guess the number, the computer tells you GREAT: YOU
GOT IT.Thenit says I WILL THINK OF ANEW NUMBER andasks you
to enter another guess. To stop playingthis game youshould hold down
the CLEAR key.

Afterclearing the screen in line 100, the program executes the instruc
tionGOSUB 170 in line 110. Thekeyword GOSUB tells the computer to
stop executing instructions sequentially. Instead it is to go to a subroutine
that begins at the linenumberfollowing the keyword GOSUB. In thiscase
the subroutine beginson line 170.Actuallyline 170containsa remark that
tells us what the subroutine does. If you begin a line with the keyword
REM, the computerwillignorethe line but you can type a message after
REMthat provides informationto the programmer.

Thesubroutinethat begins at line 170generates a randomnumber. The
subroutine includes lines 170 to 200. We know line 200 is the end of the
subroutine because it containsthe keyword RETURN.

RETURN tells BASIC that the subroutine has been executed. The
computerthen returnsto the instruction justafterthe GOSUB keyword. In
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thiscase, it isline 120.Thecomputerhasbranchedto a subroutine that did
a particular task and then returned to continue normal execution of the
program. Line 120printsGUESS MY NUMBER; then line 140looks for a
number, whichyouwilltype in. When youpressENTER, BASIC takesthe
number you typed in and assigns it to the variablenamed G (forguess).

Now we come to line 150 where there is another GOSUB, this time to

line 210. The subroutine includes lines 210 through 330. This subroutine
compares the number generated by the computer (variable N) with your
current guess (variableG) and gives you either a hint or a congratulatory
message. If yourguess is too high, the text in line 230is printed, and the
subroutine is terminated with the RETURN in line 230. Ifit is too low (the
only other alternative in a not-equal condition), the text in line 270 is
printed before the RETURN. When your guess is correct (G = N in line
260), lines 300 through 330 are executed to print the congratulatory
message, announce that the computer is getting a new number, and
actually get the new number. After executing one of these RETURN
statements, BASICreturns to the instruction just beyond the GOSUB that
brought it to the subroutine, to line 160.

Line 160 contains a GOTO statement that sends BASIC back to line 120.

The computertellsyouGUESS MY NUMBER and looks foranother input.
Then BASIC comes once more to the GOSUB 210 instruction in line 150,

and the comparisons and messages start all overagain.
Line 320 does something interesting. We are already in a subroutine,

but there isanother GOSUB in 320. The GOSUB there sends the computer
to the random number generatorsubroutine beginning in line 170. When
the computerhasa newnumber forvariable N, it returns to the instruction
just past the GOSUB instructionin 320. that is line 330, whichis another
RETURN. This time BASIC goes backto line 160, because line 150sent it
to this subroutine.

There are several advantagesto the use of subroutines. You can write all
the instructions to do a particulartaskin one placein the program and then
use the GOSUB instruction anytime you need that task done. For many
people, writingprograms iseasier if youbreakthe job downinto a series of
subroutines. (One theory of programming, however, criticizes the use of
subroutines. The theory holds that a program should be written so that it
executes sequentially, from top to bottom, with no jumping around from
one place to another.) In addition, when you must do a particular task at
several points in the program, it is very easy to put a GOSUB at the
appropriate placeand avoidwritingthe sameset of instructionsat several
points in the program.
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Subscripted Variables

We now come to one of the last major concepts in BASIC: subscripted
variables. Asnoted earlier, variables havenames (A, A4, A$, AA, and so
on), and they havevalues. Thereare twomajortypes of variables—string
and numeric; BASIC hasseveral instructions that work onlyon one or the
other.

Up to this point wehave dealt with discretevariableswith names that are
not related, sofar asthe computerisconcerned. Variables suchasAl or A2
or TESTl and TEST2 are just variables to the computer: the similarity of
the names means nothing to the computer. There are no special instruc
tions, for example, that will let you deal with all the variables that have
TEST in their name (for example, TESTl, TEST2, TEST3, and so on).
However, BASIC does provide ameans ofdealing withgroups ofvariables.
You do it through the useoisubscriptedvariables.

Variables withnames likeA,TEST, andTOTAL3 arejustplain,garden-
variety variables. Variables with names like A(l), TEST(l), andTOTAL(3)
are different matters. Thevariable A4 issimply a convenient name. A(4),
on the otherhand, isasubscripted variable; Aisthevariable nameand (4)
isthesubscript. Ifyou thinkofthedatainacomputer as aparade, thenA4
mightbeoneloneclown who marches by. A(4), ontheotherhand, might
beoneriderin a row ofriders. Therideronthefarrightofthe row ofriders
mightbeA(l), the onenextwould beA(2), the next A(3), andthe oneon
the far left would be A(4). If these riders were data in a computer, they
would becalled alistorone-dimensionalarray, since they areanassociated
group arranged along one dimension.

Nowsupposea band comes marching by. Insteadof one row, a band is
madeup ofa matrix orarray ofpeople arranged in rows andcolumns. The
person in the first row and first column might be given the variable name
B(l,l) whilea tuba playerin the fifth row and eighth column would be
B(5,8). To the computer, the double subscripts in the variable names for
the band representthe columnand rowplacement of the variables. Thisis
a handyprocedure whenyouhaveto dealwitha largenumber ofvariables
that arerelatedto oneanotherin some systematic way. In BASIC thereare
ways ofdealing with subscripted variables thatcannot beused withregular
variables. (It is important, however, to keep in mind that a subscripted
variable such as A(2) is an entirely different variable fromA2 and A$(2).
A$(2) is, of course, a string variable with a single subscript.) Here is an
example that illustrates the useof subscripted variables:

100 CALL CLEAR

110 PRINT '' HOW MANY TOOK THE TEST'';
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120 INPUT T

130 DIMS(25)
140 FORX=lTOT

150 CALL CLEAR
160 PRINT " TYPE IN SCORE" ;X;" AND THEN PRESS

ENTER";
170 INPUT S(X)
180 NEXTX

190 FORX=lTOT
200 LETTL = TL+S(X)
210 NEXTX

220 LET MEAN = TL/T

230 CALL CLEAR

240 PRINT " THE MEAN SCORE ON THE
TEST":"IS";MEAN

Thislittleprogram letsyou typein the scores studentsmakeon a test. It
uses the subscripted variable S(#) to store the scores. The first thing the
program does is ask you how many scores there are. You enter thatas the
value for variable T in line 120. IfT = 3, that means there must be room in
thecomputer forthree scores which, in theprogram, will bestored as S(l),
S(2), and S(3). Line 130 uses a new keyword, DIM, to tell the computer
that you plantouse amaximum of25 subscripted variables named Slater
in the program.

Ifyou use subscripted variables in a program, you will generally want to
use the DIM instruction to tell the computer what to expect before the
subscripted variable is used. DIM is the keyword for dimension. It tells
BASIC to set asidea section ofmemory that willbe used to storethe values
of each element of the subscripted variable.

If you do not execute a DIM statement before using a subscripted
variable, BASIC automatically sets aside space for 11 elements in each
dimension (subscripts 0 through 10). If you usefewer elements than that,
theonly result ofnotusing aDIM statement will bethat a littlememory is
set aside for variables that will not be used. If you have more than the 11
elements BASIC sets aside, the result is more serious. You will get the error
message BAD SUBSCRIPT IN#. ADIM statement will have to beadded
to the program to make it work correctly. If you inadvertently try to DIM
the same subscripted variable twice in a program, the computer will balk
and giveyou a NAMECONFLICT IN # error message.

There is a FOR-NEXT loop in lines 140 through 180 of the program.
Thefirst timethroughthisloop, the computer asks you to typein the first
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test score, and it assesses that score as the value of S(l). The second time
through the loop, it gets the valuefor S(2), and soon.

Another FOR-NEXT loopin thisprogram occurs in lines 190through
210. Thisloopaddsup all the scores on the test and puts the total in the
variable named TL.

Finally thecomputer divides TL by thenumber ofscores andprints out
the average or meanscore on the test. This program illustrates oneof the
major advantages ofsubscripted variables: you can use FOR-NEXT loops
to get the valuesassignedto the correct variables.

The subscripted variable in the test scoring program is a one-dimen
sionalvariable. TIBASIC lets you define, ordimension, as many dimen
sional variables as you like, each with whatever number of subscripts
needed. DIM R(345), for example, sets aside enough memory for 345
variable names, R(l) through R(345). However, there is one limitation.
You must have the memory available to set aside. If you don't, the
computer will give you a MEMORY FULL error message. In addition, even
if you dohave enough memory at thebeginning ofa program for many
dimension instructions, you may not have enough memory to do all that
dimensioning, store the program, run thevideo display, and execute the
program. Keep inmindhowmuchmemory you have available asyou work
with DIM.

Remember, also, that DIM can beused to setup multiple dimensional
arrays or matrixes as well asone-dimensional subscripted variables. DIM
R(2,4)setsasideenoughmemory fora variable that has tworows and four
columns. Upto three dimensions may bespecified for anarray.

R(l,l) R(l,2) R(l,3) R(l,4)
R(2,l) R(2,2) R(2,3) R(2,4)

Actually, we have not beentotally correct in describing how DIM works
in the example. DIM R(3) actually sets aside space for four subscripted
variables: R(0), R(l), R(2), and R(3). Many programmers ignore the 0
subscript because some versions of BASIC do not accept it and because
most of usare not accustomed to using the digit 0 to indicate something
otherthannothing. Ifyou are working onaprogram that takes up most of
the memory you hvae available, however, you can save some memory by
eliminating the space set up for subscript zero with the following state
ment:

100 OPTION BASE 1

If your program encounters a subscript of zero after this statement is
executed, BASIC will give you a BAD SUBSCRIPT error message.
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DIM and String Variables

Thusfarwehavebeendealingwithnumericsubscripted variables. Does
it work the same way with string variables? Almost. If you give the
instruction DIMA$(2), thecomputerwill beready to accept threedifferent
strings thatcan have oneormore characters in them. A$(0) mighthave the
value CATS. A$(l) mightbe AND, A$(2) might be DOGS. Now if you
tell the computer to PRINT A$(2), it will print DOGS. What would
happen if you told the computer to PRINT A$(0)&A(1)&A(2)? With
string variables thecomputer concatenates thestrings, that is,it putsthem
together. Theinstruction to concatenate the three strings above produces
the following word.

CATSANDDOGS

Functions in TI BASIC

Another aspect to be discussed in this chapter is that of functions. A
function is a lot like canned laughter on a TV program. Whenever a
producer needs laughter, pushing the rightbuttonwill produce it. Func
tions work the same way. If you need the square root of a number, for
example, you could write asubroutine thatuses several BASIC keywords to
do the job.However, there isa function in BASIC that will do the jobfor
you. Theinstruction LET M= SQR(A) will take the square rootofA and
assign thatvalue tovariable M. IfAequals 81, thenMwill equal 9. Ifyou
type PRINT SQR(81) and press RETURN, the computer will print the
answer 9 on the display.

There are three families of functions: one that works with numeric
variables, one that works withstringvariables, and aset ofgeneral-purpose
functions. You have already used several numeric functions in example
programs (forexample, INT andRND).Here isasummary ofthe numeric
functions available in TI BASIC:

Numeric Functions

SQR(A)gives thesquarerootofA. Amust beapositive number, but can
be a variable (SQR A), a number (SQR 56), or an expression such as
SQR(X/2*3.5).

ABS(A) gives the absolute value of A. That is, whetherA is positive or
negative, ABS(A)isalways positive. IfAequals -5, ABS(A)equals +5. If
A equals +5, ABS(A) will again equal +5. A can be a variable [PRINT
ABS(A)], a constant number [LET A= ABS(-5)], or an expression [LET
B = ABS(A-4*6)].
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INT(A) finds the integer or whole number part of a number. In TI
BASIC, regardless of whether the number is positive or negative, INT
produces the next lower (positive or negative) whole number. PRINT
INT(12.3)produces 12 while PRINTINT(12.9) also produces 12. However
PRINT INT(-123.456) and PRINT INT(123.00000001) both produce
-124.

SGN(A) If A isgreater than 0, thenSGN(A) will equal 1; if A equals
0, thenSGN(A) will equal 0, and if A isanegative number, thenSGN(A)
will equal -1. Theinstruction LET M=SGN(A) will set Mequal to0 if A
equals 0, -1 if A isanegative number, and +1 if A isapositive number.
LET N =SGN(B - C+X)will set N equal to 0, +1, or -1 depending on
the value of the expression (B- C+X).

RND is used to generate a random number between 0 and 1. For the
number to be truly random, astatement that usesthe RND function must
be preceded byastatement containing the RANDOMIZE keyword. The
numbers generated will be decimal numbers between 0 and 1, such as
.0011291504 or.78868103. You can use other keywords togetnumbers in
any range you need. LET M=INT(RND*11), for example, will set M
equal tonumbers between 0 and 10. LET M=INT(RND * 10)+1 will set
M equal to whole numbers between 1 and 10.

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS BASIC has a set of functions that
deal with trigonometric values inradians. PRINT COS(34), for example,
produces -.8485702748. The four trigonometric functions available in TI
BASIC are COS (cosine), SIN(sine), ATN (arctangent), and TAN (tan
gent).

TheEXP function returns thenatural anit-log ofthevalue which follows
EXP. PRINTEXP(4), for example, produces 54.5981501. The LOGfunc
tion returns the natural log of the value which follows LOG. PRINT
LOG(4), for example, produces 1.38629436. PRINT LOG(EXP(4.2)) pro
duces 4.2.

NOTE: In Chapter 6, the order in which mathematical operations are
performed isdescribed. Thecomputer does multiplication before addition
unless youhave changed the priority order byadding parentheses to math
expressions. Themathfunctions described above have thehighest priority.
Functions are calculated evenbefore multiplication anddivision.

String Functions

To understandstring functions, we must rememberthat the TI-99/4A
stores and processes characters in a code that we touched on briefly in
Chapter 1.Thecomputer cannot store theletter A orthekeyword PRINT
directly in memory. It is only capable of storing patterns of electrical
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charges that represent numbers. As you mightexpect, two of the string
functions have a great deal to do with our—and the BASIC'S—area of
strongest possible confusion: the representation of numberby character
codes and by genuine computer numbers.

The string functions are designed to work withstrings as theyappear in
these patternsorcodes.

CHR$(#) TheCHR$ function lets you give thecomputer thevalue ofa
number, and it converts the value into the corresponding code for a
character. When youenterPRINT CHR$(65), for example, an A appears
on the screen. When youenter PRINT CHR$(90), youshould getaZ. The
CHR$ function lets you use the code numbers normally usedinternally by
thecomputer. Table 7.1 shows thecode used bythe CHR$ function. Note
that there are codes for all letters, numbers, and symbols normally dis
played by your computer.

ASC(X$) This string function returns the code value of the first, or
only, character in thestring enclosed in parentheses. For example, if A$is
CAT, then PRINTASC(A$) produces the number 67, because 67 is the
code for the character C.

LEN(X$) Thisstring function letsyoudetermine howmanycharacters
(including spaces) there are in a particular string. If A$ isCAT, then the
commandPRINTLEN(A$) willproduce 3since thereare 3letters in CAT.

STR$ and VAL In one of the example programs in this chapter, the
pointwas made that you cannot perform mathoperations on strings, nor
can youperform string functions on numeric variables. Thoughthis point
istrue, thereare legitimate ways of gettingaround theselimitations using
the STR$ and VAL functions. STR$ can be used to convert a numeric
variable into astring variable, andVAL willconvert astring variable into a
numericvariable. Here isanexamplethat shows how these functionswork.

5 PRINT "INPUT A"

10 INPUTA

15 PRINT" INPUT A$"

20 INPUT A$
30 PRINT2*A

40 PRINT2*A$

Nowrunthe program andinput the number48 for variable A and 1234
for string A$. Your screen should first display INPUT A. Respond with 48
and press ENTER. Then the display will reply INPUT A$. To this, you
should respond with 1234 and press ENTER. Then the computer will
multiplyA by2andprint96onthescreen. But,whenit comes to line40,it
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ASCII Code Character
32 (space)
33 ! (exclamation point)
34 '* (quote)
35 # (number orpound sign)
36 $ (dollar)
37 % (percent)
38 & (ampersand)
39 ' (apostrophe)
40 ((open parenthesis)
41 )(close parenthesis)
42 * (asterisk)
43 + (plus)
44 , (comma)
45 —(minus)
46 . (period)
47 / (slant)
48 0

49 1
50 2

51 3
52 4

53 5

54 6

55 7

56 8

57 9
58 : (colon)
59 ; (semicolon)
60 < (lessthan)
61 = (equals)
62 > (greater than)
63 ?(questionmark)
64 @ (at sign)
65 A
66 B

67 C

68 D

69 E
70 F

71 G

72 H

73 I
74 J
75 K

76 L

77 M

78 N

79 O

Table 7.1 CHR$ function codes.
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ASCII Code Character
80 P

81 Q
82 R

83 S
84 T

85 U

86 V

87 W

88 X

89 Y

90 2

91 [(open bracket)
92 \(reverse slant)
93 ](close bracket)
94 A (exponentiation)
95 __(line)
96 v (grave)
97 a

98 b
99 c

100 d

101 e

102 f

103 g
104 h

105 i
106 j
107 k
108 1

109 m

110 n

111 o

112 p
113 q
114 r

115 s

116 t

117 u

118 v

119 w
120 x

121 y
122 z

123 {(left brace)
124 |
125 } (rightbrace)
126 *" (tilde)
127 DEL (appearson screen asa

blank.)
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will try to multiply the string A$ by 2. It cannot multiply strings, so it
prints STRING-NUMBER MISMATCH EST LINE 40.

Now change line40asyou addthefollowing lines to the program:

40 LETB$ = STR$(A)
50 PRINT B$&" STRING NOW"
60 LETB = VAL(A$)
70 PRINTB*2

Now runtheprogram again and again give Athevalue of48andA$ the
value 1234. As before BASIC prints 96(2 times 48)from line 30.Line 40
converts the numeric variable A (which equals 48)to a string variable B$.
Line 50 prints the string B$ along with STRING NOW. BASIC treats B$ as
it does any other string, even though B$ was created from a numeric
variable.

In line60 the suing A$ that equals 1234 is converted to the numeric
variable B.Line 70multiplies Bby2andprints the result, which is 2468.
These statements are a pattern for your use of VAL and STR$ to convert
string variables to numeric variables andvice versa.

SEG$(A$,#,#) This function assigns a segment ofa string variable to
another string variable. The overall suing from which the subsuing is
copied is A$. The first number inparentheses identifies the character inthe
suing thatBASIC begins copying, andthesecond number tells how many
letters are to be copied. PRINT SEG$("BUSTED",2,3) produces UST.
Many versions ofBASIC use thekeyword MID$ for this function.

POS(A$,B$,#) Because it isoften important tofind specific characters
inasuing (say thespaces thatseparate words intosentences), TIincludes in
itsBASIC thissubstring searchfunction. Thefirst string in the expression
for the function is the overall suing to be searched through. The second
suing is theone that we're searching for. The number in theexpression is
the character of the overall suingwithwhich we want the search to begin
(so that BASIC will bypass previously found subsuings, for example).
When you issue the first of thefollowing two commands, you'll see that
BASIC prints 5toidentify thespace thatisthefifth character ofthesuing.
Whenyou issue thesecond, itprints 5again, because it finds thestring "
in the first character you specify for thesearch. Whenyou issue the third,
BASIC finds the second space in thestring to be the eighthcharacter.

PRINT POSC THISISA STRING" ," ",1)
PRINTPOS(,,THISISASTRING,,,,, " ,5)
PRINTPOSCTHISISASTRING"," " ,6)
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Other Functions

DEF This function isa truly creative one: it lets you define your own
functions and assign your own name tothem. Itis used invery suaightfor-
ward fashion, as in thefollowing example inwhich itsuse iseconomical in
finding manycircumferences.

100 DEFCIRCUMFERENCE = 8*ATN(1)*R
110 INPUT " BIG CIRCLE RADIUS? " :R
120 PRINT " BIGCIRCLE CIRCUMFERENCE " ;

CIRCUMFERENCE
130 INPUT " MIDDLE CIRCLE RADIUS? " :R
140 PRINT " MIDDLE CIRCLE CIRCUMFERENCE " ;

CIRCUMFERENCE

150 INPUT " SMALLCIRCLE RADIUS? " :R
160 PRINT " SMALL CIRCLE CIRCUMFERENCE " ;
CIRCUMFERENCE

In our examples above, we can see that CIRCUMFERENCE becomes a
keyword that we can define to be part of TI BASIC. If we don't like the
BASIC we have onboard already, we can write keywords tooursatisfaction.

A Final BASIC Keyword

We will end this chapter with anexplanation ofaBASIC keyword that
has not been used in any ofour example programs. However, you may
encounter it in programs youuse.

ON This keywordismost often used with GOTO or GOSUB. If it were
inaprogram statement, itwould appear as the following:

ON N GOTO 120,130,140,150

BASIC would check onthevalue ofN.IfNequals 1,thecomputer will
GOTO line 120; if N equals 2, thecomputer will GOTO line130, andso
on. ON is a way of selecting alternative destinations for a GOTO or
GOSUB instruction. IfNequals 0, is anegative number, oris larger than
the number ofoptions available after GOTO or GOSUB(4 inthe example
above), the GOTO or GOSUB will be ignored, and the computer will
proceed to the next line ofinstructions.

NOW THAT WE KNOW

We'vefinishedour generalintroductionto BASIC. We'vecovered about
allthere istodointhedialect ofthelanguage called TIBASIC-allthere is
except doubtless the most exciting part. Working with numbers and
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character strings isall right, butdrawing pictures and playing tunes ismore
exciting. Making video games and programming theTI-99/4A totalk is in
the making. See the nextchapter for details.
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Chapter 8

Graphics and Sound
This is our final chance to look at BASIC, and in this final look, we'll see

someof the most excitingfeaturesof the TI-99/4A. Without accessories, it
comes complete with high-quality graphics and sound-synthesis features.
The machine is a natural for drawingpictures and making music, and the
instructions you may give it to do these tasks are built into TI BASIC.

We'll also take a brief look at using the TI speech synthesizer. While the
unit is not a part of the console, it is a relatively inexpensiveaccessory that
adds another unique dimension to your computer.

THE COLOR SCREEN

The screenof the TI-99/4Ais a grid 32 graphics characters wide by 24
characters deep. Unless youchangethe screen color, it iscyancolorduring
the time BASIC is in command mode (with the cursorawaitingcommand
or program-line input). The screen is a light green, unless you change it,
while programs are running.

There are 16 colors you can assign to the overall screen and to graphics
characters.The colors are assigned by number, as the following list shows.

Color Number

Transparent 1

Black 2

Medium green 3

Light green 4

Dark blue 5

Light blue 6

Dark red 7

Cyan 8

Medium red 9

Light red 10

Dark yellow 11

Light yellow 12

Dark green 13

Magenta 14

Gray 15

White 16
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Each ofthegraphics characters you can place onthescreen isaneight-by-
eightmatrixofdotsthat haveanycolor you choose. In addition, the dotsin
the matrix that do not make up the character may be assigned another
color; in other words, while the screen has a background color for all
characters, each of the characters you are using may have its own back
ground color. If the character background color is transparent, the char
acter appearsagainst the screenbackground.

GRAPHICS CHARACTERS

In the TI-99/4A, no graphics characters are predefined foryou. Alpha
betic, numeric, andpunctuation characters are available, ifyou want todo
graphics with them, but they aren't very satisfactory. Rather thantieyou to
a rigid setofcharacters, thedesigners ofthis computer letyou build your
ownto fit yourneedsat anyparticular time.

The way you build characters isinteresting. Inessence, you specify each
dot in each character you use. Akeyword phrase, CALL CHAR, lets you
specify the dotsand assign the codeyou wantto usewiththe character.

Let's buildacharacter that isaneight-dot byeight-dot checkerboard. To
use CALL CHAR to do this, we follow the keyword phrase with pairs of
digits that identify the dots in the top row, thenidentify the dots in the
second row, and soon down to the eighth. We'll represent the dots that
make up our checkerboard character with the number one, and we'll use
the number 0 to represent positions in the matrix that form the back
ground of our character. The following figure shows what our character
looks like.

Top Row 10101010
01010101

10101010

01010101

10101010

01010101

10101010

Bottom Row 01010101

There is both a boon and a bane to representing these rows of the
character toTIBASIC. Theboon isthat we don'thave to type allourones
and zeroes into the CALL CHAR statement. The bane is that we have to use
a special code, called hexadecimal numbering, to represent our ones and
zeroes.

Here's theway it works. Ahexidecimal number can, inasingle numeral,
represent a group of four dots, specifying uniquelywhich onesareon and
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which ones are off. Two hexadecimal numerals can represent eight dots.
The following table shows how the dot representation by digits is accom
plished:

Dots Digit Dots Digit
0000 0 1000 8

0001 1 1001 9

0010 2 1010 A

0011 3 1011 B

0100 4 1100 C

0101 5 1101 D

0110 6 1110 E

0111 7 1111 F

Fromthe table, we seethat the digits we need areA and 5. The top row
of our checkerboard character is made up of two groups of four dots in a
1010pattern, soit ismade with AA, twohexadecimalA digits. The second
row, similarly, is made up of 55. The text of our character definition
statement for all eight rows reads as follows:

CAUCHAR(128," AA55AA55AA55AA55")

The number 128is the codewe assignto the character. It is adecimal one
number higher than the codes that represent alphabetic, numeric, and
punctuation characters in the standard ASCII code.

There aretwo other keyword phrases we need to know about to put our
new character on the screen: CALL HCHAR or CALL VCHAR. Both

phrases put the character on the screen at a location you specify. The
difference between them is that CALL HCHAR lets you specify a number
of horizontal repetitions for the character, and CALL VHCAR lets you
specify a number ofverticalrepetitions for the character.

Enter the following short program using CALL CHAR and CALL
HCHAR:

100 CALL CLEAR

110 CALLCHAR(128,"AA55AA55AA55AA55")
120 CALLHCHAR(12,16,128,1)
130 GOTO 130

Run the program, and you'll seeour checkerboardcharacter in the center
of the screen (in column 12, row 16, as in the CALL HCHAR statement).
We might explore the HCHAR repetition while we're here. Press CLEAR
to stop the program, and edit line 120to replacethe number 1with 5. Now
run the program and look at the five checkerboards extending from the
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centerof the screen to the right. Then replace HCHARwithVCHAR and
watch the characters extend from the center of the screen downward.

Nowthat you've mastered characters, let'slook at colors in greater detail.
Individual characters cannot be assigned colors, but groups of characters
can. These groups, orsets, areidentified by character code, asthefollowing
table shows.

Character Character

Code Set Code Set

32-39 1 96-103 9
40-47 2 104-111 10

48-55 3 112-119 11

56-63 4 120-127 12

64-71 5 128-135 13

72-79 6 136-143 14

80-87 7 144-151 15

88-95 8 152-159 16

Yourcharacter number 128 isamemberofset13.Toassign it acolor, we
use the keyword phrase CALL COLOR with the codes for the set, the
foreground color, and the background color. Let's insert a line numbered
105 intooursample program tomake thecolors redon black (as any good
checkerboardshould be). Remember that dark red is colornumber 7 and
black is color number 2.

105 CALLCOLOR(13,7,2)

And for good measure, let'schange the screen background from light
greento white(color number 16)witha new line 104, asin the following
statement:

104 CALLSCREEN(16)

Nowrun the program foracheckerboard ofthepropercolor. Notice that
if you still have a repetition number of 5 in the CALL HCHAR or CALL
VCHAR statement, you still have five checkerboards stacked end-to-end.

Animation

The CALL HCHAR and CALL VCHAR statements may be used to
produce animated graphics in much the same way they are produced in
motion pictures. If you placea graphics character on the screen, then clear
the screen and place the character in a slightly different position, the
character will appear to have moved.
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Let'sanimate somesmallrocketship characters (though wedon't want to
writea wholevideogame just yet). Enter the following program:

100 CALL CLEAR

110 CALLSCREEN(2)
120 CALL CHAR(33," 80C07EFFFF7EC0" )
130 CALLCOLOR(l,l 1,2)
140 F0RX=1T0 32

150 CALLVCHAR(4,X,33,16)
160 CALL CLEAR

170 NEXTX

180 GOTO 140

When yourun yourprogram,youhave16yellow rocketshipsmovingin
a wave through the blackvoidof space.

The mechanicsof the programaresimple. We clearthe screen(line 100)
and set the screen color to black (line 110). Next we define our rocket ship
character, assigning it to character code 33 (replacing the exclamation
point of the normalcharacter set, line 120), and weset the colorof the ship
to be yellow on black(line 130). Then we enter a FOR-NEXT ioop (lines
140-170) whichexecutes oncefor eachcolumn on the screen. All we do in
the loop is display the character, with 16vertical repetitions, and clearthe
screen in preparation for the next time it is displayed. Each time the
character is displayed, it is positioned one screen column to the right of
where it wasthe previous time. It therefore appears to move.

We can refine our animation by making our positioning increments
smaller than the one-character width we have used, but the complexity of
the programincreases quite a bit. Let's leave it with the basic conceptfor
now.

There is a way to have the TI-99/4A produce smoother graphics with
very little increase in program complexity. This method, unfortunately,
requires the use of the TI ExtendedBASIC cartridge. It useswhat TI calls
sprites.

If you have Extended BASIC, you'll have fun working with sprites.
Sprites are graphicscharacteryou define anywhereon the screen, much as
we have defined the rocket ships in the sample program above. The
outstanding virtue of sprites is that, after they are set into motion, they
continue to move until we stop them. The motion is extremely smooth,
and we have no need for FOR-NEXT loops to move them. The potential
for very high-quality video games with sprites is built into Extended
BASIC.
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SOUND

Sound andmusicsynthesis isbuilt intoTI BASICin much the sameway
graphics is.You definenotesandnoises in yourprogram, andthen youuse
the definitions to produce the sounds through your television set or
monitor.

Tones

In an instruction to produce a sound, you must provide three kinds of
information: the duration, the frequency, andthe volume. The durationis
measuredin milliseconds (Vioooths of a second), and it must be within the
range of 1 to 4250 milliseconds. The frequency iswithin the range of 110
Hertz to 44,733 Hertz (from the note A belowlow C to far beyond the
limits of our hearing). The volume ranges from 0 through 30, with 0
producing the loudest sound.

Table 8.1 provides a cross reference between frequency and musical
tones:

Let's play middle C for one second at the loudest volume we can send to
the televisionset or monitor. Although we could do this from command

Frequency Note Frequency Note

110 A 440 A (above middle C)
117 A*\Bb 466 A*\B>
123 B 494 B

131 C(lowC) 523 C(highC)
139 C#,D> 554 C#,D>
147 D 587 D

156 D*,E* 622 D*,E>
165 E 659 E

175 F 698 F

185 F*,Gb 740 F#,G>
196 G . 784 G

208 G#,A> 831 G*,A>
220 A (below middle C) 880 A (above high C)

220 A (below middle C) 880 A (above high C)
233 A*,B* 932 A*,Bb
247 B 988 B

262 C (middle C) 1047 C

277 C*,D> 1109 C#,Db
294 D 1175 D

311 D*,Eb 1245 D*,Eb
330 E 1319 E

349 F 1397 F

370 F*,Gb 1480 F*,Gb
392 G 1568 G

415 G#,A> 1661 G*A*
440 A (above middle C) 1760 A

Table 8.1 Musical tone frequencies.
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level without aline number, it's better that we do it in a programstatement
so that we can later experiment without retyping.

Enter and run the following statement:

100 CALLSOUND(1000,262,0)

We can produce up to three tones at one time. To convert our statement
to produce a C-majorchord, edit line 100so that it becomes the following
statement:

100 CALLSOUND(1000,262,0,330,0,392,0)

When you run this statement, you produce the notes C, E, and G
simultaneously to make up the C-major chord.

Noise

Of coursewe don't always want pure tones in our musical notes, so we
canadd noises formore sound qualities. We canspecify one type ofnoise in
addition to our three frequencies in the CALL SOUND statement, as we
see in the following example:

100 CAUSOUND(1000,262,0,330,0,392,0, -3,0)

The type of noise we have added is what the TI calls type 3 periodic
noise, and it adds the quality of vibrato to our C-major chord. There are
eight types of noise, each specified with a negative value and a volume
number, as in the example above. Types 1 through 4 are periodic noises,
types 5 through 8 are white noises. Beyond this skimpy description, we
invite you to experiment at your keyboard. One real-time noise is truly
worth the thousand wordsthat you'd be bored with reading aswe attempt a
description.

The fascinating relationship between music and mathematics is ready
for your exploration inside the TI-99/4A. Type in the following note
generator, which plays the first four octaves of notes available to you
through sound synthesis without any reference to a table such as the
musical-note table above.

10 FOROCTAVE = 0TO3

110 FORNOTE = 0TOll

120 CALLSOUND(200,110*2A(OCTAVE+1)
*2A21/12);ft(NOTE+l),0)

130 NEXT NOTE

140 NEXT OCTAVE
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Speech

Speechsynthesis isnot available with the TI-99/4A asit comesfrom the
package, but it can be added at little expense. A speech synthesizer
peripheral isrequired, and one of threeTI software packages ishelpful.

Extended BASIC provides speechsynthesis forwordswithin its vocabu
lary(and it spellsout wordsthat are not on its list, just ashumans do). The
following three-line programgreetsus in Texasstyle.

100 X$ = "HELLO" ::Y$ = "THERE" ::Z$ = "PARTNER"
200 CALLSAY(X$„Y$„Z$)

(It's true that the vocabularylist that Extended BASIC knows not only
fails to include the Texasword howdy, but it also pronouncespartner with
a distinct r sound. So much for words from Texas.)

A cartridge-program used primarily forconverting yourcomputer into a
communications terminal is very helpful in producing higher-quality
speech than Extended BASIC can produce. Terminal Emulator II lets
ordinaryTI BASIC access the speech sythesizer to produce words that are
not on a list. In addition, you canspecifywhich wordsin a sentence areto
be stressed, thereby giving sentences a more natural sound, and you can
learnabout allophonesand other advancedconceptsused in the science of
linguistics. You might also be interested in the primary use of Terminal
Emulator II—speaking words that are transferred to the computer over

Figure8.1 TI-99/4A with monitor, expansionbox, and speechsynthesizer.
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telephone lines. It can actuallyread aloud what you get from TEXNET and
your computer friend in the neighborhood.

A dedicated but more limited program to let you produce speech from
TI BASIC is Speech Editor, alsoavailable in cartridge.

FROM HERE TO THERE, NATURALLY

It's too bad we don't havemore space to discuss the making ofgraphics,
sound, and speech, but we have to stop here if we are to bring you an
affordable introductionto the TI-99/4A. We hope we'vegiven you at least
an insight into what you can create with your machine. By programming
the TI-99/4A in BASIC and Extended BASIC you can make your own
educational programsand video games, and in the meantime make com
puter literacy something that is secondnature to everyonein your home.

But on the other hand, we can now discuss matters that don't involve so
much thought and work. The fact is that you don't have to programyour
computer in orderfor it to give you a greatamount ofservice. There are
literallythousandsofprograms already written forit by others. In our next
chapter, let's see how we can make it easy on ourselves by enjoying the
works ofothers.
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Chapter 9

TI-99/4A Software
More than one millionTI-99/4A home computershavebeen purchased,

and reasonable projections showthat within the next year twicethat many
will be in use. As far aswe know, there aren't that many programmers in
the world.We havereason to wonderwhat peopleare doing with somany
of these machines. We can see the answer when we look at the software
available to make the TI-99/4A do many things.

Uses for the computerrange from managing the energy used in ahome
to manage ewe and lamb production, from learning the sounds of the
alphabet to playing the stockmarket, and from fighting galactic wars to
playing aLennonand McCartney song. TFs current advertising campaign
stresses the wide availability and variety of software prepackaged for your
use: there aremore program cartridges available for your TI-99/4A than
there are foranyother personal computer.

We want to giveyouanoverview ofthe software here, sothat you'llhave
an idea ofwhat you might be able to do with software you don't have to
program. Each piece of software you can plug into your computer's car
tridge connector or read into it from cassette or diskette is, to borrow a
computerese expression, apersonality module. It changes what yourcom
puter appears to be. With one cartridge, it's a Munch Man video game;
with another, it's an electronic cash register. With still another, it's a
software development system withthemostpowerful of languages tohelp
you achieveyour programminggoals.

We've surveyed the software field and tried manyof the packages, but
we'll try not to editorialize about the quality of programs. One person's
game may be another person's trip into the depths of boredom. A word
processing system thatdoes everything for oneperson maybeafrightening
experience in comprehension for another. There's no reliable way we can
saywhich programs are foryou.What wecando istell youabit about some
ofthe programs that seemmostsignificant to us, soyoucancheckthem out
furtherif you think they may be what youneed.

We'll approach the more serious side of the available software first.
Please don't think we'reimplying that the TI-99/4A is not a fun machine.
It is, perhaps above all, great for enjoyment and recreation. We mean
simplythat dessert follows dinner in the order we've chosen. If you're full
already, skip a few sections and read about what better suits you. We'll
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consider business and home management software, educational, comput
ing, and recreational software.

BUSINESS AND HOME MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Although the TI-99/4A is, in amostanyform, one of the least expensive
personal computers you can purchase, it is alsoan extremelycapable unit,
usuallyat either no extraexpenseor slight additional expense. It can write
letters for you, figure your postage bill for the month, and address enve
lopes. It can prepare home and business budgets and bill your clients. It
can watch your weight, and it can talk to you about foods that make your
weight-watching more pleasant. If you want to konw about your home
mortgage or your life expectancy, it can tell you something about these
topics.

It's in the areas of businessand home management that we most often
try to assess value received for value paid. In this area, the TI-99/4A is an
attractive investment (and, as we'll see later, educational and fun when
business dealings and home choresare done).

Secretaries and Clerks

A great deal of softwareis available to help you write letters (or longer
documents such as books), to mail letters to clientsand friends, and to file
awayinformation for easyrecovery later.

Word ProcessingPackages

The most popular word processingpackage is the one marketed by TI
called TI Writer. It lets you do on the TI-99/4A screen what you might
otherwisedo much more laboriously on sheetsofpaper, and it commits the
results to paper for you onlywhen you arecompletelysatisfied with them.

When you are typing text into memory, you can insert and delete
characters at the cursor. If you wish, TI Writer will automatically indent
paragraphs for you. You don't have to worryabout the ends oflines, as you
do with a typewriter or not-so-well-designed word processors: this one
wrapsany word that can't be completed bythe end of the line onto the next
line.

We mentioned in Chapter 1 that the TI-99/4A is limited by screen size
to being less than excellent in word processing. TI Writer partially over
comes this limitation by using the 40-by-24 character screenas a window
that lets you view lines as long as 80 characters. Initially, the window
positions itself over the first forty charactersof the lines; as you type the
line, the window moves to show the center forty charactersand finally the
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last forty characters. You canthereforetype in and view a document as it
will later appearon paper, despite the limited screensize.

But typing is only the first of two writing tasksthat TI Writer helps you
with. The other task is editing. If you need to reverse the order of
paragraphs in aletter, haveTI Writer pick one up and put it above orbelow
the other. You're forever free of drawing lines to indicate where things
should be, of cutting and pasting, and of retyping as penalties you must
pay for writing well.

With TI Writer, you can include instructions for your printer to under
line, and to overstrikefor producing bold characters.

Of course, such a versatile and powerful program requires hardware in
addition to the console. You need a printer, an expansion unit, a disk
interface card, amemory-expansion card, and a printer.

There areother (generally less expensive)word processing packages that
may fulfill yourneeds,but expect mostofthem to be slower in responding
to your typing and commands than TI Writer. TI Writer is made up of
TMS9900 machine language commands, which execute much faster than
BASIC, the language used by most other word processors for this com
puter.

Futura Word Processor stores, reads back from diskette, and edits text
files. The package hasmany interesting features, and it requires two disk
drives, TI Extended BASIC, memory expansion, and a printer. This word
processor is available from Futura Software (Box 5581, Fort Worth, TX
76108).

TexTiger I and II (TI-99/4A only) are packages that also have many
features. Theseword processors do not require memoryexpansion ordisk
hardware, but they require Extended BASIC. TexTiger is sold by Patio
Pacific, Inc. (24433 Hawthorne Blvd., Torrance, CA 90505).

TI-Text Writer also lets you create new text in memory, format it, and
print or save it on disk or tape. This package requires Extended BASIC,
32K memory, an Epson printer, and either disk or cassette. TI-Text Writer
is available from Microcomputers Corporation (34 Maple Avenue Box 8,
Armonk, NY 10504).

Typwriter (formerly spelled Tl-pwriter) uses any printer and stores as
many as 50,000 characters on a diskette or60-minute tape. This package
also requires memory expansion. Typwriter is marketed by Extended
Software Company(11987 Cedarcreek Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45240).

Four of the five word processing packages listed aboveare reviewed in a
well-considered article called "Word Processor Market Basket" in the May
1983 issueof99'erHome ComputerMagazine.
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Mailing

Entering information for mailing lists andkeeping the information up
to date isanotherjob that personal computers can do well.They speedup
the job of mailing form letters, meeting announcements, and similar
correspondence for either business or personal uses. If you want to spare
your secretary some work ormakeyour business runmore efficiently, orif
you want to help out yourchurch orclub, you might look into a mailing
program.

Mailing programs are ofat least twokinds.The simplestkind keepsalist
ofnamesand addresses forperiodic printingoflabels, envelopes, orboth.
The morecomplexkind merges informationsuchasnames, addresses, and
other things we called variables in ourdiscussions about BASICinto form
letters so they arepersonalized.

TI markets three mailing programs. TI Writer, in addition to the tasks
mentioned above, does mailing labels or mergesinformation from either
the keyboard or a file.

Mailing List isTI's plain vanillamailing-listprogram that stores, alpha
betizes, sorts,and searches mailing list information, like names, addresses,
phone numbers, ZIP codes, and so on. It uses disks and storesabout 350
records on each diskette.

Tl-Count Mail List is TI's down-to-business bulk-mailing program that
maintains 500to 50,000namesin alist. It canprint labels at arateof2,000
per hour on a TI 810 printer. It even includes a smallword processor for
writing and editing letters. The program requires two disk drives, Ex
tended BASIC, a printer, and 32K memory.

Name-It is a companion to Tl-Pwriter orTypwriterand produces mail
ing lists, labels, and cassette or diskette files. It sorts records and, with the
companion word processing program, prints form letters with variable
entries. The program requiresdisk or cassette, Extended BASIC, memory
expansion, and a printer. Name-It is marketed by Extended Software
Company (11987 Cedarcreek Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45240).

Also, mailing-list programs with lesser capabilities are available from
severalother companies and from users' groups.

Filing

The idea behind a filing (sometimes called a database) program is to
keep informational records currentand organizedand sortedorindexed so
they can be easily accessed. Business uses include keeping records on
customers and clients, sales, inventories, and the like. Home uses include
keeping trackofautomobile maintenance, various kinds ofbills, and even
birthdays.
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Therearemorethan tenfiling programs available for the TI-99/4A, and
they contain some sophisticated, powerful, andinteresting features. Some
use cassette-tape storage; others use disks. See Chapter 11 or a list of
references in which you can find information about these hard-working
programs.

Tables and Charting

We want to mention one morecategory of programshere, even though
it isvirtually a"category ofone."Multiplan, aspreadsheetprogram written
byMicrosoft, Inc., apioneer inpersonal computing software, isoneofthe
most popular programs marketed by TI. Like VisiCalc, SuperCalc, and
other spreadsheet programs, Multiplan permits you to turn your screen
into a table, entriesin which maycontaintext or numericvariables. When
youchange the value ofan independentvariable somewhere in the table,
every entrythathasavalue dependent onit isalso changed. Like TIWriter,
Multiplan uses a window on a muchlarger screen, and your tables canbe
huge(246 rows by63columns). After you have constructed atable,you can
print your tableor save it to a file (perhaps forusein a document you are
typing in byword processing).

Accounting Software

Scores ofsoftware packages perform accounting tasks, historically oneof
the first tasks for whichlargerbusiness computers wereused. These tasks
includegeneral ledger, accounts payable, accounts receiveable, inventory,
amortization, investment, and other such functions.

Scaled-down versions of these programsare designed to help you man
age home financial affairs. They provide you with information-handling
convenience in dealingwith loans, mortgages, rentals, bills, and the like.

To really describe thiscategory of software and the programs marketed
by TI and other companies, we'd have to get into a more specialized
discussionthan our brief look at softwarepermits. It's important, though
to realize that softwarefor these purposes is available.

Agricultural Software

Agricultural software isn't for everybody, but it serves asa good example
of specialized but highlysupportive software available forTI-99/4Ausers.
If youneed to formulate feedorfertilizer mixtures, keeptrackof breeding
and production in a herd of cattle, or analyze your finances in ewe and
lamb production, yourcomputercanhelp with these tasks. Most of these
programs are available from Computech Distributing (209 E. Walnut,
Springfield, MO 65806).
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Home Management Software

Weight control, nutrition, menu or restaurant selection, energy and
securitymanagement, car-buyingdecisions, and afewdozen more taskswe
performdaily aresupportedbyhomemanagement software. Some of the
morepowerfulpackages, suchasWeight Controland Nutrition marketed
byTI, are available fromstores, but mostof these programs are available
from users' groupsat very lowcosts.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

It's hard to believe after our look at business and home management
software, but the TI-99/4A's strongest serious area of application is in
education. Among software packages marketed by TI itself, educational
programs outnumber any other type of program at least two to one. In
general, the software provides individualized learning throughthe useof
the computer keyboard, screen, and sound and speech synthesizers, al
though some specialized packages helpteachers andotherauthors develop
their own software.

The major categories of individualized-learning software correspond
withgrade levels. The basic skills level covers skills forpreschool children
(such aslearning shapes, colors, numbers, andletters in thealphabet) and
elementary through approximately eighth-grade levels oflearning in areas
such as reading, mathematics, and spelling. High school skills software
provides instruction in physics, behavioral science, literature, grammar,
and othersuch areas. There is yetanother category that cuts across these
threebecause it contains educational software notat any grade level.

Basic Skills Software

At low level (preschool), the educational software marketed byTI (and
others) can be likened to elementary games, except that games are not
nearly so educational. Or, it might be liked to the preschool-education
segments on Sesame Street, such as the "Which of these things belong
together?" segments. Increased awareness of colors, shapes, numbers,
letters, words, and related concepts (right, left, up, ...) is the most
obviousobjectivein all of these courses.

But the less obvious object is more active and therefore more effective
learning by the child. Evena very youngchild knows that he or she can't
really tell Big Bird the right answer, because Big Bird can't hear and
respond. Software for young children takes advantage of the computer's
response-recognition capability, and therefore of its ability to respond
individually andeffectively to the child.
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If we have any serious criticism to offer of such software for the
TI-99/4A, it has to center around its availability. There are very few
educational cartridges, tapes, or disks suitable for average preschool chil
dren, and the ones that are available aren't sufficiently developed. Even
TI's one entry into the field, Early Learning Fun, is not designed to use
speech synthesis.

But, beginningwith the primary grade levels, the basic skills software
(particularly the courseware from TI) becomes much more plentiful and
much more thoroughlydeveloped. Early ReadingFun and ReadingFun,
both fromTI, usespeech. A series of first-through-fourth grade mathemat
icscartridges developed jointlyby TI and textbook publisherScott, Fore-
sman and Company, takes children through addition, subtraction,
multiplication, anddivision withspeech support. Even moreimportant for
educational effectiveness, a series of four Scholastic Spelling cartridges,
developedjointlybyTI andschool magazine publisherScholastic Publish
ing Company, has speech.

Eventhough speech isimportantin primary education,othercomputer
aids support the courseware for this level. TI's Math Mission, Alien Addi
tion, Demolition Division, and MeteorMultiplication combine the moti
vation of playing video games (complete with laser cannons and creeping
slime)with instruction in the four basic math operations. A series of six
ComputerMath games developed byTI and textbook publisher Addison
Wesley makes use of music and color graphics in math games for up to
three players.

Speech synthesis isusedin theTI-99/4A emulationofthe TI "Speakand
Spell" and "Speak and Math" educational toys. You can have these toys
within yourcomputer(ataprice higherthan the toy price, unfortunately),
with the added benefit that the child becomes familiar with the non-toy
computerera andaccepts the computer as a place where learning is fun.

One educational package deserves special attention. It doesn't teach a
particular subject so much as it teaches an understanding of learning
through the useofaneasily mastered language called Logo.

Logo produces graphics. Statements typed into Logo define the move
ment of a turtle on the screen. The turtle can draw lines and shapes by
leaving a trail. And here's where the learning experience really begins.
Logocanbe instructedto learn the procedure used to draw aline orshape,
so that the line or shapecan be redrawn when you name it in a statement.
Superficially, the drawing of pictures motivates children (and oftentimes
adults) to work with this language, but Logo can teach you a great deal
about learning (and computer programming concepts aswell).
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Mostofthe couseware offeredbyTI forstudents at the elementaryschool
level above grade 3 is in the Plato series.

The Plato courseware is one of the most important developments in
personal computer education. Plato courseware is a tremendous resource
for tried-and-truecomputer-assisted instruction (CAI) materials. Control
Data Corporation, a large-computer manufacturer, has developed this
resource overaperiod of20 years at acostof$900million. Control Datahas
agreed to provide nine hours of its 12,000 courseware to TI, Atari, and
Apple. But, in addition, TI hassecured aseparate agreementwith Control
Data to offer an additional 800 hours of Plato courseware to TI-99/4A
owners. Overall, TI is converting 117 courses designedto run on the large
Control Data computers through telephone lines to terminalsinto courses
that run on yourcomputer from diskettes.

The Plato courses TI has currently announced for the basic skills level
include the following:

Basic Number Ideas

Addition

Subtraction

Multiplication
Divison

Fractions

Decimals

Ratio, Proportion, and Percent
Geometry and Measurement
Basic Word Building
Understanding New Words
Understanding What You Read
Thinking About What You Read
Judging What You Read
Parts of Speech
Building and Using Sentences
Spelling and Usage
Capital Letters and Punctuation
Writing Letters(Correspondence)

We've reviewed sample units from approximately 25 percent of the
courses, and we're excited about them. Our excitement is not so much from
a feeling that everycourse isexcellent, but because we feel the courseware is
very good overall and so much of it is in place for you to use on your
computer.
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We should mention that youmust havea memory-expansion unit and
Plato Interpreter cartridge from TI to use Plato diskettes. It's very likely
that you'llbe able to borrow the diskettes containingthe courseware from
public libraries and from public schools if you can't afford to purchase
them.

High School Skills Software

Now that TI is offeringPlato courseware, the company's previoushigh
school skills courseware is overshadowed. Let's look immediately at the
Plato courses available for this level, and then let's look at some important
earlier coursesthat still sparkle in the shadows.

High school courses from Platoinclude the following:

Basic Number Ideas

Math Sentences with One Variable

Math Sentences with Two Variables

Geometry
Measurement

Special (Math) Topics
Reading
General Reading
Prose Literature

Poetry
Drama

Spelling and Punctuation
Grammar

Diction

Sentence Structure

Logicand Organization
Physics
Chemistry
Earth Science

Biology
Geography
Economics

Behavioral Science

Political Science

History

The most significant of the high school skills programsofferedbyTI are
contained in a series of ten courses developed by the Minnesota Educa-
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tional Computing Consortium. Notice, in the following list of these
courses, that no overlapoccurs with the Platocoursework:

Metricand Counting
ElementaryEconomics
Elementary Math and Science
Astronomy
Word Beginnings
Exploring
Math Practice

Science Facts

Natural Science

Social Science

These programs are intended for use by junior high or high school
students, and theyareavailable only on diskette. Torun them, you must
also havean Extended BASIC cartridge.

GeneralEducation Programs

After our overview of the courseware so far, the general education
software may seem skimpy. However, it'spretty substantial ifwe consider it
out from under the shadow of the Plato courseware.

Three courses (Bridge Bidding I, II, and III) from TI are available to
strengthen bridge bidding skills forintermediate to advanced players. In
thefirst, you practice bidding your own hand, with thecomputer bidding
your partner's and your opponents' hands. If, in threechances you have at
each bid, you don't recommend the best bid, thecomputer tells you the
best bid and explains why it is best. The second course gives you similar
practice andinstruction in bidding slams, andthethirdworks with you on
competitive bidding. These coursesare availableon diskette.

Two courses areavailable to tutor you in BASIC. Teach YourselfBASIC'
requires no peripherals but Teach Yourself Advanced BASIC requires an
Extended BASIC cartridge. The programs are available on cassette or
diskette.

FromTIand othersources, you canalso learntocompose music, operate
a business in a competitive marketplace, run for president against an
opponent, and a greatdealmore. Many of the general interestcourses are
simulations orgames in which you learn byplaying. They arevideo games
with beneficial side effects.

COMPUTING SOFTWARE

Computingsoftware for the TI-99/4A includes fourlanguagepackages
anda variety ofsupport programs. Extended BASIC adds considerably to
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the power of the TI BASIC included in ROM in the console. TI PILOT
provides an easy language for writing interactive programs like sophisti
cated games and course. Pascal provides you with the means to write
structured programs that are more organized than BASIC programs. As
sembly langugae lets you write programs that execute much faster and
much more completely control computer operations than any other lan
guage. While a number of the support (utility) programs help in the
development of programs in various languages, one of them has two
distinctly differentfunctions: it permitsthe computerto operate asa data
terminal, and it provides for the readingand pronunciationof words that
are not in the speechsynthesizer's vocabulary list.

Extended BASIC

Extended BASIC adds features to the BASIC inside the console. With
the enhancements, you can easily enter and displaydata anywhereon the
screen, use sprites for smoothly controlled animation of graphics, write
multiple statements on single lines, and have your program take care of
errors astheyoccur(ratherthan havingprograms stop running to report the
errors to youon the screen). On a moredetailedlevel, the powerofcertain
statements has been increased. The IF-THEN-ELSE statement is no longer
limited to line numbers when youspecify the resultsof comparisons.You
can, for example, assign values as a result of the following equal
comparison.

100 IFX=10THENLETY = 0ELSELETY = X

Extended BASIC usesabout 800more bytesof consolememory than TI
BASICdoes, sowithout memoryexpansionyoudo notawae quite somuch
program and data space. On the other hand, TI BASIC uses memory
expansion for program (as well as data) storage. Therefore, if you have
memory expansion, you can run much largerprograms under Extended
BASICthan you can under TI BASIC.

TI PILOT

TI PILOT isa programming language that speedsup and simplifies your
task of writing programs that call for much interaction through the key
board. For instructional programs, you can produce written, graphic, or
spokenmessages that callforkeyboard response. Yourprogramwritten in
the PILOT languagethen determines the computer'snextscreen orsound.

UCSD Pascal

The Pascal language package marketed by TI is the entire USCD (Uni
versity ofCalifornia at SanDiego)P-system. When yourun the p-system in
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yourhome computer, it takescompletecontrolof the machine, replacing
the BASIC-oriented system in the console.

The p-system requires an expansion box card (or choo-choo train pe
ripheral). Thiscardcontainsthe coreof the p-system in readonlymemory.
On the backof the cardisa slideswitch youcanthrowto selectbetweenthe
BASIC system and the Pascal system. When you throw the switch, the
computer's operating system changes. Menu screens are different: the
TI-99/4Atakeson an entirelydifferentpersonality.

Within the p-system, youusethe Pascal language towrite programs that
are compiled into something like machine language. This "something
like"iscalled p-code, a fairly fast-running language that isused bythe p-
code card in the expansionbox.

The advantages of Pascal over Extended BASIC are two. First, Pascal
provides formoremethodical, procedure-oriented programming in which
the concepts of program design are very close to the statements in the
program. Second, programs writtenin Pascal run considerably faster than
those written in Extended BASIC.

Assembly Language

When speed is the most important consideration in the design of a
program, the program can be written in TMS9900 assembly language
through the useofTI's editor/assembler package. Theassembly language
statements you type into the editor in the package are translated by the
assembler intoTMS9900 machine language, thefastest language that your
computer can ever understand.

We have to warn you that assembly language programming is very
difficult. You must design your programs to use no more than two-byte
variables in each statement. And you also must knowthe most intricate
details about the design and construction of your computer. The edi
tor/assembler manual tells you about most of these details, but it takes a
while to master them.

The editor in the package is similar to the editor in TI BASIC, but you
can also use your TI Writer to enter assembly language programs more
conveniently.

Terminal Emulation and SpeechSynthesis

A TI support package called Terminal Emulator II enables the home
computer to act as a telecommunications terminal, which can transfer
keyboard-entered data or disk files to and from another TI-99/4A. In
addition, thispackage provides fortransfer ofgraphics displays andspeech
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synthesis of the words thatappear on the screen. The computer can read
words youtypeorwhich it receives from anothercomputer.

Thespeech-synthesis software included in Terminal Emulator IIgives it
a valuable secondary use. Read only memory in the speech synthesizer
provides a list ofwords that can bepronounced byExtended BASIC, and
Extended BASIC canpronounce nootherwords. ButTerminalEmulatorII
permits you to use TIBASIC to pronounce any words you produce. It also
lets you add intonation patterns (stress, and so on) to make sentences
sound more natural.

ENTERTAINMENT

You can obtain several hundred games in cartridge, in cassette, and on
diskette foryour computer. Sources ofthese games range from TIitself, to
independent third-partysoftware producers, to users' groups. Most games
marketed by sources other than TI are programmed in BASIC, and they
tend to be slow. An Extended BASIC cartridge is often required for such
games, sothat sprites may beused to provide more rapidand continuous
motion.

We'll look at three of the most popular TI games here: PARSEC,
Tombstone City, and Munch Man.

PARSEC

Of the three games, PARSEC is the most novel because it uses voice
synthesis. Thegame isessentially aspace travel andbattlegame, muchlike
Atari's Defender. A female voice, like the voice in the Star Trek television
series, provides you output from your spaceship's onboard computer. The
voice tells you when enemy invaders areattacking and whenasteroids are
heading your way. It also gives you compliments about your shooting
(whenyou deserve them, of course).

If youdon't have a speech synthesizer on your computer, youcan play
the gamewithoutthe voice. Messages appearat the bottomofthe screen to
provide you with the same information. The objective of the gameis to
accumulate points by playing through as many levels of difficulty as you
can.

At eachlevel ofdifficulty, youareattacked bywaves ofsixdifferenttypes
of invading ships, each withdifferent methods of annihilating yoprship.
There is also an asteroid belt youmust blastyourway through (and if you
overheat your laser by blasting away too rapidly, yourship explodes). If
your ship is about to run out of fuel, you must carefully fly through a
tunnel withship-shattering rock surfaces to obtain morefuel.
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PARSEC is a very involving game, especially with the speech feature
activated.

Tombstone City

Like PARSEC, Tombstone City isa game inwhich you must blast away
at the enemy before your ship, a desert schooner, is destroyed. But the
game's setting is novel. The game is played in an Old West ghost town
during the 21stcentury.

Thecity isagridin thecenter ofthescreen where you are safe from alien
attack. The city is surrounded by tumbleweeds, cactuses, and morgs
(aliens). The cactuses breed morgs, andmorgs turn intocactuses when they
are shot. Tumbleweeds are obstacles thatgetinyour way andhamper your
shooting. If you shoota morg from inside the city, the cactus he becomes
blocks onemore entrance intoandexit from thecity.

The objective ofthegame is toincrease the population ofthecity. The
population increases whenever you shoot a tumbleweed oramorg. Butif
you shoot all of the tumbleweeds, you get anotherwhole screen full of
them tohinder your shooting. Ifyou letamorg get toyour schooner, you
haveonefewer schooner to playwith.

The desert can become full ofcactuses ifyou're notcareful. Ifyou shoot a
morgwhenit isnextto two cactuses, the resulting threecactuses become a
single morg. You can clean up thedesert this way.

Incidentally, Tombstone City is theexample ofan assembly language
program included on diskette with the editor/assember package. The
diskette includes both assembly language and machine language files for
the game. So, if you are interested in learning what assembly langugae
techniques make agame work, and ifyou're intersted inplaying thegame,
you can satisfy bothinterests with thelanguage package.

Munch Man

There is no way for us to avoid saying that Munch Man is like PAC-
MAN. Alittleround critter runs around inamaze, covering every pathinit
to obtainpointsand to get a fresh mazeto playin.

AsAtari's PAC-MAN mustflee from fourghosts, Munch Man mustflee
from four Hoonos, each with a different level of intelligence. From one
maze to thenext, Hoonos change shape, sometimes resembling traveling
pinwheels, sometimes rainclouds, sometimes tornados, and other times
resembling no shapes that wehave namesfor.

Onemore thing: Munch Man really doesn't munch anything inthesame
way PAC-MAN munches dots. Instead, he lays down a chain to indicate
which paths in the maze he has covered.
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FROM SOFTWARE TO WHERE...

In this chapter, we've given you anoverview of the packaged software
products marketed by TI and other sources. There is really much, much
more detailed information you might want tohave aboutthesoftware that
runs on your TI-99/4A, and we give you a roadmap to sources of more
information in the last chapter of this book.

But for now,weneed to clarify some mysteries. We've been discussing
accessories, or peripherals, that are required when you use many of the
software packages. The next chapter focuses directly onthese peripherals,
clarifying what you can andcan'tdowitheach one.
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Chapter 10

Selecting Hardware and
Accessories

Wewill begin wiht afew cautions. First, we generally have notincluded
prices when discussing specific products, because computer product prices
are notoriously fickle. However, when prices are discussed, they are the
prices in effect in late summer of 1983. You may find that by now some
prices have increased and others have decreased.

Second, suppliers ofcomputer accessories are astrange assortment. Most
companies have good intentions, some provide prompt service and excel
lentquality, and most deliver products that work. Butyou should exercise
reasonable caution when spending your money, because there are a few
crooks and a few totally incompetent entrepeneurs out there among the
"good guys." Also, because the TI-99/4A is sold inmany department and
discount stores, you'll often speak to salespeople who know very little
about computers and who have confused or garbled half of what they
know. Bevery cautious about whatsalespeople tell you.

In preparation for writing this chapter, we tried personally to use as
many of these products as possible and to summarize the conclusions of
reviews published inmagazines. Whenseveral products are onthemarket
that do the same thing, we describe the modelswith whichwe are most
familiar. Products we do not mention may be inferior products, or they
may simply have been unavailable for ustoreview while writing this book.
We try tobefair inour reviews and topoint outpositive as well as negative
features in products.

EXPANSION SYSTEMS

Asit stands now, your only good choice for areasonably large comple
mentofperipherals for theTI-99/4A istheexpansion box system marketed
byTI. For alimitedtime, the boxisavailable with a 32 kilobyte memory
expansion card, a disk controller card, and a disk drive, for a suggested
retail price of $550. This price is less than halfwhat it has been, and for
good measure TI is throwing in your choice of one of three software
packages that usually sell for around $100.

The remaining two cards in the peripheral expansion system are also
being discounted during this promotional sale. The RS-232 card is less
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than $80, and the p-code card is less than $100. You can have acompletely
expanded TI-99/4A system, including console and speech synthesizer, ata
list price of $850, and if you shop warily, adiscount price slightly under
$600.

It's likely that when HEX-Bus peripherals are available toreplace expan
sion box cards, TI will discontinue the expansion box system. HEX-Bus
units are considerably smaller and less expensive tobuild than expansion
boxes and the cards that fit into them.

HEX-Bus peripherals that have been announced include an RS-232
unit, a wafertape (stringy floppy) unit, a printer/plotter, and a modem
(telephone-line interface). In addition, aunit that interfaces the signals
fromthe expansion busconnector on the console to the HEX-Bus unitshas
been announced. No disk unit has been announced, and no HEX-Bus
units have been shipped from TI at the time this book was printed.

You can still buychoo-choo train peripherals at some retail outlets and
on the used market. These units can be good deals ifthe price is right. They
are compatible with both the expansion box system and the HEX-Bus
system; you simply connect the units at the right side of the console.
Software for the TI-99/4A "neither knows nor cares" whether a disk
controller, amemory expansion unit, a p-code card, oranRS-232 unit is
from one expansion schemeorthe other.

With the expansion box system, you can add a card or two that are
designed, manufactured, and marketed by organizations independent of

Figure 10.1 TheTI HEX-Bus Wafetape Unit.
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Figure 10.2 TheTI HEX-Bus Printer Plotter.

TI. However, withtherecent drop in prices, besure the price of third party
accessories islow enough to justify the purchase of non-TI equipment.

If, on theother hand, your requirements for expansion are simple, you
maywant to avoid the expense ofthe expansion box altogether. Ifyou need
only aprinter, the HEX-Bus RS-232 unit and units made by several other

Figure 10.3 TheTI HEX-Bus Interface.
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manufacturers are available for about the same price as the current RS-232
card, and they do not require the expansion boxfor connection. Ifyou are a
digital electronics buff* with sufficient experience, you can try your own
hand atbuilding up peripherals like the RS-232 unit described in theJune
issue of99'er Home Computer Magazine. This unit takes under $40 in
parts, afew hours ofconstruction time, and acable to your printer to put
you in business.

Let's take a more detailed look at theexpansion units and cards accord
ingto the functions they perform.

Memory Expansion

The console contains 16 kilobytes ofrandom access memory, and the
system can be expanded by another 32 kilobytes. Although the TMS9900
processor is designed to access 64 kilobytes, read only memory (ROM) and
input/output devices must use the 16 kilobytes ofmemory space not used
byconsole orexpansion RAM.

TVs current expansion memory is acard that plugs into the expansion
box. It contains thefull 32 kilobytes.

TI also markets acartridge itcalls MiniMemory. This cartridge contains
only 4kilobytes ofRAM, but the RAM is backed up by battery so that it
retains itscontents when it is unplugged from theconsole. The RAM inthe
MiniMemory is primarily useful for developing your own cartridges rather
than for significantly increasing the processing power ofthe system. You
can't use the Extended BASIC ofeditor/assembler cartridge while you are
using the MiniMemory cartridge. The MiniMemory cartridge does contain
some "code" in ROM that provides TIBASIC with a few ofthefeatures of
Extended BASIC. The cartridge also contains aline-by-line assembler that
permits you to dosomewhat limited andsomewhat tedious translation of
assembly intomachine language to bestored in itsRAM.

Another 32 kilobyte RAM card that plugs into the expansion box is
being marketed by Foundation (74 Claire Way, Tiburon, CA 94920).
Foundation also sells a 128 kilobyte memory card butwe have not been
able tofind any software tosupport more than 48 kilobytes ofRAM inthe
TI-99/4A.

A 32 kilobyte card similar to the one from Foundation is sold by
Intellitec Computer Systems (2337 Bonanza Court, Riverton, UT 84065).

Intellitec Computer also has a32 kilobyte RAM unitthatfits like achoo-
choo train peripheral into the console expansion connector, saving the
expense of an expansion box. Intellitec sells this unit with an RS-232
interface as well.
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Aseparate memory unit that connects inthe same way that the Intellitec
unitsdo ismarketed by Doryt Systems, Inc. (14 Glen Street, GlenCove,
NY 11542).

RS-232 Expansion

Input/output functions may be added to the TI-99/4A by the three
types ofdevices TI markets or by devices from atleast two other companies.

Except for physical connections tothe CPU, the expansion box card the
the choo-choo train units function identically. They provide two RS-232
interfaces. In addition, the expansion box card contains a parallel inter
face. The RS-232 interfaces may be usedfor connecting a serial printer, a
modem for communication over telephone lines, other computers, and
scores ofotherdevices. Theparallel interface may beusedforconnecting a
parallel printer that uses a "Centronics-type" interface (see Printers, be
low).

TheHEX-Bus RS-232 unit contains asingle RS-232 interface, and it may
bepurchased with afactory-installed parallel interface as well. Remember,
though, that you must also have aseparate interface tothe HEX-Bus from
the computer expansionconnector.

A separate RS-232 unit that connects in the same way the choo-choo
train peripherals do is marketed by Doryt Systems, Inc. Another such unit

Figure10.4 The TI HEX-Bus RS-232.
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is sold by A. J. International (4023 Sommers Avenue, Drexel Hill, PA
19026).

Disk Controllers and Drives

Let's pause for a moment to discuss a few facts about disks, disk
controllers, and disk drives. There are advertisements for avariety ofnew
disk products for the TI-99/4A, and you may want toknow what you are
getting into if youbuyone.

The floppy diskette medium we discussed in Chapter 3iswritten toor
recorded on by a disk drive. Except for thegeometry involved, the data-
writing process is much the same as recording onto magnetic tape. Tracks
onthe disk are magnetized with encoded data. When the dmep/ays back
or reads the data, the process is reversed, and the magnetized area are
converted back into data.

With standard techniques, approximately 90 kilobytes ofdata may be
stored onone side orsurface ofa diskette. With more recently developed
techniques, 180 kilobytes may be stored by using the double density
recording technique. Double density data storage can usually beused with
the same drives used for standard, single density storage.

With recently developed drives, both sides ofadiskette may be used for
double sided data storage. Using such drives once again doubles the
storage available on a diskette. A double sided drive can store up to
appoximately 360 kilobytes on asingle diskette indouble density format.

The larger the capacity ofadrive, the greater the number ofprograms
and data records you canstore on it.And for some purposes, 90 kilobytes of
program and data just isn't enough. If we wantto store a document that
takes up 30 single-spaced pages, orifwe want acomputer-assisted instruc
tion course thatlasts 45 minutes, we need storage indouble sided format,
double densityformat, or both.

For even larger amounts ofstorage than we can getfrom diskettes, we
can use hard disks. Hard disks and hard disk drives are usually designed
into asingle unit, because their storage technology requires that they be
free ofdirt, smoke, and moisture. Currendy, up to 10 million bytes (10
megabytes) ofdatamay bestored in a single hard disk drive. Ahard disk
itselfis not adirect replacement for afloppy diskette ordrive (you must still
use afloppy totransport outside programs and data tothe hard disk).

Currently, the floppy disk drives marketed by TI are standard single
sided drives. Although the drives and the software inthe Disk Manager II
cartridge are capable of double density operation, theTI disk controller
card can only operate single density. For greater capacity with a TIdisk
controller, you must use double sided drives (also supported by Disk
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Manager II), but you must obtain them from a source other thanTI. We
can't give you allofthe technical details for using such drives, but we can
caution you to deal with someone you can trust when you obtain double
sided drives and instructions for using them. Otherwise, because drives
vary in technical details and inquality, your chances for dissatisfaction are
pretty high.

Onecompany sells five andtenmegabyte harddisk drives andcontrol
lers. Myarc, Inc., (Box 35, East Hanover, NJ07936), markets these models
at prices beginning above $2,000. Although we haven't personally used
these devices, we do know that they can't operate with the standard TI
BASIC operating system direcdy: it must be interfaced to it with the
softwareMyarc provides.

We have one concluding note about disk drives. We don't want to
discourage you from using floppy disk drives other thantheones supplied
byTI. Intherecent past, Tl-supplied drives (Shugart model SA400L) have
beenpriced at over twice theprice advertised bymail-order suppliers. Our
caution applies only to those cases in which you arenot sure whom you are
dealing with orwhat you are getting. You may save yourself hundreds of
dollars by being cautious.

Printers

The TI impact printeris the only one currendy marketed by the com
pany. This printer is, beneath thelabel, anEpson MX-80FT with interface
cabling and instructions particular to the TI-99/4A system. It's a good
printer: it hasbeenthestandard dotmatrix printerforpersonal computers
for the past two years.

Thedot matrixprinterproduces characters madeup ofdiscrete dots.The
printing looks like thatproduced byacomputer rather thanahigh-quality
typewriter. Forletterquality printing, you mustlook elsewhere thanTI.

Your best bet in a low-cost letter quality printer is probably a Smith-
CoronaTP-1 orTP-2, aprinterthatTIprovides installation suggestions for
in its TI Writer documentation. The TP-1 is a daisy wheel printer that
produces high-quality printat a relatively slow ten characters persecond.
Currentdiscount prices for the printer,withserial or parallel interface, are
under $600.

Modems: Telephone Interfaces

The word modem is short for modulator-demodulator. A modem mod
ulates audio tones with the data sent out by your computer, effectively
converting the data into audio tones with voltage levels that can be
transmittedon a telephoneline. It also demodulates the tonesfor receiving
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data, converting them into data input for your computer. A modemisa
necessary accessory if you plan to use your computer for communicating
withother computers and information utilities over the phone.

Modems can be connected to the computer in two ways. Some plug
directly intothecomputer; others plug intoaserial port.

The modem currently marketed byTI operates withanRS-232 interface.
You plugacable into your interface to connect it to thehomecomputer.
To connect the modem to the telephone line, you press a telephone
handset intorubber cups onthetopofthemodem case. Aspeaker opposite
the telephone mouthpiece and apickup coil opposite theearpiece transfer
tones acoustically and magnetically withoutanyelectrical connection be
tween the modem and the telephone line.

The TI modem, actually aversion of the better-known Novation CAT,
hasanunder$100 suggested retail price.

TheHEX-Bus modem thatTIhas announced atthesame price does not
require anRS-232 interface, but it does require aHEX-Bus interface at the
console expansion connector. Itisadirect-connect modem, which requires
electrical connection to the telephone line. One good aspect of direct-
connectmodems is that they distort the data-transmission tones less than
acoustically coupled modems do, and therefore theyproduce fewer trans
mission errors. One bad aspect about them is that you should report the
direct connection toyour telephone company and bebilled monthly for it.
Many owners, however, donotreport owning amodembecause thephone

Figure 10.5 The TI HEX-Bus Modem.
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company insome sections ofthecountry doubles ortriples the basic phone
rate under an old rule which waswritten for businessesthat use phone lines
for extensive data communications.

Actually, almost any modem onthemarket will work withtheTI-99/4A
RS-232 interface. If youaregoingto be heavily involved in data commu
nication, we suggest that you seriously consider a modem called the
Smartmodem, sold by D. C. Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. (5835
PeachtreeCornersEast, Norcross, GA 30092). Forabout twicethe price of
the TI modems, youget proven reliability in a direct-connect modemthat
has been the standard in personal-computer communications for at least
two years. You also get automatic dialing (tone or pulse), automatic
answering, and"intelligent" computer keyboard orprogram control ofall
modem functions. Because the Smartmodem contains its own microcom
puter as a controller, you can virtually tell it what to do and receive its
response in English words, ratherthanflipping switches and guess whether
what you have done is right or wrong.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ACCESSORIES

We'vegiven youa goodideaofwhataccessories for the TI-99/4A are—
and willbe—like, and yetwefeelwe've barely scratched the surface of the
tremendously detailedinformation available about productsmarketed by
TI and others. But because we'd like you to be able to gather further
information as you wish, werecommend that you read the next chapter.
The nextchapterprovides you witha guide to further sources of informa
tion about yourcomputerand its programs and peripherals.
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Chapter 11

Sources ofFurther
Information

We hope that this bookhas served asa good beginning, an introduc
tion, to your use of the TI-99/4A and to the overall field of personal
computing. This final chapter will provide you with some suggestions
about how to get the additional information you need.

MAGAZINES

99'er HOME COMPUTER MAGAZINE. This monthly magazine is by
far the most comprehensive source of current information about your
computer. It isdevoted exclusively to TI computing products, and most of
the articles and reviews in it are about the hardware and software used with

the TI-99/4A home computer.
Most of the articles in 99'erHome Computer are for beginning and

intermediate users, and some are for advanced users. It has articles about
programming in all of the languages availablefor the computer, and each
issue contains several program listings in these languages.

This magazine has an excellent balance of material. It often publishes
interviewswith programmerswhodevelopsoftwarefor the computer; from
reading such articles, you can discover how to play a better game of
Tombstone City or PARSEC, as well as how to use assembly language
speed-up techniques. A typical issue will have articles on programming
and reviews of recendy released software and hardware. It will also have
articles on topics such as word processing, voice recognition and speech
synthesis, and the human implications of computers, and articles that
include listings ofprograms you can enter and use.

In addition, the magazine carriesscores of ads for products you may want
to buy. If you want to know the latest price of a peripheral you've been
saving for, this is the place to look.

The current subscription rate for 99'erHome Computer\s $25 per year.
You can inquire about it or order it by writing 99'er Home Computer
Magazine (Box 5537, Eugene, OR 97405).

COMPUTEIThis is also an excellent magazine for owners of the
TI-99/4A. It is published monthly and carries articles on TI computers as
well as ATARI, Apple, Commodore, Radio Shack, and Timex Sinclair
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computers. The magazine is well edited, very nicely illustrated, and filled
with programs you can type in and run on your computer. Most issues
contain at least two or threeprograms that will run on your computer. In
addition there are all sorts ofarticles on how to use the TI-99/4A. Most of
the articles are for intermediate or beginning users, but a few are quite
advanced.

Compute! also hasseveral regular columns on topics such aseducational
computing and programming in Logo. This magazine has an excellent
balance ofeditorial material. Atypical issue will have articles onprogram
ming, reviews of commercial software and hardware, general articles on
topics such as word processing, games, and the social implications of
computers, and articles that include programs you cantypein and use. In
addition, themagazine carries hundreds ofads for products you may want
to buy.

At$20 ayear, Compute! isamagazine we strongly recommend. There is
a toll-free number for subscriptions (800-334-0868), or you can write
Compute! Magazine (Box 5406, Greensboro, NC27403). Thepeople who
producethe magazinealso publisha line of books.

In addition to the specialized magazines, there are several other com
puter magazines that regularlypublish materialon the TI-99/4A. Mostof
these are available on newsstands where you can browse through themto
determine if they fit yourneeds.

Creative Computing isa fat, fact-filled monthly that covers the general
field of personal computing. Easy Home Computer magazine also pub
lishes material on the TI-99/4A and is oriented toward novice users.
Computers andElectronics isanother magazine that may beof interest to
TI-99/4A owners.

ComputersforEverybody, byJerry Willis andMerl Miller, published by
dilithium Press, includes a description of over 20 othermagazines that
cover different aspects ofpersonal computing.

BOOKS AND BOOK PUBLISHERS

Astroll throughthe computer section ofyour local bookstore islikely to
show you just howpopularyour computer really is. There are at least 15
different books about the TI-99/4A in current distribution. Few book
stores are likely to have more than five or so of them, but bookstores are
carrying an increasing number of computerbooks.

In this section we will not try to list all the home computer books
currentlyon the market. There are too many, and the listwould be out of
date in a matter of months, since new books are appearing regularly.
Insteadwe will note some of the more active publishers of books on the
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TI-99/4A. Many of the newbooks arereviewed eachyearin the magazines
welisted. In addition, several of the supplierslistedin the next sectionadd
new books to their catalogs each year:

dilithium Press (P.O. Box 606, Beaverton, OR 97075; phone
800-547-1842). dilithium is the publisher of this book, and it publishes
several books on BASIC. Thecompany hasover100books in print, mostof
them at the beginning and intermediate level, on personal computing.
You can get a free catalog by phoning dilithium at the toll-free number
listed above.

Creative Computing Press (39 EastHanoverAvenue, Morris Plains, NJ
07950; phone 800-632-8112). Thiscompany, nowa division of the pub
lishinggiant Ziff-Davis, hasa goodlineof books. Several of their publica
tions will be of interest to TI-99/4A home computer owners.

Reston Publishing Company (11480 Sunset Hills Road, Reston, VA
22090; phone 800-336-0338). Reston is a division of Prentice-Hall and is
rapidly increasing the numberof books it publishes for novice and inter
mediate computer users.

HowardW. Sams (4300West 62nd Street, P.O. Box558, Indianapolis,
IN 46206; phone 317-298-5400). Sams is best known as a publisher of
rather technical books in the area of electronics, including computers.
Recently, however, Sams has begun publishing introductory and inter
mediate level bookson personal computing.

In addition to the books and magazines we have already mentioned,
there are two other excellent sources of information on your computer.
Several of the information utilities mentioned in the Chapter 1of this book
let yousearch databases for articles, software reviews, and technical notes
on the TI-99/4A home computer.

A SPECIAL SOFTWARE DIRECTORY

Texas Instruments publishes a directoryof softwarecurrendy available
for the TI-99/4A home computer. The company has attempted to list all
software available for the computer by inviting all third-party software
authors to describe the products they offer. The directory currendy lists
approximately 1,000 separatesoftware packages, describes the features of
each, and lists the hardware required for running each package. Four
indexes get you to the piece of software you're interested in without
wasting time.

The TI-99/4A Software Directory is available for $5.95 plus shipping
charges. To order it, call 800-858-4075 or 800-858-4565.
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SUPPLIERS

Manycompanies produce products for the TI-99/4A. If you are lucky,
youlivein an areawhereoneormoreretailstores carry awiderangeof these
products. That, alas, is not the fate of most of us. Evenwhen you read a
positive review about agreatnewproductorprogram,it isdifficult to buyit
locally. A largenumber of storessimplydo not carry the product.

One solution to this problem is to order products by mail. Magazines
like 99fer Home Computer and Compute! carry dozens of ads in every
issue. Many products must be ordered from the manufacturer, but there
area fewdistributors whotry to stock a widerangeofproductsfrommany
different suppliers. Some of these distributors even publish catalogs that
describe the products they carry. Also, mail-order suppliers often sell
products at a discount, while local stores do not.

You cansavemoney buying bymail, but besurethat youremember that
a local store often provides convenience, local support, assistance, and
advice forcomputerowners. In addition, if a productisfaulty, it isusually
much easier to correct the problem if you buy locally. We find ourselves
buying some products from local suppliers and ordering some by mail.
Because companiescome and go at an amazing rate in this business, we
won't list them here. We can, instead, tell you that your best source of
information about mail-order distributers are the advertisements in cur
rent issues of the magazineswelisted.

SOME FINAL WORDS

This is the final chapter in How to Use Your TI-99/4A. We hope you
have found the book useful and that you continue to explore the pos
sibilities of personal computing. If you have suggstions you feel would
improve the next edition of the book, please write us at dilithium Press.
Happy computing!
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